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Abstract
In order to gain an understanding of leen fathers' perceptions of tile fathering
experience, six tccn fathers (age 16·20 years) from Eastern Newfoundland,
Canada, completed questionnaires and participated in three one-hour interview
sessions. A combination of open and c1ose·ended questions f~used on the
involvement of father and child, and the factors innuendng this involvement.
Each participant reported feelings and demonstrations of love toward, pleasure
with s~nding time with, and being actively involved with his child. Although
the quantity of father-chiid interaction time varied from father to father,
fathers were not satisfied and expressed a desire to spend more time with their
children.
Throughout the interviews six main thcmes and several subthemes emerged.
The teen fathers most involved with their children reported positive
relationships with the teen mothers and supportive parents. All four sets of
grandparents were cooperative in their sharing of child care rluties and
expenses. These teen fathers also had a strong support system of friends and
relatives. less involved teen fathers reporteU strained relationships with the
leen mothers and restricted access to their children. These leen fathers'
relationships with the maternal grandparents were described as either non-
existent or hostile.
Five of the six participants described the lack of recognition as a parent, and
the lack of involvement in the decisions concerning their children, as being the
most difficult aspect of being a teenage father. The adolescent fathers further
identified sever;:,! factors they considered obstacles to their involvement with
their children: strained relationship with the teen mother; overbearing maternal
grandparents; lack of recognition of parental rights by social agencies; and,
inadequate finan~. If we expect teen fathers to become more involved with
their children these expressed difficulties and obstacles need to be addressed.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction and Background
Teenage fatherhood is a rather new area of study. There is very little
recognition of the teenage father in family and parenting literature (Robinson
and Barret, 1986). Concem over teenage pregnancy and childrearing has been
directed towards the mothers and to a certain extent their children. Special
programs in schools and other social institutions, such as teenage clinics and
birth control facilities, have been designed (or teenage mothers and have
excluded the fathers. Lisa Connolly (1978), summarizes this neglcct, "All
eyes are on the unwed mother and her baby, while the other partner stands
awkwardly in the background, 100 often ignored or even forgotten completely"
(p.40).
The research on teenage parenting during the 1960's and early 1970's,
ignored the fathers (Earls and Siegal, 1980). This changed in the 1970's, as
research emerged on fathering. TI',is trend has been referred to as the age of
paternal rediscovery (Lamb, 1979), and is largely due to the increase in the
number of pr~gnanciesof unwed teenagers and single-parent families (Hanson
and Bozett. 1987). Today in the United Stales, only 50% of the young women
who have children are married (Marsh, 1991). During the 1980's, several
books on fatherhood became available and involved a wide variety of topics.
Although this new direction is very positive, there is still a need for more
information concerning teenage fatherhood.
Because of the difficulty in locating teenage fathers, research in this
area has heen less than adequate. In 1985 the National Center for Health
Statistics in the United States reported that teen fathers were responsible for
18.4$ (116, 145) of the births by teen mothers. (Barth, Claycomb and
Loomis, 1988). There are no Canadian statistics on numbers of teen fathers.
The few statistics that are available on numbers of teen fathers are not
necessarily accurate. According to Sonens\ein (1986), basic demographic data
on numbers of pregnancies from teenage males are iflcompletc at the U.S.
national level. For example, in 1983, United States' birth records for teenage
pregnancies showed that the age of the father was missing on 32 % of the
records. As well, young mothers often refuse to identify the father (AlIen-
Meares, 1984) and the fathers themselves, usually do not maintain contact with
human service agencies. Because of this, the majority of data on teenage
fathers has been inferred from populations that do not contain teenage fathers.
Information has come (rom sources such as: leen mothers, older unmarried
fathers, teenage males before they became fathers, and teenage males who are
not necessarily teenage fathers (Robinson and Barret, 1986).
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Difficulties witJIlhis type of data include: possible concealing or
distortior. of the facts; mothers cannot accurately Itport the feelings and
thoughts of the fathers; the mother is often bitter and does not present the
father in a favourable light; and, findings from studies with adult fathers
cannot be applied to teenage fathers. Antecedent data collected on teenage
falhers before Ihey became fathers, is unbiased, but less helpful because this
data is usually rcanalyscd many years later. The change in social, economic,
and cultural conditions between the time of the data collection and the
analysis, makes generalizations 10 contemporary society difficult.
Studies that include a mixture of teenage fathers and non-fathers have
analyzed differences in the Cwo groups (Robbins and Lynn, 1973; Robinson,
Barret and Skeen, 1983; Redmond, 1985; Rivara, Sween:y and Henderson,
1985; 1986). Findings indicate that teenage fathers had become sexually
active at an earlier age. had poor knowledge about contraceptive use, and
came from an environment where teenage pregnancy was common and
accepted (Rivara, Sweeney and Henderson, 1985).
Teen fathers are more likely to come from poor black families, have
academic and behavioral difficulties in school, and have a pessimistic attitude
about their future (Hanson, Morrison and Ginsburg, J989). Because of the
higher number of black teenage falhers compared to white teenage fathers,
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many studies in the United Slales have been conducted with the former group
(Hendrick." 1980; 1983; 1988; McCoy and Tyler, 1985; Christman, 1990a,
1990b). Blacks at risk of becoming teenage fathers are more often involved in
a steady relationship with their girlrriend, and have an accepting altitude of
parenting outside of marriage (Hanson, Morrison and Ginsburg, 1989).
Comparisons of married and unmarried black tccnage fathers show that
unmarried teenage fathers are more likely to be employed, drop om of school,
and not use contraceptives (Hendricks, Robinson-Brown and Lawrence, 1984).
Studies that involved a direct sample of adolescent fathers have been
considered weak in methodology. Fifty·two percent of the 21 studies found by
Robinson (1988a), are descriptive in nature, use small samples and do not
include a comparison group. As well. the sampling is unrepresentative. Data
collected does nol include subjects where parental consent to participate was
denied.
In summary, the information about teenage fathers has been based on
self-report data, from willing subjects, using self-administered questionnaires
and fathers who are involved with the mothers and children. Furthermore, the
problem of differences in self-reported behavior and aClual behavior exists
(Redmond, 1985). Although such difficulties must be considered when doing
12
this lcind of research, it may be the only way to truly understand the teen
fatherhood exptticnce.
Presently, there is 00l: a clear description of teen fathers and their
involvement willi their partner and child. The stereotype of teen (albers, for a
long time, has been one of irresponsibility and unconcern. Contrary to this
image, findings have shown that some teen fathers are indeed responsible and
want to be involved with their child (Barret and Robinson, 1982b) and have
emotional ties and concerns about the molher and baby (Hendricks, 1980).
Mar.y adolescent fathers mainl.ain contact with their children and provide some
financial support (Furstenburg, 1976; Lorenzi, Klerman and Jakel, 1977;
Elster and Panzarine, 1983). However, these teenage (aUlers claim that many
obstacles make involvement with the mother and child difficult For example,
obsl.acles include;
difficulties with the family of origin, restriction of freedom
imposed by responsibility for the child, duty of providing for the
child. not being able to see his child as much as he would like,
problems wilh his girlfriend or the unwed mother, problems
with various members of the unwed mother's family, and not
wanting the young mother to have given birth to the baby.
(Hendrick.!, 1983, pp. 143-144)
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Hendricks (1988) found that teen fathers of different ethnic groups
experienced common problems such as; lack of money; loss of freedom; and,
difficulties with (lie unwed mother and her family. However, each ethnic
group experienced a different variety of problems. The Hispanic leen fathers
reported a much wider range of problems compared to white leen fathers.
Because of the variation of problems experienced by teen fathers from
different cultures. the cultural faclors must be carefully considered when
conducting research of this nature. Generalizations from one culture t.o
another cannot be made.
More information is required from the le::n fathers regarding their
attitudes and motives and the factors that are affecting their involvement with
partner and child. More specifically, what are the perceplions of the leen
fathers in various areas of Newfoundland, Canada?
Statement of pymosc
The purpose of this study was to examine, via an in-depth interview
approach, teenage fathers' perceptions of their involvement with their partners
and children and the factors that affect this involvement. This study examined
the similarities and differences among six teenage fathers, within a variety of
different regions throughout Eastern Newfoundland, Canada.
14
Inyoltanmt of trtnlgc (,then, Indicators of teen father involvement
were selected based on personal reflections from researching the area of teen
prqnancy, and from previous studies of teen father involvement (SlaCk, 1974;
Elster and Lamb, 1986; Hendricks, 1988; Lacey, 1992). The following ten
indicators Gf involvement have evolved:
Amount of time spent with child.
2. Quality of time spent with child.
3. Feelings toward child.
4. Expression of feelings toward chi:.!.
S. Relationship of child with falher's family and friends.
6. Provision of material support to mother :.nd child.
7. Provision of emotional support to mother of child.
8. Involvement in decision-making regarding the child.
9. Existence of falher'slegal responsibility.
to. Interest in child's future.
Involvement does not nr.ce.uarily mean marriage or living together.
Marriages of pregnanlleenagers are generally conOicting Uld often end in
divorce (Card and Wise, 1978; Furstenburg, 1976), making it an unstable
environment for a child. However, living apan does not mean that the father
is not interested in the child nor that he does not want to playa meaningful
15
part in his child's life (Earls and Siegal, 1980). Teen father involvement with
children can take many forms and include various levels of commitment. For
the purposes of this study teenage father Involvement was ckamined as
previously staled, but definitions of involvement were not {ormed until the
study was completed and the data analyzed.
Significance or Study
Pregnancy is nol solely a female responsibility, the male's role should
nol be ignored. The father has emotional and legal rights of access 10 his
child. Although many parenting programs are still not available to adolescent
fathers (Klinman, Saunders Rosen. Longo and Martinez, 1985), the rights of
the unwed fathers are becoming more I"eCQgniz.ed. It is now mandatory in the
Canada and the United States, for agencies to contact the pulalive father before
a child who is helm out of wedlock can be placed for aciuption. In I~e Unilcd
States, court cases have supported the teen fathers' rights to custody of their
babies that the mother has put up for adoption (Pannor and Evans, 1975).
11le child also has rights. The c~i1d has a right to have interaction
from both biological parents, so that physical, emotional and psychological
well being is enhanced.
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Allen-Meares (1984), describes the isolation of the mother and the
exclusion of the father as thoughtless at best and potentially destructive at
worst. The father's involvement with partner and child is necessary and can
be advantageous (or the whole family system.
In efforts to help the teenage mother during pre and post-natal stages,
the father and his family need to be involved. Furstenburg's (1976) Baltimore
study showed thai the presence of an effective support system (persons to
assist with child rearing and provide emotional, psychological and financial
assistance) was critical for the mother's adjustment. Involvement of the baby's
father has also been shown to enhance a teenage mother's self-worth, sense of
maternal competency, and attachment to the baby (Card and Wise, 1978). The
same may possibly be true (or teen fathers.
There is evidence 10 support positive effects of the father's involvement
in child rearing. Research has shown that fathers make a significant
contribution 10 the child's social, emotional and intellectual development
(Cordell, Parke and Sawin, 1980). Factors affecting the fathers' involvement
with their children require special attention, as more and more teenage mothers
are keeping their babies. In the United States, during 1987 alone, 500,000
babies were delivered by women 19 years or age or younger, and 20% to 25%
of the fathers were adolescents (Moore, 1989). Although specific information
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on the pefC\."'Iltage of teen fathers is not available for Canada or Newfoundland,
the fertility rates for Canada in 1990, for those aged 15·19 years was 26,6 per
1000, while for Newfoundland the rate was substantially higher, 35.4 per 1000
(Statistics Canada, 1990, p. 95).
The Working Group on Adolescent Health in Newfoundland reported
that mother, child and father were affected by physical, psychological. social
and economic risks associated with adolescent pregnancy (Lacey, 1992). The
medical risks of teenage molhers and their children are well documented,
Accord;ng to Orton and Rosenblatt, adolescent pregnancy has been linked with
higher mortality n'cs, and incidence of toxaemia and low birth weight (Lacey,
1992). The father's involvement in prenatal activities has been found \0 be
associated with higher birth weights (Barth, Claycomb and Loomis, 1988).
The social and economic risks for teenage mothers involve early school
leaving, poverty and marital breakdown (Lacey, 1992). Eight out of ten
females that have children at age 17 or under, drop out of school. This group
is also underemployed (Earls and Siegal, 1980). Similar findings regarding
drop out rates are reported for teenage fathers. The probability of dropping
out of school for teen fathers is considerably higher than males who falhr.red
children at 20 years of age or older (Elster and Lamb, 1986).
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The seriousness and extent of adolescent pregnancy problems continues
to require further research. The effect of pregnancy on adolescen; fernfJ.'".S has
received much attention. More information is required about the effecls of
pregnancy on adolescent fathers. It is known that fatherhood is a stressful
experience for adults, as reports of somatic symptoms and psychiatric
problems have been made by adult prospective fathers (Elster and Panzarine.
1981). Elster and Panzarine also suggested thalleen fatherhood is even more
stressful. This is because they have to cope with the early transition 10
parenthood and more conflict in their relationships (Nakashima and Camp,
1984), It is essentiallhat more information be obtained directly from tun
fathers regarding their perception of this stressful experience, because how
well they cope with this crisis affects both the mother and child,
This research attempts to gain an understanding of the much neglected
teenage fathers' perspectives. Profiles of teenage fathers with varying degrees
of involvement with their partners and children were compared and contrasted,
Information on their perceived difficulties and needs will be presented. This
should be beneficial in providing future directions for programming and
services for teenage fathers. With such assistance, teenage falhers may be
beller able 10 cope with the difficullies of becoming a father, and find ways to
contribule 10 the lives of their children and partners without becoming the
19
victims of educational failure and economic disadvantage. The first step to
understanding the lCCll fatherhood experience is conducting a complete review
of the existing relevant literature. The following chapter provides a
comprehensive summary of the research findings concerning adolescent
fathers.
20
CHAPTERJI
Literature Review
Upon review of the literature on teenage fathers, several themes have
emerged. There have been many sludies providing information about their
background characteristics and attitudes toward marriage and childbearing;
their sexual and contraceptive behavior; their psychological adjustment; and
the consequences of fatherhood. It is only during the last decade that studies
have emerged examining the involvement of the teenage father with his partner
and child. Very few of these studies have actually examined the teen father's
perspective and his view of factors that have affected his involvement. It is
this last area which is most relevant to this study.
Udmnlnants or Tecnage Fatherhood
Many of the earlier studies on teenage fatherhood have attempted to
isolate unique b1ckground characteristics thai increase the likelihood of
becoming teenage fathers. The antecedents of teenage fatherhood have been
related to race and socioeconomic status: parental, adolescent and peer
attitudes; school and dating experience; and sexual knowledge and behavior.
Of these race and socioeconomic status have been found to be the most
2\
significant factors. The strongest determinants of teen fatherhood have been
African American ethnicity, involvemenl in long term relationship, and
acceptance of parenting outside of marriage (Hanson tt aI., 1989).
Rare lod sodQr('ooQIDlc st,lus, Studies have shown race and
socioeconomic slatus to be strongly related 10 lcen fatherhood. According to
Robinson (1988a), adolescent males from low income and minority groups are
at the highest risk of becoming teen fathers. Elhnicity alone, has also been
associated with adolescent fatherhood. The high incidence of African
American teenage falhers Is wen documented in ArnerieM literature (Lerman,
1986; Marsiglia. 1987; Michael and Tuma, 1985; Robbins, Kaplan and
Martin, 1985; Hanson et al., 1989; Robinson. 198&). -Black women 15·19
years of age still have about four times as many oul of wedlock binhs as do
companb1e whites- (Marsiglia, 1981, p. 241). Duc to the large proportion of
minority teen fathers several studies have compared different etJmic groups.
Differences were found in the sexual activity and commitment to live with or
marry the mother.
Black adolescent males not only tend 10 become sexually active at
earlier ages (Marsiglio, 1986), but are also younger than whites wh~n their
first child is born (Marsiglio, 1987). Black adolescent males are more likely
22
to lose their virginity in a less serious daring relationship than whites (zelnik
and Shah. 1983).
In anolher study comparing teen fathers of different ethnic groups,
whites were significantly more likely to abort pregnancy. Hispanics were
more likely to have a chiid and marry and live together. Blacks were more
likely to have a child, but not marry or live together (Buchanan and Robbins,
1990).
The results from a nationally representative longitudinal survey in the
United Stales consisting of 12,686 male and female respondents showed thai
black men were more likely to be responsible for out of wedlock births than
any other race. They were also much Jess likely to live with their child. Only
J5% of blacks lived with their first child compared to 48% hispanics, 58%
disadvantaged whites, and 48% non·disadvantaged whiles (Marsiglia, 1987).
Blacks. hispanics and those who fathered a child at 16 years of age or younger
were significantly less likely to reside with their first child. "For whites living
in a rural area, being relatively older allhe child's birth, having been raised
Catholic and having lived with both parents at age 14 are associated with an
above average probability that the father will live with his child, at least
initially" (Marsiglia, 1987. p. 248). Only rural residence and having been
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raised Catholic were predictors of marriage. This was not true for blacks even
when socioeconomic status was controlled.
In another study of 32j males from six integrated high schools
throughout the United States, Marsiglio (1988) found that 48% of the
respondents stated they would be at least "quite likely" 10 live with their child
and partner if a girl they were dating for a year had become pregnant. There
was no difference in while and black responses. There was no ethnic
difference in the intentions of these youths. The discrepancy in the natural
patterns may be explained by the parents of black males being less accepting
of marriage and living together because of an unplanned pregnancy. In this
same study, "blacks were more inclined than whiles to indicate thai their
parents would have a negative altitude toward the idea that they should live
with their child. Black males could therefore have intentions similar to white
males but encounter more obstacles in lrying to actualize their prererences"
(Marsiglio, 1988, p. 437). For both whiles and blacks their personal altitude
toward inwlvement was the strongest ractor influencing their intent to live
with or marry his partner. The author rurther reports, "Teenagers who were
more likely to believe that living with their child and partner would lessen
their chances of obtaining their desired level of education were less likely 10
have a favourable attitude and intentions toward living together" {Marsiglio,
24
1988. p. 437). Another important factor was believing that living together
would enable them to care for the daily physical needs of their child.
Hendricks (1988) found thai the needs of American teen fathers of
different ethnic groups varied. Hispanic fathers reported the widest range of
problems which included; being told how to raise the child; responsibility of
fatherhood; financial difficulties such as getting a job and finding a place to
stay; and, concerns (or the child's health and future. Black fathers had fewer
concerns. They reported; problems with their own family; understanding the
leen mother's feelings; concern on how to care for the child: and, financial
problems such as gelting a job. Anglo fathers reported the fewest problems.
Their concerns were with the disappointment of becoming a father and
difficulties with their own family. Problems held in common by all three
groups of teen fathers included; lack of money; loss of freedom; problems
with the unwed mother; and, problems with various members of the unwed
mother's family.
In an attempt 10 understand the difficulties of low socioeconomic black
fathers in the United States, Rivata et al. (1985) compared this group to their
non-father peers. In this study, with 200 respondents, the only difference
found between the two groups was that the leen fathers were more likely to
have mothers who were teenage parents. Teen fathers seemed to come from
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an environment in which teenage pregnancy was common, accepted and
perceived to have little negative effect on their lives. Most of the African
American households are headed by single mothers which prescnt an
environment where the absence of the father is accepted and almost a pari of
the culture. There were no differences found between the two groups
concerning age at first sexual intercourse and frequency of intercourse. Both
groups had little information concerning the risk of pregnancy and the
effectiveness of contraceptives.
Other researchers have isolated social class as a strong determinant of
teen fatherhood. Numerous reports indicate that teenage fathers are morc
likely to be from low income families (Card and Wise, 1978; Marsiglia. 1987;
Michael and Tuma, 1985; Robbins, Kaplan and Martin, 1985; Hanson et a!.,
1989; Robinson, 1988a), According to the National Center for Health
Statistics in the United States regardless of ethnicity, disadvantaged teens are
three or four times more likely to become adolescent parents (Robinson,
1988.).
Parental adolescenl and peer altiludes. The views of friends and
parents have been shown to significantly influence male adolescents' view of
teen pregnancy. A study conducted by Elster and PanUlrine (1983), found that
the family and friends of the teen father were quile accepting of premarital
26
SCJl.ua1 activity and pregnancy. Their parents also showed a positive response
to the pregnancy.
Although the pceT$' attitudes were more important {or ."frican
American teen fathers, white teen fathers were more: accepting of illegitimacy
than their non-father peers. They accepled iIIl.:?,itimacy u a common
occurrence that would have little affect on their lives (Rivara et at, 1985).
Several studies have found that the parents of teen falhers were likely
to have been teen parents themselves (Robbins and Lynn, 1973: Elster and
Panttine, 1980; McCoy and Tyler, 1985; Rivatl, Sweeney and Henderson,
1985; Freeman, 1989; Card, 1981). Other researchers found teen fathers were
more likely to have a sibling that was an unwed parent (Robbins and Lynn,
1973; Esler and Panzarine, 1980: Hendricks, 1900). In these cases the
parents and si~J1ings acted as role models for the t=n fathers.
School experience. Teen (albers have been found to have lower
academic abilities, higher drop out rates, and greater discipline problems (Card
and Wise, 1978; Robbins, Kaplan and Martin. 1985). In one large scale study
a sample of 1.5,000 male .o;ophomore :.tudents were selected from 1,100 schools
throughout the United Stales. Students completed an initial survey which was
followed by two follow-up surveys, each spaced two years apart. Results
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showed that teen fathers ~..tre different from their non·father peers on many
variables related to schooling. They were less likely to be attending a private
school, had more discipline problems. had lower grade point averages and
lower math and reading SCOfe5. No differences were found in their enroling in
sex education courses (Hanson, Morrison and Ginsburg, 1989).
Sexual and contnceptlve knowledge and behaviQr. Earlier and
frequent dating experiences have also been linked with leen pregnancy. For
many teen fathers their relationship with the mOlher of their child has been a
long and serious one. Because of the increased exposure and opportunity,
adolescents who frequently date are more likely 10 become leen parents.
Findings from one study indicated thai the men who were going steady during
the first survey in 1980, were 1.5 times more likely to become teen fathers
(Hanson, Morrisor. and Ginsburg, 1989).
Studies have shown that adolescent falhers have little information about
sex, sexuality and reproduction (Finkel and Finkel, 1975: Johnson and Slaples,
1979; Barret and Robinson. 1982a; Brown, 1983). However, leen rather's
lack of knowledge about sex, pregr.ancy and perceived effectiveness of
contraception is no different than their non-father peers (Rivara, Sweeney and
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Henderson, 1985). 1n this study of 100 leen fathers and 100 non-father peers
both groups reported having unprotected intercourse several times a month.
Several reasons for nClllsing contraception have been reported. Many
times adolescent males do not know where to get birth control (Zclnik and
Shah, 1983). Or according to Meyer and Russell (1986), they are too
embarrassed to buy condoms. Another reason often cited is that it would
make intercourse premeditated and reduce spontaneity. Some teenage males
see contraception as a female responsibility (Finkel and Finkel, 1975). The
most common reason given was that the intercourse was unplanned (Zelnlk.
Kanter and Ford. 1981; Sonenstein, 1986).
White male teens have been found 10 be more likely 10 use condoms
than either black or hispanic teens (Finkel and Finkel, 1983). However,
another study found that both leen falher~ and their non·father peers were
informed about sex and contraceptive methods but did not use them (Klinman
etal., 1985).
Comeqyenres or Teenage Fatherhood
The consequences of teenage parenthood has been found to be less
devutatifl.g for the leen father than for the teen mother (Card and Wise, 1978).
However, there are many negative consequences for the adolescent male
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experiencing fatherhood. Recent research (Elster and Pantarine 1980; Fry and
Trifiletti, 1983; Robinson and Barret, 1986) has shown lhat teen fathers report
many sources of stress and as a result experience extreme emotional
difficulties. Many times the adolescent father does not have the education,
training or financial resources to support himself much less a child. Not being
fully mature himself, he is often ill prepared 10 emotionally support a child.
The relationship between the teen mother and tccn father is often strained.
And because of the lack of childrearing skills, the teen (ather's child is al risk
of being a victim of abuse.
EducallQnal8nd economic consequences, ne adolescent father's
educational and career goals sufter greatly as a result of becoming a parent.
Teenage fathers are much more iikely 10 drop oul of school and get poor jobs
with low pay (Card and Wise, 1978; Elster and Lamb, 1982, Klinman
Saunders, Rosen, Longo and Martinez, 1985; Marsiglio, 1986; Rlvara et al.,
1986; Christmon, 199Oa).
In the Teen Pl;rent Collaboration Project (Klinman et al., 1985), an
American national two year program for teen fathers, 395 teen fathers, age 15-
19 were studied. Two thirds of the participants had no high school diploma or
Grade Equivalency Diploma and were unemployed. Both school enrolment
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and employment was significantly related to ethnic background. Hispanics and
whites were more likely to be employed or in school. Blacks and American
Indians were most likely to be unemployed. A more recent study (Girard,
Coli and Becco, 1991a) found more fathers age 17-21 years, did nol finish
school and were unemployf".d, compared to fathers over 21 years old.
Consequences or father-mother. relationship. Generally, leen fathers
have vcry serious and positive intentions concerning the teen mother and child.
Research has shown that most teen fathers have intentions to provide
emotionally and financially for the mother and child and 10 assist in child care
(Barret and Robinson, 1982b; Fry and Trifiletti. 1983, Redmond. 1985;
Westney, Cole and Munford, 1986). Evidently, leen parent relationships are
not casual, however, many have bf"~n found to not endure for a long period of
time. A number of studies have examined the relationship of teen fathers and
mothers over various lengths of time both before and after childbirth..
Teen fath.er involvement with the mother and child has b~en reported as
quite high during and after childbirth. Eighty-one perce:!t of the teen fathers
in one study were reported to be still dating the mother, with 75% providing
direct financial support, and 85%offering indirect financial support such as
gifl' aad transportation (Vaz, Smolen and Miller, 1983).
3\
Reports from 180 teen mothers indicated that allhough the leen fathers
remained involved shortly after the pregnancy, their involvement gradually
decreased. At 26 months after delivery, 46% of the teen mothers had
maintained contact with teen fathers through marriage or regular or periodic
visits. Less than one fourth of unmarried mothers saw the fathers on a regular
basis by two years after birth. During the same period, the number of
marriages gradually increased from 7% to 23% by 26 months (Lorenzi,
Klerman and Jakel, 1977).
Another study with 138 unwed teenage mothers found thaI 50% of the
participants who kept theil babies dated the fathers during the infant's first
year of life. Twenty percent of these eventually married the father (Nettleton
and Cline, 1975).
A study of 200 teen falhers and non-teen falhers found that :he majority
of fathers continued to be involved in the lives of the mother and child
(Rivara, Sweeney and Henderson, 1986), Only one father had no contact with
his child 18 months later, Twelve percent lived with the child 00125% s:iW
the child daily,
According to Furstenburg (19'/6) even as late as 36 months after birth,
55% of the mothers, in the study, were in contact with the teen fathers, After
five years, two out of five teen fathers maintained a regular relationship with
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20% living with the child and with 20% seeing the child at least once a week.
Furstenburg (1976) described a pattern of teen father involvement where the
teen father usually did not live with the teen mother until two years after the
child was born. He further explained that this absence may possibly be due to
the father pursuing educational training during this time.
For the 400 teen falhers who participated in a two year l:.en father
parenting program in eight cities throughout the U.S., involvement rates were
much higher. At the end of the two years, 82% had daily contact with their
children, 74% provided financial support, and 90% still had a relationship with
the mothers of their children. This study (Klinman et aI., 1985) provides
strong evidence of tbe positive effects and need for teen fathering programs.
Over the years marriage ratcs among adolescent parents have dropped.
In recent times only about 10% of the pregnant teenagers marry (Robinson,
1988b). For these couples, much conflict has been reported. When compared
to their non-parent peers, married teen parents have reported much more
conflict in their relationships (d~ Lissovoy, 1973; Nakashima and Camp,
1984), More conflict was also reported when compared to teen mothers'
relationships with older fathers (Nakashima and Camp, 1984). The separation
or divorce rale is also higher for teen parents compared 10 Iheir peers who
were nolleen parenls (Card and Wise, 1978). The divorce rate for parents
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younger than 18 is three times greater than for parents who had their first
child antr age 20, and is greatest for couples with premarital pregnancies thall
for those who conceive after marriage (Furstenburg, 1976; Robinson, 1988a),
Contrary to this. Lamb and Elster (1985) found no difference in
reported marital conflict between different aged fathers. Fathers aged 19.5 to
29.9 completed questionnaires and were observed at home interacting with
their children. There were no differences found between the groups in their
interaction with their infants, reported stress or social support. After
interviewing 227 adult fathers, Heath and McKenry (1993) found the negative
relationships associated with adolescent fatherhood were more the result of
poor education, low income and Jack of resources than the actual early
fatherhood experience.
Consequences for children Qr 'eenAge parents. Many medical risks
to children of teen mothers have been recognized. Nye and Lamberts found
that teen mothers have high rates of premature and low weighl births, birth
defects, mental retarda~lOn and other health problems that often result in death
during the first year (Robinson, 1988a). These difficulties may not only be
attributed to the young age and biological immaturity of the mother, but also
to poor diet and limited prenatal care (Robinson, 1988b). Other difficulties
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reported include emotional and behavioral problems and lower achievement
compared 10 those children born to older mothers (Welcher I 1982).
More recent studies have not found any differences in these children.
Children of adolescent parents showed no evidence of more neurological or
developmental problems. This has lead to the conclusion that difficulties of
children of teen parents may not be solely the result of age, but more of
socioeconomic status. The disadvantages of low economic status may be more
responsible for the negative outcomes among children born to adolescent
parents (Lamb and Elster, 1985; Trussell, 1988). According to Furstenburg,
Brooks-Gunn and Chasc-Lansdale (1989), "Teenage mothers are generally
more likely to be poor and less educated, and their children are likely to grow
up in disadvantaged neighbourhoods, attend low-quality schools, and
experience high rates of family instabilily... il all definitely contributes to the
likelihood of unfavourable outcomes" (p. 316).
Teen parents have also been found to be lacking in parenting skills.
Both fathers and mothen have unrealistic childrearing attitudes and
misunderstandil!z of children's developmental milestones (de Lissovoy, 1973;
Rivara, Sweeney and Henderson, 1986). In one study (Rivara, Sweeney and
Henderson, 1986), at 18 months after childbirth, fewer adolescent fathers
compared to non-fathers, knew the normal development and diets of a
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newborn. The authors explained this lack of knowledge may make the failiers
place pressure on children to perform certain tasks before they are ready.
In the de Lissovoy (1973) study, 48 adolescent married fathers and
mothers were interviewed. These parents were found to be emotionally and
intellectually unprepared for parenthood. They had unrealistic expectations of
their children and showed impatience and intolerance which frequently resulted
in physical means of disciplining their children. Kinard and Klerman (1980)
found the infants of leen parents were at higher risk of being abused.
Although Eisler and Lamb (1982) found no difference in father child
interactions between teenage fathers and older fathers. They did conclude that
because of the stressors of teen fatherhood. those young mcn were at risk for
parenting failure. The authors described the factors affecting the ability of a
teen fatha to have a positive effect on the mother and child include:
educational set backs, low job satisfaction, economic stress, inadequate
knowledge of childbearing, and potential relationship connicts (or marital
instability).
Oilier researchers have also concluded that adolescent fathers are not
ready for fatherhood. Hendricks (1982) found that on average only 20% to
23% of the teen fathers studied described themselves as being ·very ready· for
fatherhood prenatally and postnatally. Rothstein (1978) also concluded that
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even though teenage fathers typically have stable personalities, they are not
psychologically ready f'()~ fatherhood.
filbert". In"uences. Research has shown lhat the father's
involvement with his children has a positive effect on his children's social and
cognitive development (Robinson and Barret, 1986). These positive effects
have been seen directly by the child and indirectly through the relationship
with the mother (parke, Power and Fisher, 1980).
In the parenting role, fathers have been found to playa very different
role than the mother. Although the father typically does not share the care-
giving duties such as feeding, he is just as responsive 10 the needs of his child.
Fathers may not perform such duties because of feeling less competent than the
mother. The father is not only more involved in play activities than the
mother but also play differently. The father is more likely to play physical
games such as rocking and bouncin& compared 10 the mother who uses more
toys (Parke, Power and Fisher, 1980). This type of regular child~falher
interaction has been found 10 improve the child's social development. In
to"urstenburg's (1976) study, the social development of preschool children of
single adolescent parents was compared to preschool children of married
adolescent parents. The children who had regular contact with the father were
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better adjusted. Children from father·absent homes scored lower on measures
of efficacy, trust and self-esteem. Furstenburg (1976) also administered the
Bailey Mental Test to these children and found cognitive performance or pre-
schoolers was positively associated with the regularity of relationship between
the father and hh child. This did not necessarily include marriage. More
specifically, Clarke-Stewart (1978) found different fathcNhild interactions
predicted cognitive development: play with infant son and verbal interaction
with infant daughter.
Teen fathers may indirectly affect their children by offering social-
emotional, physical and financial support (Parke. Power and Fisher, !Q80). A
number of studies (Rubin, 1970; Card and Wise, 1978) have shown that the
baby's father enhances a teenage mother's sense of self-worth, sense of
maternal competency, and attachment to the child. Although, fcw studies of
parental behavior have been completed with teen fathers, the long term effects
on their children have not been established.
"'n;bologlcal Variables
Some teen fathers have shown extreme emotional difficulties such as
guilt, depression, emotional disturbance, and psychosomatic symptoms
(Girard, Coli and Becco, 1991b). Teen fathers have reported a range of
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emotion from empathy and elation to depression (Rubinson and Barrel, 1986).
Other studies show opposite results whereby unwed teenage fathers have been
found lO be no different in measures of psychological functioning, than other
males (pauker, 1971; Robinson and Barret, 1987). Their reactions to
fatherhood have been found to be similar to that of the mothers (Robinson and
Barret. 1986). Studies now show thai most teenage fathers do not Mhave it all
together· lUld are just as confused, afraid and anxious as the young women
they impregnate.
Personollty pnd )0£11$ or c:ontrQI. Few psychological differences have
been found between teen fathers and their non-father contemporaries. Pauker
(1971) attempted to explain the emotional difficulties of teen fathers as either
psychological differences or differences because of the pregnancies. He
conducted a study with 94 teenage males before they falheted a child and 94
teenage males who never fathered a child. He administered intelligence tests
and a personality inventory. The two groups scored similarly on the
standardized intelligence tests. The only difference found on the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory was unwed teenage fathers were more active
and less controlled than the non-fathers. but this difference was not significant.
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Other studies have found no difference in inner control between teen
fathers and non-fathers (McCoy and Tyler, 1985; Robinson, Barret and Skeen,
1983). Here. 20 teen fathers and 20 non-fathers completed the Nowicki-
Strickland Locus of Control Scale. No differences in the cores of these two
groups were found. The authors concluded that Iccn (alhers did not differ
psychologically from their non-father age mates in their ability to control their
sexual urges or outcomes in their lives. McCoy and Tyler's study compared
24 unwed teen fathers and 27 unwed adolescent non-fathers who completed the
Rotter Internal-External Locus of Control Scale. Again, no differences were
found in their sense of persollal control and responsibility for their own lives.
When 12 teen fathers and 12 adult fathers completed the Personal
Attribute Inventory and Strait Trait Anxiety Scale, no differences in selr-
concept were found (Robinson and Barret, 1987). Here again, no findings
support teen fathers being psychologically different.
Slrm.. The stress experienced by teen fathers is found to be attributed
to both developmental and social factors such as role transition, self-identity
and psychological immaturity (Elster and Lamb, 1982). Becoming a parent is
stressruJ enough, but when it is unplanned and occurs prematurely at a time
that is not accepted socially, it is much more difficult. Many studies have
<0
shown that teen fathers have great psychological connict when trying to cope
with the dual role of adolescent and father (Elster and Panzarine, 1980, 1983;
Fry and Trifilelti, 1983: Robinson and Barret. 1986). Teenage fathers have
other developmental needs that must be met. They are continuing to grow
psychologically and are struggling to find their own identity. This
psychological immaturity is stressful and also limits their ability to handle
stress.
In addition to developmental concerns teen fathers are faced with
fathering concerns, such as decisions regarding the child and the relationship
with the mother. Elster and Panzarine (1983) found that the stressors on these
young fathers changed in intensity throughout pregnancy and the early
postnatal period. But because of their ages and disrupted schooling, all the
young fathers worried that they were not financially able to support a family.
This concern remained throughout each interview. TIlt< greatest concern at the
third trimester interview was vocational·educational concerns, expressed by
100% of the teens, followed by health concerns for 94%. Relationship
concerns followed (76%) and parenting concerns were cited as the least
stressful (3S%).
In another study (Rivara, Sweeney and Henderson, 1986), the most
commonly mentioned sources of problems for teen fathers were finances,
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finding a job, not being able (0 see the child often enough, and difficulties in
the relationships with the molber of the child.
Hendricks (1980) also reported that the 20 African American unwed
teen fathers in his study worried about financial responsil:.ilities, parenting
skills, education, employment, transportation, relationship with girlfriends, and
facing life. in general.
To compound the difticult situation of lcen fathers is the isolation and
rejection they experience from their peers and girlfriend's parents. As in one
study (Fry aJ1.1 Trifiletti, 1983), teen fathers reported feelings of rejection from
the girlfriend's mother and very little support from peers when l:e tried to talk
about his probl~ms. Hendricks (1983) also found 55% of the subjects in his
study indicated difficulties with the girlfriend and her family, and not having
free access to the child. These same teen fathers also reported other problems
such as; difficulties with the family of origin; Joss of freedom; the dUly of
providing for the child; and, not agreeing to the mother giving birth to the
baby.
Regardless of the willingness of teen fathers to become involved with
the decisions regarding their child, they are often nol included in the dccision-
making. Many times teen fathers are not informed when their children have
been adopted or given to foster care (Robinson and Darret, 1986), Fry alld
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Trifi]etli (1983) found the most intense feelings of rejection by teen fathers
were experienced when the babies were tiven up for adoption. The feelings of
helplessness and frustration with being excluded from the planning of their
children's life is described in the work (If Robinson and Barret (1986).
Copln, stratqlrs. Response.~ of teenage fathets to parenthood have
been lound 10 vary. In a study comprising 20 married teen hthers, Elster and
Panzarine (1983) identified 10 distinct coping strategies used in their transition
to fatherhood. The roJlowing list is a summary of these coping strategies:
100% looked 10 improve the financial situation;
90% helped bl:y items for baby;
70% talked to others about their role and responsibility as a
father;
20% observed and evaluated other's coping strategies with
parenthood;
20% read material on fatherhood and child care;
60% thought about their future with the child;
35% thought about own childhood and their own parent's
parenting skills;
35'" settled down and spent more lime with married peers;
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10% turned to alcohol abuse;
15% denied the idea they were a father.
The adolescent father's family has been shown to be the most
significant source of social support during this stressful time (Hendricks. 1980,
1983, 1988; Robinson and Barret, 1986). ~Between 65% and 85% of
pregnant and parenting teenagers live wilh their families and it is their families
who provide them with the majority of material and psychological support"
(Hanson. 1992, p. 303).
In a large scale study, Klinman et al. (1985) found thai 73% of the
young teen falhers reported their parents to be helpful in their adjustment 10
fatherhoCKl. The parents provided financial and emotional support.
Hendricks (1980) found that of l'le 20 black unmarried teen fathers he
interviewed, 95% said they would go to lbeir family for help with a problem
and thai it would more likely be their mothers they would approach. Only one
subject in lhis study said he would confide in a friend.
The relationship between the teen father and his family of origin has
been found to have a significant effect on his involvement with his child.
From interviews wilh 43 unmarried African American adolescent fathers,
Christmon (l990b) found those teen fathers who had close, expressive family
relationships with little conflict were more involved in child care activities.
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The adolescent fathers' perceptions of their mother~' attitude towards their
parenting behavior also significantly affected their parenting behavior. The
perceived expectations for parenting behavior of the fathers of these
adolescenUi did not have the same effect.
Obsta<;!es to fun father InyolumeD!,
Financial jnstab!JIly. Al the time of pregnancy. many teenage fathers
are not financially equipped to support a child as tliey are still in school or
have dropped oul and are nol working. Most of the teen fatliers in Hendrick's
(1983) study were conecmed about being able to financially provide for their
partners and children. Lack of money and unemployment were great sources
of stress for these teen fathers. This has been cited as one of the main reasons
for not living wilh or supporting the child (de Lissovoy, 1973; Rivara,
Sweeney and Henderson, 1986). For more than 2S% of the African American
teen mothers in the Baltimore study (Furstenburg, 1976), the inability for the
falher 10 support the family was the major cause of the marriage break-up,
Leu! rights and decision-making, In 1972 a u.s. court case set
precedent in recognitiOl1 of father's rights with the ruling that unmarried
biological fathers were entitled to equal protection under the law and
involvement in child custody decisions (Fannor and Evans, 1975). The
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unmarried teenage father's rights were further clarified in 1979 during another
American court case. As a result of the Cauban versus Mohammed case, it
wu ruled that illegitimate fathers can only -earn rights" as parents by showing
an interest and supporting their child. The paternity of fathers who take no
initiative, who are unemployed, or who are minors would not be established.
They were, however. responsible to the children and for chihl support
payments (Schroeder, 199), Similar precedents were set in Canada in 1988,
when the Divisional Court of Ontario ruled that putath'c falhers qualified as
parents to the child if they had provided support to the mother and child
(Sachdev, 1991).
With the exception of financial responsibility, teen fathers' rights in the
decisions concerning their children are generally ignored (Johnson and Staples,
1979). Not only are leen fathers exeludet.l from planning for their children;
but many times, as mentioned earlier, they ate not even informed when the
ehild has been adopted or given to foster care (Robinson and Barret, 1986).
The lack of Canadian research regarding the legal rights of teen fathers
has lead to the following information being based on an interview with social
services personnel located in the Eastern Region of Newfoundland (R. Ryder.
personal communication, 1995). From the perspective of this agency,
biological fathers and mothers have equal rights regardless of documentation of
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paternity. It is recognized that naming of the father on a birth certificate is
voluntary and therefore not anecessity of proof of paternity. Any father who
has difficulty with access to his child or who wishes to influence the custody
or placement of his child has the right to present his case in court. According
to the social worker interviewed, there has been an incre;;:se in the number of
these kinds of cases over the last few years. The Adoption of Children's Act
has recently given fathers more consideration. They now have to be notified
of any adoption procedures, for both parents are required to consent 10 an
adoption. In Newfoundland, child support payments may be requested by the
mother if the father is 19 years of age or more, and she may file for legal
actions if the father does not comply.
l.ack of knowledge about legal rights and exclusion from planning and
involvement in decisions concerning the child are other explanations for
uninvolvement of the teenage fathers,
Teenage fathers have been fo\md to want to be involved in the planning
for their children, but succumb to the mother's decisions. Redmond (1985)
administered a questionnaire to 74 adolescent males, in the Kill;hener-Waterloo
area, and found that they would be involved in decision-making but-would
cooperate with another outcome to the pregnancy, made by the girlfriend, even
jf they did not accept it.
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In another study (Hendricks, 1988) with anglo, black and hispanic
unmarried teenage fathers, the subjects tended to not attempt to influence the
mothers' decisions on the choice of pregnancy alternatives. such as putting the
child up for adoption or having an abortion.
Connlt:;ts with partner and her family. According 10 Cervera (1991),
the most understudied and possibly undr:restimated factor in the falhers'
involvement with their children is the relationship between him and the mother
and her family. Problems with the girlfriend and or her family were cited as
concerns by teen falhers in many studies (Elster and Panzarine, 1983;
Hendricks, 1983; Rivara et al., 1986). Many times the same falhers also
complained of not being able 10 see their children enough (Hendricks, 1983:
Rivara et al., 1986). Sullivan found that teen fathers often reported dirfiClllties
getting along with the mother and denied access (0 the child if they did not
provide financially or help with child care (Lawson and Rhode, 1993).
Although Barret and Robinson (I982a) found their 26 black respondents
perceived their girlfriends' families viewed them positively, this was not
always the case. Other studies found the teen fathers experienced more hostile
feelings from their partners' families (Hendricks, 1980; Robinson and Barret,
1986).
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This hostility may result from the possibility that the maternal
grandparents will become responsible {or the child (Furstenburg, 1980).
r:Jrstenburg's examination of IS families found that the maternal grandmothers
tended to provide financially for the child and may have actually controlled the
amount of time the baby's father spent with the teen mother. Competing
loyalties. interests and needs may also cause the mother's family to exclude tbe
teen father (Furstenburg, 1980; Robinson and Barret. 1986).
Cervera (1991) conducted a study of 15 families of unmarried teen
pregnancy and found the teen mothers' parents continued to be very distant
towards the babies' fathers, regardless of the fathers' involvement. Teen
fathers were described as unpredictable and immature and they preferred 10
remain distant towards him. C('Innolly (1978) goes as far as to say that in
many cases maternal grandparents prevent the teen father from being involved
with the teen mother and child. Allen Meares (1984) found barriers were set
by both maternal and paternal grandparents, each pUlling blame on the other.
Teen fathers indicated the maternal grandmolher as the mosl disagreeable
person in the mother's family (KIinman et aI., 1985). Most dissatisfaction was
found with "not being able to support mother and child and live as a family,"
Less frequently complaints included; "overprotectedness of the young mother;
and undue influence exerted by child's maternal grandmother" (p. 56). In Ute
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same study the relationship between the young man and his female partner
again was significantly related to the frequency with which he saw (or planned
10 see) his child.
Although many difficulties have been reported by teen fathers, little has
been done to alleviate the problems. The programs and services designed for
teen mothers often exclude the teen fathers. A more recent study has shown
that progress in the area of adolescent fatherhood is slow. After examining the
information from JI9 different youth agencies, Kiselica and Sturmer (1993)
found that there were significantly fewer services available to leen fathers
compared to teen mothers.
Teen fathers themselves, have suggested areas of possible intervention
(Hendricks and Solomon, 1987; Kiselica, Stroud, Stroud and Ratzien, 1992).
They suggest relationship counselling to help get along with panners and their
families; financial guidance concerning housing and employment; educational
information and job training; child care and financial planning; health care for
children; and, emotional support.
Swnm..Im.. Although research in the area of adolescent fatherhood has
improved, in thai data is more often collected from the teen fathers,
themselves, the subjects have predominately been African American. Much as
'0
been reported on the sexual and parmting attihJdes and behavior of this ethnic
group. The consequences of adolescent fathcttlood has also been well
researched. The devutat.ing educational and economic outcomes for teetl
fathers are made quile clear. Many studies IIave examined teen fathers'
involvement with their chilcmn and foond that even though more fathers are
spending time with (heir children, there is a lrtIld for this involvement to
decrease over lime, The dynamics afleen falher involvement with their
children and the influencing factors require much more attention. Teen
fathers, although not psychologically different from other males. have been
found to experience a great deal of $lfe1S. They are expected to flllancially
support their panner and child and maintain' roopmtive relationship with
their partm and her family, ....·hile at the same time are not actqlted by these
people. Throughout this eJpenence, it is the teen father's family that has been
shown 10 be the most supportive.
This SCudy is most coocemed with defllling the dynamics of teen father
jm'Olvemcnl with child and identifying the factors thai either contribute to or
inhibit their involvement. The next chapter will presenl the Met~odology of
the study and will be followed by five chapters highligMing interviews
s~owing the personal views of six leen fathers from various rural and urban
areas of Eastern Newfoundland. These chapters are designed to provide an in-
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depth presentation of individual teen father experiences. The areas explored in
these interviews were: time spent with child; falher-ehild relationship;
decision-makinG and legal rights; sources of material and emotional support;
and, aspirations and concerns.
CHAPTER III
r.~_!hodology
The purpose of this section is to present a rationale for the design of
Ihe study and describe the procedures used in conducting the research.
Subjective Reality
In order to understand teen fathers, we must gain access to their
thoughts, that is, to their subjective reality. These realities may be seen as
socially constructed as a result of individual perceptions and meanings given 10
their social and interpersonal environment (I'horesen, 1978; Cohen and
Manion, 1991). Although subjective realities influence behavior, thoughts
cannot be observed, as such. Many times individuals' thoughts and their
behavior are different. Ideally, in order to get a full understanding of their
lives we would want to become part of their lives for a while, and possibly
live with them. A combination of observing behavior and probing thoughts
through questioning may be seen as lhe most desirable ways 10 gain an
understanding of how a person is experiencing hislher environment. However,
such rese.?.Tch strategies are not always possible or necessary, For the
purposes at hand, the author gained an understanding of teen fathers'
subjective realities through in-depth and semi-formal interviews. Such
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interviews allowed the teen falhers 10 describe their lives in relation to their
children, thereby revealing their subjective realities as parents.
In_depth Interviews
Six in-depth interviews were conducted. The interview tcchnique
examined what was happening in the life of the person at that lime and the
problems they were experiencing. They provided the opportunity for the
researcher to broaden his/her perspective by gaining more in-depth information
and uncover new aspects of the topic as perceived by the participant (Burgess.
1982). The questions asked allowed the teen fathers 10 share their views of
involvement with their children and the factors that have affected this
involvement. In order to probe the teen father's experiences relating to the ten
areas of focus in this study I a combination of open and close ended questions
were used. A number of guideline questions were developed (Appendix B),
While the intent was to cover all of these questions, other ques:ior,s arose from
the responses of the interviewee. The closed ended questions were designed to
obtain demogmphic and related characteristics of the leen parent (Appendix
A).
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Sample Selection
The six participants identified and selected were fathers who were still
adolescents and had children ranging approximately from one to lhree years of
age. One participant selected was resident of a large metropolitan area (St.
John's, Newfoundland, population of 95,770), and five were residents of
smaller towns and communities located in Eastern Newfoundland, Canada
(populations less Ihan 5,000) (Statistics Canada, 1992). Because of the
difficulties with locating teen fathers, the participants were identified by word
of mouth and selected according to availability and willingness.
Participation in the study was voluntary. Potential subjects were
contacted by telephone. They were informed of the participation requirements.
purpose of the research, and the benefits expected. The subjects were told
they could r~fuse to answer any of the questions and discontinue the interview
at any time. A fee of $50.00 was paid to participants as an incentive for their
lime and effort.
Permission for participating in this study was obtained and consent
forms signed to have all sessions either videotaped or audiotaped (see
Appendix D). In the case of minors (those under 18 years of age), informed
consent of parents or guardians was obtained (see Appendix D). Participants'
rights to confidentiality and anonymity was explained. Identity was protected
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by not using any identifying information in the data collection and reporting
process.
Data Cnllectlon
Data collection involved the use of individual interviews and
questionnaires, conducted by all adult female interviewer/researcher in a face-
to-face private location, such as a room on the university campus or the home
of the interviewer.
Social-demographic informatior was obtained in the form of a
questionnaire (Appendix A), with closed questions, which was helpful for
condensing and analyzing information. Social-demographic information
collected included; age; marital status; living arrangements: educational status;
employment status; family history; social history; relationship with mother of
child; and, fatherhood experience.
Each participant was individually interviewed in three sessions, each
approximately one hour in duration. Borg and Gall's (1989), guidelines for
interviewing in qualitative research wcre followed. The first intcrview was
more formal as respondents completed a Questionnaire Clnd responded orally to
a combination of open and closed Questions. Session two involved respondents
answering both open and closed questions. As a validity check, some topics
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were brought up a second time. All inconsistencies in participant responses
were readdressed in a nonobtrusive and indirect way. These two sessions
were structured in that there was a set schedule, and fixed order and form of
questions. Session three was less structured, but controlled. and involved
open-ended questions pursuing issues presented in the first two sessions. It
included any aspect of the topic participants wanted to discuss that they felt
was important andlor had not been included in pre.vious interviews. The
interviewer encouraged each participant to recall experiences thai were
relevant 10 the research topic by promoting free expression, making comments
and asking occasional questions. As illustrated in Appendix H, the subjects
varied in their elaboration of responses. The questions asked in these
interviews related to the tcn previously stated areas of child involvement and
the influencing factors. A schedule of interview questions may be found in
Appendix B.
The sessions were spaced at least two days apart allowing the
interviewer lime 10 review the data to find areas for follow-up.
The method of research conducted can be considered theoretical
sampling and is described as -the process of data collection (or generating
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theory whereby lhe analyst jointly collects, codes and analyzes data, and
decides where to find them in order to develop his theory as it emerges·
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967, p. 455). This continues until no new concepts
emerge. It is at this point conclusions may be drawn. In order to accomplish
this, the following procedures were followed.
Following each interview, the researcher reviewed the tapes and
recorded personal notcs including; tentative emerging themes; areas needing
clarification: critique of interview style; and. observations of factors that may
have affected the interview process.
After the interviews had been completed, the interviews were
transcribed by either the interviewer Of an assistant, who was nol informed of
the identity of the interviewee or the intent of the study. Then the researcher
coded each response by participant number, interview session number, and conceptual
category. The accuracy oflhe transcriptions were checked by Dr. W. Martin
(Memorial University of Newfoundland), who randomly selected three audio-cassettes
for review. AU stages of data analysis. inclUding coding and categorizing was
checked by thesis co-supervisors, Dr. Martin and Dr. Garlie.
Analysis of data followed procedures sel by Miles and Huberman (1984).
They suggest analysis involves the concurrent use of data reduction, data display, and
conclusion drawing.
'8
Data reduction is described as -the process of selecting, focusing,
simplifying, abstracting and transforming raw data that appear in written-up
field notes- (Miles and Huberman. 1984, p. 21). At all stages of the research,
the data are being reduced by organizing related information. This may be
accomplished by writing summaries. coding responses, finding themes, making
c1uslers, and writing mem~.
Analysis also involvcs dala display. A system of display is necessary
to organize the tremendous amount of unstructured qualitative data, so that
information is in compact form and easily accessible. The use of matrices,
graphs, networks and charts for data display, is recommended.
Conclusion drawing is another part of analysis that begins with data
collection. The researcher is continuously deciding, ·what things mea.'!, is
noting irregularities, patterns, explanations, possible configurations, causal
nows and propositions" (Miles and Huberman, 1984, p. 22). All conclusions
arc temporary until the data collection is finished. Final CQnclusions are
verified by the supporting data. Some findings will be less conclusive than
others, and may be better described as suggestions and/or observations.
This continuous and simultaneous use of data reduction, data display,
and conclusion drawing allows for similarities and differences of content to be
nOled and for conceptual categories, their properties, and the interrelationships
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to be discovered. In the final analysis of the data in this study. a summary of
the social-demographic data of the individual teen fathers themselves and their
backgrounds is reported (see Appendices E, F and G). Also. the shared
themes, commonalities in the m<:anings expressed, and individual descriptions
of situations and events, and teen father's pr.!"Ceptions related to the len areas
of involvement are reported.
Commonalties and differences of responses are presented as well as
relating research findings. Results were based on both findings that have
evolved from this study alone and those thai were supported by the review of
previous research. Presentation of results include commonalities but preserve
the originality of data.
There are limiLalions in the design of Ihis study, and as a result
conclusions must be drawn carefully and generalizations stated in a tentative
fashion. Specific limitations that bias the data include the following:
Because of the difficulty with locating teenage fathers, the
sample was small and not representative of all adolescent
fathers.
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2. Participants were selected in a non-probability manner, making
any generalizations of the results difficult.
3. All six participants were paid volunteers who were willing to
share their experiences with others, distinguishing them from
non-participants who may have been more negative towards
partner and child.
4. By using self-reports, participants may ha'ie presented
themselves in a favourable light.
5. By using a single-method qualitative design the biased effects of
the researcher's observations were difficult to control.
However, detailed analysis procedures were used.
6. Because the researcher was the interviewer, analysis of data and
reporting will not be completely objective.
7. Because the interviewer was female, participants may not have
answered '1uestions honestly, or adjusted their responses to
reflect what they think the interviewer wanted 10 hear,
Even with these limitations, the infonnation gathered should add to the
understanding of teenage fathers in similar situations. Since so little
information now exists in this area, the resulls should contribute to the slowly
growing data base.
6\
Ana!ysb and Repol1in,
The participant responses were grouped along five lines of questions:
time spent with child; father-child relationship; decision-making and legal
rights; sources of material and emotional support; and, aspil'3.tions and
concerns. Within each grouping themes were idehlified and these themes
became the subheadings of the subsequent chaplers. These themes and
subthemes are illustrated with verbatim comments from the fathers. In each
case the researcher presents a brief summary of their observations and how it
relates to the literature. In summary, the researcher inductively drew
conclu~ions from the dala and compared them to other reported research
findings.
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CHAPTER IV
TIme Spent With Child
By way of focusing on the time which the teenager fathers, in this
study, spent with their children, the present study looked at the visitation
patterns of the fathers, play activities which they pursued while with their
children. the ways they met the basic needs of their children. and the
highlights of their fatherhood experiences. As background to this discussion of
the different dimensions of the time spent with children, the geographical
proximity of each father to his child is noted.
GtoRnmblcal Proximity
With one exception, it is noted that each teenager father was a
neighbour to the mother of his child. The exception was that one father Jived
in a community five to six kilometres from that of the mother. Given the fact
that the families of these two people had been in each of these communilies for
many years, they were not unfamiliar to each other. In the case of two
couples, their families lived within a lh kilometre of each other. In each case
the teenage father and the mother of his child. were life long friends. In fact.
their families had grown up in either the samc neighbourhood or community.
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yWylioD Pattem
First of all it should be noted that none of the fathers in Ihis study
shared a residence with the mother of their children. While there were
considerable variations in the visiting patterns which the teenager fathers had
with their children, certain grouping of patterns were seen in the visitation
patterns which the six fathers in the present study had with their respective
children. They reported patterns that range from monthly visits of two hour
duration to spending almost all of each and every day with the child. It should
be noted that in three of the six cases, the child Eved with the mother and the
maternal grandparents or step grandparents.
Four of the fathers interviewed saw their children every day. Each
falher described having a positive relationship with the mother and considered
himself and the child's mother to be "a couple. M They reported that they and
their families were free to see the child as often as they wanted. To illustrate,
Bob visited his child three to four hours every day at the mother's home,
SometimeJ his parents brought the child to his home for an hour or two, but
the child did not stay overnight. For example, Bob reported that his father,
that is the child's grandfather, Mcomes up and gets him once in a while (pause)
comes up and gets him every now and then. "
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Both Jim and Bill also spent time with their children each day. Each of
these fathers also had his child stay overnight on a regular basis. In each case,
both father and mother had the child an equal amount of time at their
respective homes.
Kevin reported being with the mother and child at her apartment, N •••all
the time... ," leaving only for school and work. He did not sleep at the
apartment because it would mean a loss of the mother's financial support from
social services.
However, two of the fathers told of much smaller amounts of visiting
time. Melvin visited his daughter once a month, (or an hour or two each visit.
He usually phoned the molher in 1dvance 10 arrange a visit. He would either
visit the child at the mOlher's home or take her back to his home.
Sam visited his daughter ance a week, for three hours. He a!!;O phoned
the mother ahead of time 10 set a visiting time, which was usually Saturdays.
He then picked the child up and either took her for an outing or back to his
home.
Both of these fathers describe a negative relationship with the mother.
They do not consider themselves to be couples. They drscribe difficulty with
arranging child visitation times with the mother. Sam explained how he once
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had to get permission from the mother for his child to stay longer at her own
birthday party, He stated:
I threw a little binhday party for her. Like, I couldn'tlcave at
5:00 cause everybody was there and stuff like that, right. I
couidn'tjusl say to everybody I'll be right back. They were
saying why don't you phone and ask her if you can have her an
extra hour. So, I did.
Melvin described how he missed seeing his daughter on a special
occasion;
I wasn't home. I was in school, right. Then Sandra brought
her up one evening and I think Ihey went 10 town or something.
Anu then I come home and they said that Susan, she was there
and she's gone again now.
Only one of the six fathers was content with the length of time he could
spend with his child. The other five fathers expressed a preference 10 spend
more time with their children. In fact. both Sam and Melvin during the time
of this study, were in the process of seeking legal counsel in order to increase
contact time will: 'their child. Bill would prefer if he and the mother would be
less dependent on their parents and do more for the child themselves, Kevin
would like to stay overnight at the mother's apartment, and live with the
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mother and his child. lim would really like to have his son to himself. In
other words, all of these teen fathers were very inlerested in spending time
wilh their child, but some were restricted by conditions set by the mother.
Without questioning whether or not teenager fathers' meanings of play
correspond 10 any operational definition of this concept, the present research
accepted theiT view concerning their involvement in play activities with their
children. The aim here is to illustrate the e~tent and nature of this
involvement.
Each father reported spending time playing wilh his ~hild. Although all
fathers interviewed, when asked, replied that they did enjoy spending time
wilh their children, four of the fathers reported spending a considerable
amount of lime involved with play activities.
A play activity common to all :our fathers was taking their child for a
walk in the community. Other outings were also reported. Three of these
fathers took his child to the park or playground. Two fathers stated lhey took
their child 10 the shopping mall. Two of the fathers had their child go with
them on a regular basis. Jim Slated, "I usually take him with me a lot of time
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when I'm going somewhere," Sam ai~ reported similar behavior, " .. usually
takes her places where I goes... ~; "...takes her wherever she wants to go.... ~
Playing games was also reported by all four fathers. While Bill
reported that he played ~peek-a-booM and "wiggles his cheeks" ~ play
activities with his four month old son, Sam simply staled that he, "plays games
and stuff" with his l1/a year old daughter. Kevin described how he, "takes her
for a ride on bike." and regularly plays with his ll/~ year old daughter. He
said, "I probably goes in the room, plays with her, righl." One (alher, Jim,
showed a strong Iikin!'j for playing games with his two year old son.
t rne3Jl, you know, ii's like you're growing up all over again,
you know. ThaI'S the way I feel cause (pause), I went down the
other day and I bought a water gun for him. And I said to
myself, I said (pause), I might as well get one too, you know.
Well, jf he's gonna have a water gun, then I'm going to need to
have one too, to squirt him. So, I got a water gun and me and
him squirting one another. And I mean, it's like you're
growing up all over again, you know.
When I grew up, I never had that sturr, you know. So it'sjus(
like I'm growing up again. You know, I gets another chance at
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life, type thing. When you're with him, you don't think about
life. You don't even think about how old yOll are or nothing.
It's just like you're back in your childhood days, you know.
Jim reported other play activities as well, such as swimming and setting up a
tent in the backyard.
Unlike the above cases, Melvin and Bob only played with their child on
rare occasions. When asked to identify the sorls of things Ihey did with their
children, they replied in general terms tather than identifying any specific play
activity. For example, Melvin's re.~ponse to this question was, "I plays with
her, takes her up in my arms and walks around with her. That's about it."
Bob replied, "Yeah," when asked if he played with his son. And while he
reported that his son had "some toys," he appeared not to assist or give any
direction to his son when playing with him.
The children of three of the four fathers who were more active in play
activities, were older, (ranging in age from llh years to 2 years old), than the
child of the other father. Melvin's child was younger, being nine months old
and Bob's child being only eight months old. Difficulty knowing how to play
wilh an infant was reported by one participant. Bill was asked if adjusting to
fatherhood was geuing easier with time. He replied:
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Yeah, it's getting easier and it's more fun now, too. It is cause
you can do more things. He's al the age where (pause), like I
always liked children. I likes them every age, but like when
they're young, I'm afraid 10 louch him. But when they gels
older now, it's like you can make them laugh and stuff like that.
I loves doing that (laugh).
Some teen fathers may have more knowledge of or familiarity with play
activities for toddlers, who are more mobile and independem. The type of
play activities exhibited, however, are consistent with another study (Parke.
Power and Fisher, 1980) which found that mothers and fathers play differently
with their children. Fathers tended to play more physical games such as
bouncing and rocking while the mothers used more toys.
Ba'ijt Child Care Needs
Aside from the extent to which teen fathers reported participating in
play activities with their children, the researcher sought to identify teen
fathers' responses in connection with the basic child care need of feeding,
changing and dressing. The teen fathers reported the learning of allthcsc new
experiences to be positive and of little difficulty. It is evident by Sam's
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statements, that he learned these child care skills rather quickly; "Five or ten
minutes and r was feeding her and changing her and everything, that's all.·
However, Bill expressed some concern about his competence in this
area; "Some of it is just a lillIe bit confusing. Yes. because you're trying 10
do your best and you're not used to it. But it's fun too. It's a challenge.
That's the way I looks al it.·
Although all participants thought their learning of basic child care was
relatively easy, not all six father participated in these activities. Five of the
fathers reported feeding, changing and dressing their children. The exception,
Bob stated he regularly feeds his son, but did 1I0! perform other duties, and
went on 10 explain thai he did not like to do the other things.
When the subjects were asked, "Are you doing a good job?" or words
\0 that effect, all but one of the fathers slated they were, Sam used his
daughter'S happiness as an indicator of his performance; "1 guess so. As long
as she's happy. It makes me feel good, like 10 know that she's having a good
lime. And nexllime I take her out, she'll want to come with me and stuff, n
Jim also reported a positive self evalualion in this area stating, nWell, r don't
think I'm doing too bad, you know. I can't say I'm perfect because, you
know. But I wouldn't say it's 100 bad." Kevin reported being very pleased
with his efforts and that he wa.~ as good as any parent:
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Yeah (pause), I gives her a bath every day and I changes her
when she needs 10 be changed, puts c10lhes on her and dresses
her (pause), looks after her and takes her places. Not just
indoors and in bed all the time (pause), plays with her and you
know,just pays attention to her. So, I think I takes good care
of her, so. Just as good as anybody else could.
Although all of these teen fathers reported some involvement with child
care, only onc father described having as much responsibility in this area as
jhe mother. Bill reported an equal sharing of responsibility in child care.
Other teen fathers, no matter how involved in these activities. believed that
child care was more the role of the mother. This was especially the case when
the fathers spent more time working outside of the home. The tendency of
fathers to undertake child care duties to a lesser extent than mothers has been
previously reported llOld further explained by the possible lack of confidence of
fathers in the area of child care (Parke, Power and Fisher, 1980).
HIghlights of Fatherhood
By way of attempting 10 identify Ihe highlights of a teenager
experiencing the role of father, the interviewer asked a number of questions
which on occasions were phrased slightly differently, depending on the
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response, or lack lhereof. These questions included; MWhat has been the most
exciting part of becoming a father? What has been the best part? What is the
most interesting thing about being a father?M
A number of things were identified by teenagers in response to these
questions. For Melvin, ·Spending time with here, being down there with her.
you know, watching her and looking at her," was the highlight.
Observing the child, just looking at the child was also nOled as an
important part of Bill's experience with his child. At one point in an
interview, Bill told about the change from just looking without getting any
response from him to !he time when the child is secn to be reacting 10 him;
".. ,it's like first all you could do was sit down and look at him, but now you
can make him laugh. And when he laughs, it's like me and Cathy looks at
each other ~lJ\d notices."
Sam also identified the highlight of fatherhood to be watching his
daughter, especially at times when she seems to be enjoying herself. He
especially liked, "Taking her out and watching her smile and having fun and
stuff."
Time spent alone with the ehild was also reponed as the most special
part of becoming a father. Jim enthusiastically stated, "When you've got him
to yourself. that's the best thing I likes."
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One panicipanl felt very proud of the responsibility he look on a5 a
father and enjoyed the recognition and respect he got (rom others. To
illustrate this, Kevin reported:
Most exciting (pause), it's people like recognize Kev)'. Like
people listen, always, like they looks up to me more, I don',
know, I think it's where I didn't leave Kev)' by herself and lei
Alice take the baby.
So, I think the mosl excitement I had is when people praise me
up and say like, you know, 'yoll did a good job and took good
care of Kev)' and stuff.'
In contrast 10 the olher five teen fathers, Bob did nol report any
particular exciting part of fatherhood. Although the interviewer did not
directly ask this subject about the highlights of fatherhood, at nO lime during
the interviews did the subject show enthusiasm about his experience. With onc
exception, these teen fathers undoubtedly got great pleasure from spending
time with their children. Whether or not the positive feelings lhese tccn
falhers had for their children is consislent with other findings cannol be stated
for no literature in thi£ area was found. The research in the area of teen father
involvement with their children varies. Trends have been reported in that tccn
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(alher involvement with their children has tended to decrease over the first
couple years of the child's life, while marriages tended 10 gradually increase
over this period of time (Lorenzi, Klerman and Jakel, 19n). Two studies
found that approximately 20% of the teenage couples eventually married
(Nettleton and Cline, 1975; Lorenzi, Klerman and Jakel, 1977). Furstenburg
and Crawford (1978) found that after five years, 40% of the leen fathers
maintained a regular relationship wilh the child. He also found thai many of
these teen fathers did not live with the child until two years after the birth. He
explained this pattern of absence might possibly be due to career pursuits.
Recent studies include more positive reports of teen father involvement.
Rivara, Sweeney and Henderson (1986), found that the majority of teen fathers
remained in contact with their children after 18 months. Teen fathers who
were involved in teen parenting programs were found 10 be much more
involved with their children. Eighty-two percent of the participants in these
parenting programs had daily contact with the child after two years (Klinman,
Saunders, Rosen, Longo and Martinez, 1985). Although this study supported
the positive findings of teen (ather involvement with 100% teen father
involvement with child and 67% maintaining regular daily contact. a
longitudinal study of this group is necessary to examine suggested paltems of
involvement over time.
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CHAPTER V
Father-Child Relationship
In an attempt to gain an understanding of the subjects' perceptions of
their role as fathers, the interviewer presented several questions concerning
their duties as fathers and the differences in the roles of mother and father. AI
this time, childhood memories of their relationship with each of their parents
were also described.
For many of the teen fathers, the expected duties described fit the
traditional role of the father, in that their perceived duties were similar to their
own fathers. The roles described by the silt teen falhers were very similar and
may reflect views that are generally held in rural Newfoundland. In these
cases the father was considered a helper to the mother in looking arter the
child. But, primarily his main role was thai of a financial provider and
disciplinarian.
All of the fathers reported the mothers being the primary parent. They
believed the mother and the child should not be separated. No matter how
much they wanted 10 spend time with their children, they reponedly would
never take the children from their mothers on a permanent basis.
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Discipline was regarded as a significant part of the father's role by
three of the teen falhers. Although Bob reported there was -no difference in
what the mother and father does,· he then went on and said that the, "father
would do more disciplining."
Like Bob, Sam also reported thai there was not much of a difference in
the role of mother and falher, but that, •...a mother is more close to the
child/ and that the father was more a disciplinarian. Sam further explained
that he wanted to guide and support his child, at all times:
I think they s;lOurd be there for the child, when a child is crying
and sluff like thaI. And does something thaI's wrong, like you
know, send him to his room and something like that. And try
to talk to him about it and stuff, right. And if child's in trouble
try tosland by him•..
Jim reported his role in parenting was disciplining. This varied from the
mother's role as he further explained, -, ..disciplining is my role as such,
because she's the mother. She's the loving side of the family, yOll say, you
know...... Jim described his role as a father was very important because he
was a guide. He reported not wanting his child growing up without his
influence. He listed his responsibilities as a father to teach the child many
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things including; right from wrong, good manners, responsibility. social skills,
and how to have fun.
In contrast, Bill was the only father that slated the mother's and
father's duties should be shared equally. His role as a father was described as
a guide who ~...as supportive at all times, especially difficult ones:
Well, I got to take care of the baby not to let him get into
trouble, help him in as many ways as I can, help with his ups
and downs as he gets older and older.
Well, everybody goes through different things, problems and
stuff like that. I always wants to be the onc there to talk to. I
always wants to have a good relationship with him. r knows
there's always going to be some hard limes because there always
is, right. I'll always be Ihere for him like that, righ!. And SCI a
good example for him, no swearing or nothing like thai around
the housear.•.•
When asked what the role of a father involved, three or the subjects
reported the duty of providing financial support. Although Bob stated he was
dependent on his parents ror finances for his child, he did want to buy things
ror the child, such as "milk- and -clothing.·
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Contrary lo Bob's situation, Kevin reported working and already
providing financially for his child and the mother. He described his main role
Well, r tries 10 help Alice along and go to work and do
whatever I can for Alice (pause), gives her as much money as I
possibly can. Well, I gives her whatever I gels, right. We
shares our money. And try to finish school, iff can finish
school and get my course, so I can get a good job. Well, that's
mosl of what I does, helps her take care of the baby. do
whatever I can for her,
Melvin was the only leen father that reported not having any
responsibility at all. He said:
J don't see how I got any responsibility really. I'm just the
father, that's all. I'm the father, but I'm not the father, you
know what I mean.
I don't playa role as a father, like SUPli'lrt or whatever, right.
Melvin reported this Jack of involvement was imposed on him as he stated he
was, ..... shoved out of the picture, allogether.· He did explain that his role so
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far has been to protect his daughter and look ancr her best interests. He
described how he did this by preventing her from being put up for adoption:
Stick: up for her, feel like tht;;:y wants her to be put up for
adoption with Sandra, right. Bul I don', want that, right,
because 1 thinks that Susan won't like it when she gets older.
Like it's not that often that a child is adopted by the
grandmother and her parents still alive. So, It seems kind of
weird, right. That's what I thinks. I went up to talk to the
counsellor about it. I feel that's the best role I ever took yet in
sticking up for her, right, cause I'm concerned about her 100,
right (pause), how'd she feel.
All of these teen fathers report an active role ill their children's livc~.
They are either providing emotionally and/or financially and offering support
and guidance. If they are not providing for their children in l!lesc ways, they
have reported a desire to do so, but are limited by obstacles such as visitation
restrictions and lack of income.
EllPreg;ion or Affection
The interviewer attempted to ~ain an understanding of the aff~tion the
teen fathers had for their child~n, by questioning their feelings for the child
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and affectionate behavior shown towards child. Each participant was asked
what feelings he had towards his child and how he showed these feelings.
Some subjects were asked directly if they hugged and kissed their children.
Without exception, all the teenage fathers in the study slated they did
love their children. In most cases these feelings were further substantiated by
reports of affectionate behavior such as hugging and kissing the child. Two of
the fathers described very strong feelings of love for their children and an
open display of affection. lim described his feelings for his son as:
I loves him. That's basically it, I mean, you know. I wouldn't
do anything to hurt him. I never would,
Dh, 1 loves him (pause), you know. He's the top of my list.
He's my first priority. Before anything else, he comes first.
Jim described showing these feelings to his son by; -Every night, before I
goes to bed, I hug and kiss unless he's down at her house. So then it's, I just
calls him and talks to him on the phone, (pause), tells him r loves him and
whatever."
Kevin also describtxl feelings of love for his child and regular displays
of affection; "Jlove Kevy a lot. J wouldn't want nothing to happen to her.
Like, I wouldn't give her up. thai's why J gOI her to down, rignt. J hugs and
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kisses her a lot, righl." Kevin further described how he taught his daughter 10
show affection by making a game of it:
I think I was the one who taught her how 10 kiss (pause), cause
I used to be kissing her all the time. Now, when she sees a
baby in the book or something I'll say kiss the baby and she'll
kiss the baby and sluff. Or I'll say kiss to go outdoors and
she'll kiss me on the cheek or whatever. I'll kiss her on the
cheek and let her go outdoors (pause), just 10 show her, right.
Bill also expressed a concern and caring for his son. In one interview he
described having a lot of experience with children as he grew up and how he
enjoyed it. He said, "Oh, I loves children.· At no onc time did Bill slate he
loves his child, but his feelings for his son were evident in the concem
expressed (or him; ·Um, like when he's crying, he's hurting cause he's gelting
his teeth now too, right. He's crying and that's the hardest, seeing him crying
and that. Sometimes you can't stop him crying, just keeps crying."
Bill also did not report actually hugging and kissing his child but did describe
affectionate behavior such as cuddling him and rocking him to sleep.
Sam and Melvin, the two fathers that spent the least amount of time
with their children, reported affectionate feelings and behavior towards their
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children. These fathers also claimed they wanted to spend more lime with
their children but that their access was restricted.
Sam shared his feelings towards his daughter by saying, "I thinks the
world of her, right. I wants to spend time with her and take her places." Sam
described how his daughter wanted to play and be active rather than kiss, but
did say, "On the way home, we usually hug and I tells her I loves her and see
her next time.... "
Melvin reponed similar feelings towards his daughter and stated,
"Well, I loves her and everything, I wish she'd come up more.· Melvin
described affectionate behavior such as cuddling his child and responded,
·Sometimes, yeah,· when asked if he hugged and kissed her.
One father was less anicutate throughout all the interviews and was not
open with his feelings toward his child. He had great difficulty describing
how he felt towards his child, but responded, "yeah," when asked if he loved
him. When asked directly Bob also said he :lUgged and kissed his child "every
now and then."
Undoubtedly all the teen fathers interviewed had loving feelings
towards their child and to different degrees did demonstrate this through
affectionate behavior.
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Understanding of Cbild
All subjects in the study were asked to describe their children. They
were further probed as to the physical and personality traits they saw. This
information was thought to illustrate the falher's knowledge of familiarity of
their children.
Four of the teenage fathers provided very elaborate physical
descriptions of their children, orten Slating the children's resemblance either to
themselves or another family member. Bill had stated his child had physical
features similar (0 both himself and his girlfriend's brother. He described his
son in relation to normative growth stages, demonstrating his knowledge of
childhood development:
He's big for four months old. He's (pause), when you gets onc
year old. you're supposed to be 22 pounds and he's 19 now, 19
pounds. He's almost the size of a one year old, already. He's
really bright. Doctors said he was right bright and stuff, he's
strong. Almost crawls away now and cats a lot. Oh, hc's real
healthy, yeah.
Jim also stated that his son looked like him when he was younger, but now
resembled another family member; "He's big. Physically, he's big. Yeah,
he's really strong. He's going to be like my uncle. I used 10 have an uncle
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Ihal was really huge. And he's going to be just like him." Sam had so closely
examined his child's features and described his daughter has having a
combination of both her molher and father's looks; "She's short. Well, she
looks like kind a me and kind a like her mother. It's hard to tell."
Like Bill, Kevin described the growth of his daughter to other children
and concluded that she was tall for her ag~. Kevin also described his daughter
as :ooking "exactly" like him:
She's got a (laugh), she looks a lot, everybody says she looks
exactly like me. BUI looks, she's gOI blonde hair and she got
blue eyes. And she's sort of chubby, but she's tall too for her
age, cause there's Ihis girl, Alice's uncle's little girl. She's two
months older than Kev)' and Kevy is about, I'd say about half a
foot taller than she is. So, I'd say she's quite tall. And ah
pretty too (laugh).
The other two fathers provided less information about their children.
Melvin did nOI provide any physical description and Bob contradicted his
statements. During one interview Bob stated his son had brown hair and green
eyes. At a later time. he then said the baby had dirty blonde hair and blue
eyes. When asked if the child looked like him, Bob responded, "Yeah, that's
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what everyone says, anyway!." Both of these fathers lacked information
concerning a physical description of their children.
The four fathers that provided Ihe elaborate physical description of their
children also provided an extensive description of the children's pcrS<Jnality.
Bill shared his amazement of his child's exploratory behavior and how much
his child appeared 10 understand him:
Oh yeah, he notices everything. He's always looking around
everywhere, looking at lights. He likes lights and colourful
things. He's always, like you 10 talk to him alld sometimes h~
doesn't even hear you. Sometimes he sits down in frollt of the
TV and laughs at the cartoons. Like, I don't know if he
understands it or not, but he likes it. For some reason he tries
to grab pictures and books and stuff like that. That's alert for a
four month old baby. That's really alert. He rolls over and...
He's like, can't explain, he laughs a lot. He don't cry very
much but he just sits down and looks like he's observing, like
he wants to know everything, like, you know. Like I feels like
he understands me sometimes when I talks to him. He's
unbelievable, right. I can't explain it. That's the way le is.
He just sits down and looks around. noticing everything. He
notices every movement.
Jim described his son as being hyperactive and identified this with his
own behavior as a child:
He's almost like he's hyper, a hyper child, bUI J mean he
Iistens... pickiness and thai, he's just like me. That's the way
I've always been when I was a child. r used 10 pick and pick
and pick. They put me in the hospital one time. And I had to
be out in a wheelchair, cause I had daubl..: pneumonia and I
couldn't walk or nothing like tllal. And I used 10 chase the
nurses around Ihe hospital. They had 10 take the wheelchair
away from me. So, I was really hyper. He turns after me for
Ihat. He's very hyper.
Jim also identified his son's strengths:
He's real good with numbers. He can count. He's happy.
There's not very often is he down or anything like that. He
don'l really cry often. And he's really tough. If he runs into
somethi~~, he'll jUSllook back at it and go on and laugh and
that's it, you know....
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Jim showed no hesitation thinking of an area that his son might have difficulty
with:
He don', really have good balance and things like Ihis. Like. he
almost seems like he gol an inner ear problem cause he don't
have a lot of balance. He'sjllst, you know, like he'll be
running along and every now and then he'll just lose his balance
and fall down or something...
Sam stated his child resembled her mother and saw her strength as
being, "She likes being always moving and doing things, so she's not just
sitting down and doing nothing." He then went on to describe a detailed
episode of his daughter's excitable behavior; "Gets her on vidu camera and
stuff like that. And like she's a little angel and when you plays it back she's
watching herself. She's on the couch and jumping on the couch. She gets
right wild."
Kevin showed a good understanding of his daughter's personality
describing her as a very pleasant and active child. He gave a detailed
description of her daily behavior:
Well, she's quite funny (laugh). She don't do a lot of crying.
She don't cry much unless something don't go her way. That's
about the only time she cries, but she usually plays. She can
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play by herself and she's not, you know, always wanting 10 go
here and there. She'll go in the room and sit down and play.
She can go out by the door and spend hours out by the door.
And you don't even have to worry about her cause she only
goes out and she'll stand around and play with her bike and
plays with this and that, right. And she sleeps through the
night. We don't have any problems with her sleeping in the
nighl, like she was never like thai. She's quite active 100, like
she's always running about, liking to play with stuff and stuff.
And she tries to, like whatever you does, she likes to do it.
Like, she sees Alice cleaning, she'll try 10 go over and get a
cloth. She wants to clean too. That's the way she is, Or Alice
is trying to vacuum the ([oor and she'll go over and try to grab
the vacuum from Alice and then to do it herself. She's catching
on pretty quick.
Kevin also identified his daughter's sulking behavior when she doesn't get her
way, as a weakness of hers:
...she gets contrary if stuff don't go her way. Like if you, like
today when it was raining and she wanted to go outdoors and
that, and we didn't let her go out. And she got like, you know,
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crying and stuff to go outdoors, right, so. She gets quite
contrary sometimes, but other than that. she's pretty good.
Unlike the previously described four fathers, Melvin and Bob had few
comments on this topic. Both fathers stated their children were pleasant in
temperament. Melvin added a description of his daughter that he had heard
from others: "...the nurses used to say that she's really smaTt for her age. [
don't know if it's true or not. I don't know where she'd gel lhal 10 (laugh).
But they said she's good for her age.· He also staled his child's weakness
may be that, "she's kind of shy."
Four of the teenage fathers interviewed demonstrated a familiarity and
a clear understanding of their children, which could only result from regular
interaction. The other two fathers appeared to be much less familiar with their
children.
Community Identity
The father presenting himself and his child to the community, by taking
the child out in the community and talking about his ·child, allows him to have
a public identity as a father. This sharing of the fatherhood experience
indicates a willingness and pride in taking on (he role of a father. The father
and child's exposure to the community was examined by questions relating to
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where the father took the child, who he talked to about the child and what he
said about the child.
One father reported no involvement whatsoever with his child outside
of the home. In fact, he described the few times with his child were always
accompanied by the mother. Melvin stated, M1hcy wouldn't let me take her
out anyway" and further explained thai the mother and her parents did not see
him as responsible enough to take the child somewhere. When asked why this
was so, he said, • , ..afraid she'd get the flu or something, I suppose.·
Although Melvin's friends were aware he had a child, they never saw her. He
also said he seldom talks 10 his friends about his daughter and did not see their
involvement as important. He agreed that he could be considered a part-time
father. When others ask about his daughter, Melvin said he has little to teU
them because he Mdoesn't see her enough to know.... "
Although Bob had full access to his child, his community identity is
somewhat like Melvin's. The maternal grandparents were very involved as
Bob explained, M... the girlfriend's mother and father takes him almost
everywhere they goes." He did say he took the child, ....down around the
harbour.... • Although his friends saw his child, ....every now and then: he
did not talk to his friends about his child. When others ask about his son. Bob
said he tells them what the child is doing and learning.
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The remaining four fathers reported a high profile in the community.
where many acquaintances and friends were regularly exposed to the child.
Bill reported taking his child many places including walks around the
community, in a stroller and 10 the shopping mall. He described his friends as
being very involved with his child and quite supportive:
Oh yeah. we got some really good friends, two of us. Yes they
comes, every time they come down 10 Cathy's for me, come
down for me or something, they come in to see him and that.
Like people still come to see him thai never seen him before.
Gee, we got (pause), Cathy's room is fulled with stuff, like
baby stuff from my friends, closets full with baby stuff, right.
Bill also explained the importance of his friend's involvement as a way of
being accepted, himself:
Well, it makes me feel thaI he's more important then, too.
Wee, he's more accepted and he'll never be lonely and stuff like
that. There'll always be someone there for him. If me and
Callly is not there, or something like that, It makes me feel
good, too. 11 lets me know I got friends, stuff like that, too.
Although Sam only saw his daughter once a week, he described
frequently taking her to the park and back to his home with his friends. Many
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people in his neighbourhood saw the child, but close friends saw his child
often:
It's my best friend, the godfather, so he usually comes down
and sees her so, he plays with her.
Yes, I have a lot of friends on the street, my best friend is
godfather, and like everybody around knows her and stuff. I go
to my other friend's house and show her off to his mother and
stuff like that.
When talking to others about his child, Sam said he would often describe what
she was learning; "Shows how she can walk and how she won't go anywhere
without me. Like, if someone sang out to her, she looks at me for approval if
to go to lhat person or whatever."
Sam stated this suppon from his friends was very important 10 him.
Jim also reported having his child involved in the community, taking
him 10 the playground and swimming. All of his friends were aware of his
child. In fact, he had a picture of his son up in a locker at school. Jim
described Iww many students would then come up and ask questions about his
child. He showed great pride remembering what he told his friends:
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Tell them how old he is and he's talking or he's walking. When
he first walked, I told everybody, just about. And all that, you
know, just the kind of things that he does. How he's big, cause
he's really big child, like....
Kevin report~1 taking his daughter to the park, the shopping mall, and
around the community either in car or on bicycle. He Jlcscribed these outings
with his child as very pleasurable. Kevin very much enjoyed talking about his
daughter during these activities, and would often say:
Oh, Dad's baby and stuff like that. Saying how cute she is and
how much she looks like Dad. And, just saying, like Dad's
little girl and she's only Dad's and on one else's, and sluff like
that. Just joking around with people, cause yesterday we went
up to the mall and got, brought her up to the mall and carrying
her around. A 101 of people didn't know I had her, cause,
there's a couple of people, they knew I had a baby, bUl they
hadn't seen her before. A lot of people said she looked a lot
like me and she was cute and stuff, so.
Kevin also stated that his iriends cared very much about his child and would
help with child care if needed:
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Oh, they can't get over her, they likes her a 101, they don't
mind. like if we wanted them. Sometimes they babysit too,
right. If we ever went anywhere. they said they's babysit, 100,
said they'd take care of her, they'd look after her, too.
Although all of the teen fathers interviewed cared very much for their
children and demonstrated this in affectionate behavior and community
involvement, the frequency of their visits with the child did not necessarily
coincide with their understanding of or activity with the child. To further
illustrate this point, the teen father who saw his child weekly showed an
exceptional understanding of the child and had a lot of involvement in the
community with the child, while onc of the tccn fathers who saw his child
daily showed little understanding of the child and had little involvement in the
community with the child.
All of the above personal reflections provide insight into the quality of
lIie relationships between teen fathers and their children. This is often lacking
in the literature on teen father involvement. An examination of tcen father's
involvement willi their children cannot simply be a figure indicating the
number of father-child visits for as illustrated above, this information may be
very misleading.
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CHAPTER VI
Decision-Afaking and Legal Rights
The two major topics of this chapler are decision-making concerning
pregnancy and child care and the legal rights of teenage fathers. The chapter
concludes with teenager fathers reports of their most dirficult experiences.
De1:isjon_Makjng and Tetnnge Fnthers
The focus of this section is on the nature and extent to which teenager
falhers were involved in the decision-making relating 10 pregnancy, before it
occurred, and on mailers relating 10 child care after the child was born.
Ptcj-'ijQM Concerning Pregnant!
The interviewer sought to gain an understanding of the teen fathers'
inclusion in the decision-making process both immediately prior 10 and after
the pregnancy. The father's role in planning and using contraceptivcs, as well
as his involvement in lIIe decision to keep the baby was examined. Although
all of the letn falhers were aware of contraceptives, where to gel them, and
had used them at limes, only two of the young men had showed some planning
by discussing the use of contraceptives with their partners. One partner had
been taking oral contraceptives for months before the pregnancy, but had not
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taken them properly. Another partner was planning to use oral contraceptives
and had secn a doctor. but was advised not to at that time because of a medical
problem. Shortly after Ihis. she became pregnant.
One teen father claimed that although he had used a condom on
occasion, both he and his partner discussed having a child. He staled thai the
pregnancy was planned. The other participan:s in this study had not discussed
using protection with their partners. Two of them had used condoms during
their dating period, but me use was not consistent. Both falhers believed
pregnancy would not happen to them. The olher father had not planned to be
sexually active and said he only had intercourse once. He had not used a
condom and his partner became pregnant. Unplanned sexual intercourse has
been cited as the mosl common reason teen fathers give for nol using condoms
(Sonenstein, 1986; Zeloik, Kantcr and Ford, 1981).
With the exception of Sam, the teen father who planned to have a
child, all the teen fathers in this study, were not involved in the decision to
keep thc child. Tll~y all reported supporting the mothers' decision, but that
the decision was already made. For two of thc$l' fathers. the mothers were
five to seven months pregnant when they learned of the pregnancy. One
fathcr, Melvin described how he nOl only had no input into the decision to
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keep the: child, but how the mother did not either. He explained that it was
the matc:mal grandmother who had made lhese decisions for the two of them:
Well, the day we found out she was pregnant, sandra had me in
the car. She was telling rot: everylhing she was going to do,
right, (pause) like she had the plan already laid out. Uke
basically what she said, she said she's not gelting an abortion
and shc's not quilting school and all this kind of stuff, right.
And 1'1\ (Sandra) take the baby and everything else.
It is evident that even in these early stage5 of fatherhood, the teen fathers in
this study, had very little input into the decisions regarding what was going to
hiPpcn to their children. The exclusion of the leen father is well documented
in the literature. Robinson and Barret (1986) found thai many times !he teen
father was not informed when his child had been adoploo or placed in foster
care. Other researthers found that adolescent males who would want to be
involved in these carty decision would agree with the mother's decisions
(Redmond, 19&5). Unmarried hispanic letn fathers reported they would go
along with the mothers' decisions even if it meant adoption or abortion
(Hendricks, 1988). The fact that teen fathers have been found to not interfere
with the mothers' decisions concerning the outcome of pregnancy, leads One to
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inquire about the extent to which teenage fathers participate in decisions
concerning the child after it is born,
Decisions Concerning the Child
The involvement of the subjects in the decision concerning their
children was questioned. Their perspective of the level of involvement, being
either actively involved, informed after the decision, or not informed at all was
identified by each of the participants.
All of the teen fathers were directly asked if they felt they were
included in the decisions regarding their children. Three of the falhers
interviewed reported not having any input whatsoever in the choices made for
their children. Not surprisingly, two of these fathers also reported having
difficulty seeing their children. Melvin said that nol only was he not involved.
but also that, "I don't think they want me involved in it at all. ~ When Sam
was asked about his involvement he replied, ~Not really, cause I'm not th~re
all the time, stuff like that. So, she has more say about that. ~
Contrary to Melvin and Sam's situation, Jim had free ac~ess to his
child, but still felt he was not involved in most of thr. decisions. He described
his frustration with not being included:
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No, not really. No, that's onc of the things I get a little bit
frustrated about, now. Like when things come up about it, right
you know. I say, I never knew nothing about the decision, so,
right. And it makes you feel like (pause), like you're not that
important. Like you're a distant person, you know.
Even though only half of the tccn fathers in this study reported being
excluded from these decisions. all but one leen father stated that the mothers
had the final say regarding the child. Both Bill and Kevin described being
quite comfortable with their involvement in the decisions concerning their
children and believed their opinions were considered. Even with this being the
case, Kevin, however, reported that the mother would usually make the final
decision. Kevin described his involvement:
I lisually leaves it up to Alice, right. It's like, the baby Jives
with Alice. I don't live there, right. I lives at home, so Alice
usually makes the decisions. But I tells her, gives her advice on
what 10 do. She usually has the last say, right, sort of.
In one case, as was with Melvin, both the mother and father were
reportedly excluded from involvement in the decisions concerning their
daughter. The decisions were made solely by the maternal grandmother:
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Yeah, as soon as they found oul Molly was pregnant. Sandra
look right over. I never had no say at all, Molly had a bit, 1
suppose, nol that much.
Molly haven't even got that much to say as far as I'm
concerned.
The teen fathers that reponed being excluded from the decisions
concerning their children also stated they were many times evcn nol informed
of these decisions after the fact. Jim described his disappointment with this
lack of regard for his role as the father. He said:
Yeah, there was about, many decisions that were made that
(pause), like you know, they were made without me knowing.
And even, you know, later down the road, I find out. Well,
you know, you made the decision. You never come 10 me
about it, right. And I'm nol saying I would have disagreed with
the decision or anything. J mean, but even just 10 let me know,
you know. Just give you that little exira. Let you know you're
important, you know, that type of think, right. Even if she
.vent ahr-ad with the thing, I didn't want her to do, letting me
know, right.
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Both Melvin and Sam described how they were not even informed of
decisions concerning the health of their children. Melvin said tllallhere were
limes when his child was taken to the hospital without him knowing. He then
went on and provided a detailed example of this:
I remember one time, Susan had a rash on h::r face and I was
down the road on bike, right. I was just down for a ride and
they came along and went on. After a while they stopped right.
and came back. And they told me, right. I looked in the car
and secn Susan there with a little rash on her face. And other
than Ihat, they wouldn't have (pause), I don't think they would
have told me, right.
Sam reponed how he would only be informed or his child's health if it
affected his visitation. There were also times that the mother casually
mentioned the child's illness at a later dale. He said that, "She might mention
it and say she was down a couple of nights ago, ear infection or something
like that." Again, the exclusion for the teen father from the planning for his
child continues after birth (Robinson and Barret, 1986).
When the fathers were asked what decision they did make involving
their children, a common response was choosing the children's names. Even
Melvin and Sam har.! panicipated in this decision, as at that time, they were
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still involved with the mother, and had a positive relationship. Latcr, for both
of these fathers, the conflicting relationship with the mother strongly impacted
on their ability to be involved in the decisions concerning their children.
Problems getting along with the teen mothers have been repcrted by teen
fathers in numerous studies (Rivara et aI., 1986; Elster and Panzarine, 1983;
Hendricks, 1983). Many of these same teen fathers also complained of limited
access to their children (Hendricks, 1983; Rivara et aI., 1986). Clearly there
is a link between the tccn father's relationship with the teen mother and his
involvement with his child. Cervera (1991) staled the influence of the tccn
parents' relationship has been much underestimated and requires more study.
Involyement of Grandparents
As reported by the teenage fathers who participated in this study.
grandparents played a significant role in the decisions that were made
concerning the children. The fathers described the extent of the grandparents'
involvement, or the amount of control the grandparents had over the situation.
How this amount uf guidance was received by the fathers was also questioned.
The interviewer was interested in whether the grandparents involvement or
lack thereof, had a positive or negative affect on the tccn father.
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Four of the subjf:Cts interviewed, described a very positive and
supportive relationship with both maternal and paternal grandparents. All of
these grandparents were fully involved in the decision-making concerning their
grandchildren, but their guidance was well appreciated by the teen fathers.
For example, Bill acknowledged not only his appreciation for the
grandparents' guidance, but also his need for it:
Yeah, it's, I mean sometimes we had to get help with our
decisions cause, I mean (pause), we're getting used to it now,
like. It's not so bad any more. First, like we read stuff, we
read about 1,'1'· ... 5 and stuff. We went 10 pre-natal classes and
everything like that. We still need help from our parents.
Someone to help us make decisions.
Kevin reported an imbalance of involvement of the grandparents. He
stated that his parents were more involved than the mother's parents, since the
mother moved away from home to live next to him. He further explained this:
I think if Alice's parents were here, there might have been some
stuff and Alice would have done different, right (pause), cause
her parents would have been here and probably shown her, you
know, probably told her not to do it different. But where her
parents were away and she's only talking to her parents
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probably once every two weeks or once every three weeks,
right.
Yeah, they (father's parents) gives me a good idea, like what to
do, how 10 make decisions, and what's right from wrong. BUI.
I don't know about making decisions for me, but I think most of
it's up to me, I think.
Although Bob described all four of the grandparents as very helpful in
contributing to the decisions made concerning his child, he felt Ihe maternal
grandparents had more oooirol than his parents.
Like Bob. Jim described a similar situation of more control by the
maternal grandparents. He, however, had some difficulty wilh Ihis. He
described his feelings of frustration but tolerant behavior as:
Well, it's not with my parents. It's with the mother's parents
cause they're a lillie bit different, I guess. Where it's their
daughter that had the child, they feel more resjJOnsible, I guess,
more like, you know. They own the kid, you know cause on
many occasions her mother had said, you know, she owns the
kid because she had 10 put up with everything and all that. You
know, but she don't do any more Ihan my parents does.
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But they do have more control where she's the daughter. You
know, she's their daughter. And, you know, she do have more
control than 1 do because there is nothing I can do about that.
But we usually work things out together instead of her making
the decisions and that's it.
Melvin also reported having great difficulty with the control the
maternal grandmother had not only over his child, but also tlte mother of his
child. He described the maternal grandmother as "dominant" and her
controlling behavior as the following; "I think Sandra and Fred is got Molly
brainwashed myself cause, you know Sandra always said; (pause), she used to
say when I was there, Susan is never leaving this house and everything else,
right." AI this time, the child lived with her matema] grandparents, alone,
while the mother lived with her grandparents. Like Melvin, the paternal
grandparents were excluded from any decision-making concerning the child.
However, Melvin's parents were more accepting of this situation and advised
him not to interfere; MThey think I should have more 10 say about her but
Mom and Dad told me not to interfere, right, cause they said, if I was looking
after her (his child), I would have more 10 say, but I'm not. M
In Sam's case, he had little informatiOn about ally of the gra'ldparents.
He rarely saw his mother, but was aware that she did visit the child on
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oocasion. He had no contaCt with the I1\2temal grandmother and step
grandfather, but the mother and child did live with them. It would be
expected that the mother's parents had more input into the child's life than his
mother.
In summary. four of the teen fathers in this study desr.ribed more
involvement in decisions concerning the child, by the maternal grandparents
than the paternal grandparents. For three of these cases, the involvement was
seen as overbearing and inappropriate. The father:; believed they should be
making more of these decisions. Although the leen falhers in Barret and
Robinson's study (1982a) reported positive relations with the maternal
grandparents, teen fathers in another study reported more hostile relations
(Hendricks. 1980; Robinson and Barret, 1986). CCT\'crn (1991) found thallhe
maternal grandparents' negativity towards the teen fathers was not dependent
on his involvement with the mother and child. In fact. the maternal
grandparents have been found to at times prevent the teen father from being
involved with the teen mother and child (Connolly, 1978). Teen fathers more
often identified the maternal grandmother to be the most difficult person to
deal wilh (Klinman et aI., 1985). Here, complaints included
overprotectiveness and undue innuence. Several researchers have attempted to
explain the negativity and exclusion experienced by tccn fathers. Some of the
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maternal grandparents' hostility may be caused by the financial and emotional
responsibility put on them by the early parenthood of their daughters
(Furstenburg, 1980). There may also be some competition between the leen
fathers and the maternal grandparents concerning the loyalties, interests and
needs of the teen mother (Furstenburg, 1980; Robinson and Barret, 1986).
The difficulties are not only with the matemal grandparents, for Allen-Meares
(1984) found that both the maternal and paternal grandparents blamed the other
teenager.
Mgal RlgbtS or Teenage Fathers
The legal rights of the teen fathers in this study are presented from
their personal perspectives, mainly as a result of the experiences they had with
legal agencies and social services. The falhers were also questioned
concerning their recognition as fathers on legal documt':!'lts such as birth
certificates, baptism certificates and adoption papers.
Four of the silt teen fathers interviewed reported being listed as the
father on the birth certificate. One father did not know if he was listed and
the other father, Kevin, had consulted with the mother and both had decided
not to have the father's name on the birth certificate. They decided this would
be best for the child in case they did not stay together as this is what had
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happened to Kevin. He carried his molher's surname because his biological
father left shortly after he was born. Kevin further explained his reasons for
this choice:
No, we decided not 10, just in case, (pause) down Ihe road or
so, we break up, right. The baby won', be in my name. But if
we ever do get married, right, we can always switch it over.
And that is what my aunt did 100, right. She switched the
baby's name over when she got married. So, we decided to put
it in Alice's name, just in case. That was both our ideas, like
(pause), I decidetl that's what we'd do. Thai's the best thing to
do.
For the same reasons Kevin did not have the child baptized in his name:
So, we christened the baby iii her name, cause I'm christened in
my parent's name, right, my mother's name. And my father,
he weren't, like they broke up arter a while, so I would, if I got
christened in his name, I would've had to get my name changed
over, right. So, we decided thai's what we'll do,
For two of the fathers, having the children baptized in the mothers'
name, was not their decision and something they did not want. In Melvin's
case, the maternal grandmother decided on baptizing the child in the mother's
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name. He said, ~They wanted her baptized--(mother's surname), right, I
mean, no way is she going to be baptized··(father's surname), right. M
Bill also had difficulty having his child baptized in his name. In this
case the church did not recognize his as the father. He described the
particular minister's response as, "The minister said he wouldn't do it cause
we weren't married. He's not allowed 10 do it or something.·
Many of the subjects in this study were unsure of their legal rights as
fathers. In two cases, the teen fathers did not have a reason to question their
legal rights. In both Bob's and Melvin's cases, they had no need 10 approach
social or legal services for assistance. Both of these young men had full
support from both families and all involved were very cooperative. The
grandparents were sharing the responsibility of child care, financially and
emotionally.
The other four teen fathers were more experienced with the legal
system as they all approached one agency or another (family court, social
services. educational institutions), in an attempt 10 gain assistance. In all cases
the fathers reported difficulties. For instance, Bill had applied for a student
loan as a single parent but was denied because he did not have the appropriate
documentation stating he was the father. His name was not on the birth
certificate and the minister would not write his name on the baptism
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certificate. In this case. the mother was free to apply for a student loan as a
single parent. However, 10 do this she had to claim sole custody of the child.
Bill shared his feeling of injustice with this lack of recognition of his rights as
a father:
Yeah. and that's not one bit fair, thai'S not, cause r mean
there's two. That's her baby now and if she wanted to, I
wouldn't be allowed 10 interfere, if I wanted to. H something
happened to us, she could go on with the baby and 1 couldn't do
nothing about it (pause), cause it's in the mother's name, right.
Kevin also required some financial assistance (or his training, He
reported that there appeared 10 be more support for the mother and father if
they were not living together as a couple. For instance, the molher would
only get assist.."'IJ1ce from social services if she lived on her own. His financi:t!
assistance would be cut if he lived with the mother. This situation actually
made it more difficult for Kevin to act as a father to his child. Kevin felt this
was quite unfair as he said, "It's probably my child too, so why should she get
all that, right."
Sam shared his experience with lhe legal system. He and the mother
had met with a counsellor to discuss visitation times. Sam had wanted more
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time with his daughter, but felt the only way to do this was to question the
molher's ability 10 care for her child:
... the only way for it to go to court out of it is if like I said she
was a bad mOfher or something. Then they would do
something. That's the way it would seem. Like they were
always trying to (pause), trying to put her down. Asked if she
hit her and stuff like thai and questiolls like that.
He then went on 10 describe how he finally gave up on family court:
... because we kind of worked it out, like we. I always gets her
on Saturdays. I, so I wanted her on Saturdays and Sundays,
Ihen I was just happy 10 get her. There was like three months
that I didn't see my daughter. She wouldn't even talk 10 me or
anything. So, r think that's why J didn't get a lawyer.
As a result of his experience, Sam stated he was not treated equally as a parent
by legal services. He said the court "don't think that probably you would do a
good job.•
Melvin's experience with social services was more promising. The
mother had filed to have her parents adopt the child. The counsellor involved
had contacted Melvin by letter informing him of this. After meeting with the
counsellor, Melvin described her as hopeful. She had insisted, "!t's time for
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you and Molly talks, right, cause it is your child, right.· According 10 Melvin
the counsellor was positive and did recognize his rights as the father.
However, he was told that there was a possibility the maternal grandparents
could adopt his child if it went to court. The incident he described left him
confused and uncertain of his legal rights; "... yeah, but she said, you know,
like they probably could have, well made it, righi, if they went up in front of
a judge or something. Like probably go ahead with the adoption or whatever
without my permission, right."
The testimony of the teen fathers in thi!. study indicate their confusion
and doubts concerning their legal rights as fathers. Upon consultation with
social services, their policif'.s regarding parental rights were explained.
Although leen fathers are considered to have equal parental rights, thc parenl
having physical care of the child has control of that child until deemed
otherwise by the CQurt. Regardless of which parent has the child, social
services cannot intervene on issues of access, custody or placcment. Only
recently, the Adoption of Children's Act has allowed for the father to be
consideroo in adoption procedures. Adoption now requires the consent of both
parents. It appears that although (athcrs do havc rights they often have to take
legal measures to practice these rights. From the perspective of social
services, all single parents age 18 years or over, are eligible to apply (or
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financial assistance, regardless of their present living situation. Exceptions
have also been made for younger teen parents.
Most Difficult El(oerjences
All research participants were asked to describe the most difficult or
disappointing part of the fatherhood experience. With only one exception, the
fathers described the difficulty they had with the lack of recognition they
received as parents of their children. TIley were not as involved in the
decisions concerning their children, as they would like to be. In two cases
they were excluded from all the decisions and any involvement with the child
at all was limited.
Both Sam aJ'.d Melvin complained of visitation limitations that were
placed on them by the mothers and counsellors that did nol help the situation.
Melvin's disappointment is evident in the following statements; .. Ah (pause),
nol having any say over her, probably. Not have the right to, you know. The
most disappointing part was like getting shoved out of the picture altogether
cause that's what's happening now, right.·
Like Melvin, Sam reported similar difficulties with the mother in his
attempts to see his daughter:
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She's (the mother) being difficult. It's like she's playing a game
or something and stuff like that. Like if she let me take her,
spend more time with her and s(uff, it was benefit her and it
would benefit me and Sally 100, right. She won't let that
happen.
Sam also stated the most difficult part of his fatherhood ex.perience was,
"trying to get my daughter, seeing her and slufr, going with her and stuff."
Kevin's difficulties were also with spending time with his child, but in
his case the problems were not with the mother but with social services. He
described how both his and the mother's social assistance would be reduced if
he lived with the mother and child:
Ah (pause), well something disappointing is lltal t always, I was
going 10 see if] could stay with Kevy and live with Alice, bUll
don't think we can because where I lived with Alice, might have
her checks cut off or something because I'm not supposed to be
staying there. And if J do, where I'm going 10 school, they
might, I might not get as mllch money. Like my unemployment
might be cut of a bit and stuff like this. I wouldn't get the
money and I probably wouldn't afford to be allowed 10 go to
school, right. So, I really can't live with her, right. That's the
worst part. I'd love to be able to stay there, and that's it, be
able to help Alice, take over, right, but I can't. My
unemployment would be cut off, probably wouldn't get my seat
in school, whatever right cause social services would lake': so
much or cut my check by 25 percent or something like that.
So, I wouldn't be able to afford to go \0 school. So, that's the
most disappointing.
In Jim's case, he wanted himself and the mother to have all the control
over their child. At the time of the interviews, he reported an extensive
involvement of the maternal grandparents and preferred that they were less
involved with the decisions regarding his son. He said, -I wish I had all the
control, me. Well, not only me. I mean, me and the mother, righ!."
Bob described being most disappointed with people who had very low
expectations of him as a teen father or those who did not recognize his rights
as a parent. He reported having difficulty with the following:
People who says like, I don't know, that's a sin or something
like that, talking about Cathy or somelhing like that. Says like,
you ain't got no good or somelhing like thaI. You can't go out
no where or something, pevple negative and stuff like that.
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.. .I'd like to be realized just as much a parent as Cathy do.
And like 1 says to Cathy, do you vant to go out and stuff like
that. I don't want everyone else 10 think I'm going out all the
time and Cathy's staying home, stuff like that. I goes out and
goes to sports and stuff like that. But I gives Cathy just as
much opportunitie... and Sluff like that, but she don't always take
it, right. Like, not everyone realizes.
Bob was the only teen father in this study that did not report having
difficulties with being included.in decision-making and being recognized as"
parent. Instead, he described having the most difficulty with the demands of
having a new born child. He said, Mit was hard to adjust first when he was
born."
Involvemeni, control and recognition were all commo". issues for this
group of teenage fathers. They are problems that are probably part of the
design of single parenthood. They are also issues that are very much tied
together. Ifa teen father has no control, he has no involvement with the
decisions regarding his child and therefore is not recognized as a responsible
parent. These issues of involvement and control have been found to be
concerns of other teen fathers as well. Access to the child was reported to be
one of the most common problems for teen fathers (Rivara, Sweeney and
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Henderson, 1986). Teen fathers have described the feelings of helplessness
and frustration with being excluded from the planning for their children (Barret
and Robinson, 1982b). Fry and Trifiletti (1983) found that the most intense
feelings of rejection were reported by teen fathers who had their babies
adopted. Teen fathers' difficulties with the public's perception or expectation
of less involved teen fathers was not as evident in the literature. Special
attention must be given to these particular areas of difficulty for they are
considered by the teen fathers to be the most distressing and they are far from
being solved.
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CHAPTER VIl
Soon::es or Material and Fmotionlll Support
Given the financial situation (If most teenage fathers, it is not surprising
that the need for material support for the newborn is an important part of their
view of their circumstances. Also, experiencing such a change in their
identity, that is becoming a father at such a young age, the nced for emotional
support becomes a critical dimension of their new experiences. The support
received by the teenager father was thought 10 be an important factor arfecting
his ability 10 cope with the fatherhood experience. The present chapler
presents their views of the material and emotional support teenage fathers
received during this lime in their lives. AIIlhe subjecls in this study were
questioned as to the sources of financial and emotional support for them. The
~ses included numerous sources of assist.ance including friends.
grandparents, the tten mothers and most frequently their own parents. The
public at large is also a part of the emotional environment of teen fathers.
Hence, this section on their perceptions of the views of the public is included
in this chapter.
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SupPOrt or Family
Given the teen perception of the paramount importance of his family in
giving financial and emotional support, each of these dimensions of support
are discussed here.
Material support, When examining the financial contributions of the
leen father to the mother and child, the falher's particular situation must be
considered. At the time of the pregnancies all the teen fathers in this study
were attending high school. During UIC interview period, five of the six
fathers were continuing in their educational programs, being either in high
school or post-secondary school. One leen father had completed a community
college program but was not employed.
In all cases, the subjects were finall~ially dependent on their parents. or
in Sam's case, social services. Due \0 the leen fathers' situations, their
linancial contributions to the mothers and children were limited,
Only two of the subjects had part-time employment at the time of
interviewing. Kevin worked part-time and received unemployment benefits,
while going to school. He reported sharing all of his income with the mother
of his child. He described his financial contributions as:
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Oh yeah, I, well I furnished all the apartment for her. right.
Even before she came down, Whatever I gels, everything I
gives her, right. Like, I don't (pause) we shares our money.
right. So, I shares whatever I gets with hcr, right.
Unlike Kevin, Jim spends most of his money earned from work, on
himself for school supplies and clothes. As he explained any exira money may
be spent on the child if necessary:
Well, I (pause), I don't know, I make sure, like my school
aspect is taken care of, like clothes and school supplies and all
that stuff. And if I got any left, I put it in his bank account,
right. I don't usually go splurging on him, unless there is
something that he needs, right, so.
Even with some income, both Kevin and Jim rely on financial support fOf
themselves and their children from their parents. This is also the case for Bob
and Bill. In all four instances, much of the financial ~upport for the mother
and child is provided by the coordinated efforts of the grandparents of the
children.
ln Jim's case, the financial support was divided evenly between the sets
of grandparents. Jim explained how this was usually done; "Both parents, like
both of our parents, like her parents and my parents, they go half. Like if we
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buy him a swing or anything like that, we'll pay half and they'll pay half of it,
you know.·
Bill reported a similar situation where all grandparents contributed
fairly equally:
Yeah, well this morning, like Cathy's mother and father babysit
thi~ moming cause Mom and Dad is working this summer.
Like I said, now this winter Mom and Dad will be babysitting,
cause Cathy's mother and father. It all depends on the job.
Who got time, right.
Yeah, like Mom and Dad go oul and this week and probably
buy two boxes of pampers and two boxes of milk and stuff,
right. Same, well it's equal.
Bob described how his parents contributed by buying the necessary items. He
said his parents. -buys milk and that kind of stuff, buy clothes for him." He
also said that they give him money to buy items for the child.
Although, the mother of Kevin's child received assistance from social
services, both sets of grandparents contributed significantly. In fact, it was
Kevin's father that went with the mother to arrange for the assistance. Kevin's
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parents also helped furnish the mother's apartment. Kevin described his
parents' assistance with much appreciation:
OIl yeah, well they're always. like whatever we needs we can't
afford to get it, they always bUys it. Or if we need something,
like a (pause), well Dad, they helped me furnish the apartment
for her. They give, Mom give us a lot of stuff, right, Mom and
Dad. They're after giving us quile a bit and like if we need a
ride to pick up our groceries, Dad got a car and he'll come pick
her up, right cause I haven't gal my licence, yet. So, he'll
come and pick her up.
In Sam's case, the mother was also receiving assistance from social
services. Sam had grown up in orphanages and foster homes and now resided
in a boarding house. He received no financial assistance from his parents. He
did not make any payments to the mother of his child, but did repon giving
the child gifts on special occasions. To the best of Sam's knowledge, the
mother's boyfriend and her parents help her out with the child financially,.
At the time of the interviews, neither Melvin or his parents contributed
financially for the child. Melvin explained that he did buy the child, -clothes
and things like that, - he didn't buy anything anymore because he believed the
maternal grandparents did not want anything. From Melvin's understanding, it
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was the mother's grandfather that was providing the funds for the child. Other
studies support this finding in that the teen fathers' parents were significant
sources of financial support (FurscenbuIg, 1976; Klinman et aI .• 1985).
Other family members were also identified as financially supportive in
that they brought the child gifts. The teen fathers' aunts, uncles,
grandparents, and siblings were known to frequ :ntly do this.
FmoliQoalsuppQrt. The interviewer sought to gain an understanding
of the emotional suppon the teenage fathers in this study received from their
families. Recollections of specific encounters with family members throughout
the fatherhood experience were gathered.
Although the teen falher's parents learned of the pregnancies in a
variety of ways (told by relative, uncle, maternal nrandmother, teen father),
their reactions were quile similar. Their reactions were usually of shock and
disappointment al first, but then acceptance of the situation. The following
statements illustrate the similarity of U::: parents' reactions:
Mom was a bit mad lhe first few minutes and wasn't so bad
after. I didn't tell Dad. Mom told Dad.
Oh yeah, yes (were upset). Yeah (accepted it).
They react good cause Mom said that's not true, that's Ilot true,
like that, shock. She never gOI upset or nothing cause Mom and
Dad went through it and they understands it easily happens,
right. So they understood.
My mother WlS upset at first and stuff. So she didn't like it too
much, but then after she had a chance to get used to it.
Well, they were disappointed in me because (pause), I've always
been you know, safe, as they say. And they trusted me. And
Ihey used 10 always bring me to her house and things like Ihat,
right. And they just, they were disappointed, but they knew
there was nothing they could do. They certainly wasn't going to
abort th\~ baby, you know. They weren't having no part in it,
right. They were fully prepared to take the baby Iheirselves,
right, and let me get my education.
They were alright. They didn't get mad at me or nothing or
gel. Mom was a bit upset, but Dad, Dad took it pretty good.
And after it was allover, they were (pause), couldn't wait to see
her, couldn't wait to have her, right. DUI, after the smoked
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cleared, if there is such a thing, right, it was pretty good. It
was excellent.
In half of the cases, the teen fathers explained the parents' acceptance
of the children was due to the fact that they were also teenagers when they
were parents and they could relate to the experience. A fourth leen father had
also said that his mother was "around 20" when she was pregnant with him.
The likelihood of teen fathers having parents thai had also been teen parents is
well documented in the Iiteratu~e (Robbins and Lynn, 1973; Elster and
Panzarine, 1980; Card, 1981, McCoy and Tyler, 1985; Rivara, Sweeney and
Henderson, 1985; Freeman, 1989), Possible explanations of this consistent
finding include the leen parents acting as role models for their adolescent sons,
who show an accepting altitude towards leen pregnancy.
The subjects were then questioned as 10 the mosl helpful factor in their
adjustment to fatherhood. Of the five individual who responded, they all
indicated it was their parents. In these cases, the parents were not only
financial providers but also a source of great ..:rnotional support. The
following responses to this question illustrate the importance of the parents in
theiradjuslment:
Well, I mean my family was pretty supportive, right. They
used 10 talk to me about it and that.
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If molher and father never helped out and that, it'd be difficult.
It's parents and Cathy, too. Has a good attitude about
everything. But I mean, ii's not all good as that. you know,
It's nothing major, right. It's no major (pause), but I's real
happy. Happy as anybody else.
My parents cause whenever I wanted to go see him, they'd take
me there, you know. Whatever I had to do to get there, my
parents would help me do it, you know. So, I'd say my
parents.
Sam had not responded to this question, but it would be expected lhal
in the absence of his family, he received lillie emotion,,1 support from them.
He received more emotional support from his friends.
Extended family members were also reported has being supportive in
that they accepted the child and visited often. It was Kevin's grandfather who
first learned of the pregnancy and as Kevin recalled was very supportive. He
said, "it's not the first time it happened and not going to be the last time."
Jim has also tint confided in a relative. He had told a favourite uncle about
the pregnancy and it was this uncle who told his parents. Bill, Bob, Kevin and
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Jim had all described aunts, uncles and grandparents that were supportive and
accepting of the child. They would visit the child often and bring gifts. Even
Sam was aware of visits his family members had made to the child. Kevin
was very surprised by his younger brother's response to the child, for he
would help oul in looking after her and often bought things for her. The
family members were a significant source of emotional support for these
fathers. The tremendous emotional support demonstrated by the teen fathers'
families is a common finding (Hendricks, 1983; 1988; Robinson and Barret,
1986) and not a surprising one since 65%-85% of pregnant and parenting teens
live with their families (Hanson, 1992). Seventy-three percent of the teen
fathers in one study reported their parents to be helpful (Klinman et at, 1985).
Another study found 95% of the unmarried black lcen fathers would go to
their family fl.:: help (Hendricks, 1980).
Relatlomhlp With the Teen Mother
The teen father relationship with the teen mother was reported to be a
significant factor affecting the father's involvement with the child. For the
teenager fathers in this study. emotional support and cooperation from the
mother played a major role in the amount of time they spent with their
chiidren. In two cases, a lack of cooperation from the mother interfered with
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the father's involvement with the child. Both Sam and Melvin complained of
mothers being uncooperative and restricting of visi13tion times. For both of
these fathers. the relationship with the mother ended shortly after the child was
born. Melvin stated that he and the mother had planned 10 raist: the child
themselves, bllt that the mother's parents had blamed him for pregnancy and
then "brainwashed" their daughter. At the time of the interviews, he explained
he had no communication with the molher. He described their relationship as;
"Molly broke up with me a couple of months ago and I haven't been talking 10
her in months. She brought the baby up and she didn't even speak to me,
right."
Sam also reported having difficulties getling along with the mother. At
the time of the pregnancy, they had planned to be married. He had even taken
the child to the doctor for needles on several occasions. But then they broke
up. Sam explained the break up by the fact that he was still in school and
couldn't afford to support the child; "She broke up with me. I don't know, J
thinks it's because of I'm in school and I couldn't pay support and stuff like
that, I wasn'tthere,-
Although Bob and Jim were vcry involved in their children's lives, and
hope to continue to do so, their relationships with the mothers are unsure.
Bob reported his relationship with the mother to have improved since the baby
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was born, He said, "we talk about things and that" and that they "spend more
time together.·
In contrast, Jim described a much more strained relationship with the
mother since the baby was born. He said he did not confide in the mother,
but instead at many times argued with her. They had many disagreements
about the child and the spending of money. Jim described his relationship
with the mother as:
Well, things are more tense, 1 mean, you know. Like before
the baby came along, we were perfect. Like, well not perfect.
We stillitad arguments 3.nd things that normally happen. But
you know t the arguments have become morc intense after the
baby, you know. There is a Jot of stress. You just get fed up
with certain l~ings, I mean.
Both of these fathers described an uncert'linty about the stability of the
relationship with the mothers. However, they also stated having a
commitment to their children r..gardless of the relationship with the mothers.
The remaining two fathers described very close relationships with the
mothers where they felt fully committed. Bill and Kevin reported having very
positive relationships where the mothers were cooperative. There were few
disagreements concerning the children. Both fathers said they felt they
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communicated well with the mothers and worked out the problems together.
Even though Kevin described his commitment to the mother was the ~same as
being married. M both he and Bill stated they hoped to get married after they
finished school. These two fathers also have free access to their children and
do spend most of their free time with them.
Although having a positive relationship with the mother does not
guarantee teen father involvement with the child, a negative relationship with
the mother certainly inhibits this involvement. In this study, all the teen
fathers who had free access to their children had cooperative relationships with
Ihe teen mothers, while the two teen fathers who had restricted access had
negative relationships with the leen mothers. Difficulties getting along with
the teen mothers and having access to the children have been reported by leen
fathers in many studies (Hendricks, 1983; Rivara et al., 1986; Elster and
Panzarine, 1983). Several of these studies have found that the same teen
fathers who reported problems with the teen mother also had difficultie.~
arranging time 10 spef,J with their children (Hendricks, 1983; Rivara el aL,
1986).
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SnlDort of Friends
Half of the teenager fathers interviewed reported their friends to have
been very supportive all throughout their fatherhood experience. They vere
there to talk to during the pregnancy and after the child was born. They
visited and played with the child often. Upon hearing of the pregnancy, Bill
reported his friends were at first very happy it was not them, but as time went
on they were excited about the pregnancy and when the child was born, they
would nol mind having a baby themselves. They became very involved with
the child:
Yes, they comes, every time they come down to Cathy's for
me, come down for me or something, they come in to see him
and that. Like people still come to see him that never seen him
before. Gee, we got (pause), Cathy'S room is filled with stuff,
like baby Sluff from my friends, closets full with baby stuff,
right.
Kevin said his friends joked and teased him at first, but were then very
helpful giving the mother rides and Checking on her at her apartment. They
also spent a lot of time with the child:
Yeah, a lot of my friends, like they (pause), I'll probably take
three or four of my friends, we're doing something, I'll bring
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them over with me, right 10 sec Kevy. And sometimes I'm
there, they'll come looking for me. They'll come up just to see
what we're doing. My friends, my girlfriend's friends too,
right. My friends and their girlfriends, they'll come over 100,
right, get together and watch a movie or something at hcr
house, right. at her apartment, so.
Sam's friends were described as esped::.lly helpful since he had little
communication with his family. His friends look an active part in Ihe child's
christening and were present during Sam's visits with his child on Saturdays.
They were very supportive, giving Sam advice about the difficulties he was
having with Ihe mother concerning visitation. These friends seemed to take
the place of family for Sam.
Although Bob's friends had some contacl with his child, they did not
discuss the child. At first they leased him about being a father. He did not
confide in them. Bob's friends were really not cmtltionally supportive.
Like Bob, Melvin and Jim did not discuss their children with their
friends. At the time of the pregnancy, Melvin said he confided in his close
friends, and they were helpful; "Well, sayh1g thai it's not that bad, right, and
everything else. right. Trying to make me feel betler and all this, right." As
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Melvin lost contact with his child, he stopped talking about the child 10 his
friends. They also had no contact with the child.
Unlike all the other subjects, lim reported not having any close friends
to confide in. He regretfully said; "No, I don't (pause), nobody 10 tell secrets
10. t don't trust anybody, not any of the friends I do have, or so called
friends, you know." Friends were definitely not a source of support for Jim
He did, however, casually talk to his friends about his son. He had a picture
of the child posted in his locker at school and had the child to the school for a
visit. At times, he has taken his friends with him when he took his child for a
walk around the community.
Those teen fathers that had shared their experiences with friends found
that they did not give advice as to what 10 do. The one exception was Sam,
who did not have contact with family members. His friends took on a family
role and often advised him on how 10 deal with conflicts with the mother.
Three of the teen fathers had been aware of other teen fathers irl the
area, bul only one had talked to another father. Bill said he did not get a
chance to talk 10 him. Kevin said Ihe father was older and not in school.
Bob, however, did meet the other teen father that happened 10 be in the same
school. He reported the experience was very helpful. Generally, friends have
not been found 10 be significant sources of support for teen fathers. Of the 20
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black unmarried teen falhers that Hendricks (1980) interviewed, only one teen
father said he would confide in a friend. Friends were also found nol to be
very helpful when teen fathers tried to talk about their problems (Fry and
Trifilettl, 1983).
Support or School
Five of the teenager fathers interviewed commented on the response
they received from the school population. Three fathers stated that most
people at school had known about the pregnancy. Two of these lee,; fathers
reported that the students and staff had acted normally. In Bob's case. the
students and staff did nol talk to him much about the pregnancy. Bill told of
how the teachers would ask about the child and wish him well:
They were pretty much the same. Like treating us the same as
anybody else. That was the best part about it all. All the
teachers would ask us how the little one was doing and stuff like
thaI. Good luck right, and sluff like that.
In Kevin's case, both the students and the instructor joked and teased him
about being a father. These same students, however, were vcry helpful with
lhechild:
Ah, they just, lhey were just teasing me and bugging me for
awhile. They used to say father and calling me father and stuff
and Dad and stuff, just joking around. But, they lived, when
Alice lived up in the other building, they all lived downstairs.
So, when I used to be there in daytime and when I'd get out of
school and come down to see Kevy and Alice, they used to
come up too, right, see her and sluff. And used to take Kevy
down there for a walk or something in the evenings before I'd
go home. I used to take her down for a walk arld stuff, like
bring her down to their apartment, they'd see her. They seen
her lOis of times.
Jim reported that a lot of the students did not know about the
pregnancy, at first. He believed the teachers hatl "pity· on him. They did
give the child attention when he was brought to the school:
Oh well, the teachers were you know, you know how Ihey
would be. You know, sorry for me in a way, but happy. I
mean, we had him up 10 school. A few days before school
ended I had him up to thc school and taking him around. And
teachers gave him balloons and Sluff, you know.
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Sam received the most support from school. He had participated in a
teen parenting !Support group which was conducted by a teacher and held
during school lunch hours. It offered the teen parents information on
parenting skills and supporting agencies. The members could also share their
experiences with each other. Sam staled he found he could -relate" 10 a lot of
the experiences and that it was very helpful:
It (the parenting group) was pretty good. Things 10 learn to do.
So, I learned something.
Where I wasn't with Sally like growing up every day. it was
like they'd be talking about, like her little son or daughter, you
know, come in their rooms with bottle of something or throwing
cereal and breakout (pause), you know, stuff like that. Like late
al night and stuff like this. And I felt like this is what I'm
mi$Sing, you know. J could guess, I could relate 10 that stuff,
like...
Most of the teen fathers in this study described the school as a place of
difficulty rather than a place of support. The one successful school based
parenting program described clearly illustrates the need for such structured
teen parenting programs in the schools.
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views of General Public
The teenage fathers in this study were asked to share the experiences
they had with the public or public agencies. They were also requested to
present their views of how society and particular social agencies view teenage
falhers in relation to teenage mothers. Of the fOUf subjects who responded to
these questions, all felt that in general teen mothers and teen fathers were
treated differently. Melvin reported. from his experience with social services,
that falhers "don't have any say in raising the baby." He further explained
that this was due to the faci that they were not seen as responsible as the
mothers. He found people thought, " ..you don't know how to look after the
baby ...
Kevin shared a hope that he would be treated fairly by social services,
but expected that they would, "...offer more 10 the mother," He also added
that in his experience, people are generally surprised to see the father so
involvod:
.. where he's so young, they thinks (pause), now you're not
growed up and you can't take on that responsibility of a
youngster, but sometimes they're wrong. There's just some
people, I think there's a lot of people that can take on the
responsibility. There's just some people thai don't want to
because they're used to different ways. They don'tlhink they
can adapt, but IlIlink a lot of people can. If they really tried
they can. I knows I did. I knows when I look on Kevy, there
was some stuff I had to do different. I said I had 10 do it. And
lIlat's it. l ~id it. I had no other choice but 10, so. A lot of
people can if they really lry.
Bill also reported lhat people, in general, were surprised to see him
involved with his son:
And when I'm home, down to Cathy's or something and
someone will phone and they hears me tormenting him and
making him squeal or something like that. They like, they're
almost surprised or something like that. You know, when they
hears like I'm babysitting the baby or somelhing like that, it's
like yes boy, something like thaI. They says, gee you got, you
got a good boyfriend to do th..t for you, right. Like, they thinks
no other boys does it, right. U's, I don't know, thaI'S
unbelievable, that is (laugh),
Bill stated his belief that people thought the "teen motherll were a lot more
involved" and how this was really "not fair.· He found the mOlher of his
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child even had this expe:;tation where he could go out while she stayed home
Vlith the child:
I a1mo~t finds Cathy does it sumetimes. It's like, I says, well
you can go out tonight sure, I'll stay home with the baby and
you can go out for a little while with your friends and sluff like
that, gel oul for a little while anyway. And she's like, she don't
want to go out, right. It's like, it's strange. Like if she said, I
went out and told her off and I'd stay home with the baby.
You'd think I'd be thinking something about she, like what's
wrong with you like, to do something like that.
From his experience with the legal system, Sam stated the courts were
M more on the mother's side.· He thought this was because the falhers would
not do as good a job. He stated his ':telief that society was more sympathetic
with the mother.
All the teenage fathers who commented on this toric, reported an
unrealistic and unfair portrayal of the teen father. Society had different
expectations of them as parents because of their gender. The leen fathers in
this study took offense to the inequality and injustice of this perceptioll.
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Qther Soun:es or Support
Bill reported his involvement in pre-natal classes 10 be helpful. The
information he received there was particularly enlightening; "011 yeah, that's
the best thing we ever did. And it really helped out too, during the pregnancy
cause we knew what 10 expect, like. I knew she was going to be upset
sometimes easy and stuff like that."
Studies have r.onfirmed the positive effects of teen father involvement
in various parenting programs. One study found that teen fathers who had
received parenting education were more knowledgable regarding pregnancy,
prenatal care, infant development and child care, than the control group. They
were also morc supportive of the mother and child (Westney, Cole and
Munford, 1988). Another supportive finding (Barth, Claycomb and ,Loomis,
1988), included teen fathers who particip;!(ed in parenting programs were more
involved with prenatal activities. The infants of these teen fathers had higher
birth weights. This was even the case if they did not live with the mother.
The benefits to the mother and child that result from teen father involvement
in parenting programs is evident from Hlese studies.
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CHAPTER VlII
Aspirations and Concerns
All the teen fathers interviewed were requested to look ahead in time
and describe how they expected their futures to unfold. They expressed their
hopes and dreams, as well as their worries. Their own personal goals of
career aspirations were also staled. The anticipated relationships with both the
mothers and children were presented. They shared theiT hopes and concerns
for their children as well as strategies they would use to prevent their children
from becoming teen parents.
Career AspiratiON
The effect of teenage fatherhood on career aspirations was very much a
concern of the researcher. or particular concern was how specific career
goals and the method of achieving them wefe affected. School performance
during the year of the pregnancy was also examined. In this case, attendance
C'.nd numerical grade., received were a measure of the effect of teen pregnancy.
Half of the teenage fathers intcrviewed reported that the pregnancy
affected their school performance. They explained that their difficulties were
mainly due to time constraints. Although only one father in this study missed
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actual time from classes, time for study was reported as a problem by three
subjeclS. Jim explained how his missing class was sometimes unavoidable:
Yeah. a scattered time, maybe. I would have to because, like
Mom and Dad work and her Mom did work, right. So, like
every now and then it would happen my Mom had 10 work same
as her Mom. So, I would have to stay home or she would have
to stay home. Or like it wouldn't. it was only occasionally,
probably twice a month or so, you know.
Both Bill and Kevin ffiaIlageci to complete their evening study but found
there was little time left for themselves. Bill described how these problems
were expected and could be overcome.
Finding time for study was even more difficult for Kevin, who held a
part-time job. He described how he had organized his time to fit in studying:
Ah, I had some difficult times going to school and (pause, well,
I used 10 be going to school last year, right and trying to help
AJj~ with the baby as much as I can. And working too, I used
to be working, helping Alice with the baby 'llld going to school,
like three things in one day. So, the end of the day, I was
pretty well beat. Get up the nexI day and have to do it again.
Especially, after I used to go to school 7:00 in the morning, do
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my homework and usually do studies even before I started
classes. And after classes I'd go down and usually see Alice for
an hour or so and the baby. Then l's have to go 10 work for a
couple of hours in the evening. And then come home again at
night and not get achance to do my homework until morning.
So, thai was the difficult....
Surprisingly, the fathers who reported the interference of the pregnancy with
school performance, were the higher achievers, obtaining grade point averages
of 65, 80 and 80. The other three leen falhers claimed the pregnancy did not
affect their school performance even though they only achieved grade point
averages of 55, 60 and 60. One of these fathers even reported his grades
dropping suddenly during this year and failing some of his courses. These
findings are not supported by the literature, whereby teenage fatherhood has
been found to have devastating effects on the adolescents' education, making
them more likely than their non-father peers 10 drop out of school (Card and
Wise, 1978; Elster and Lamb, 1982; Klinman et ai" 1985; Marsiglio, 1986;
Rivara el aI., 1986; Christman, 1990a). Of 395 teen fathers in a national two
year parenting program, two-thirds had no high school diploma. The African
American and American Indian teen fathers were more likely than the white
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and hispanic leen fathers to have dropped out of school (KJinman, et aI.,
1985).
Concerning future Career goals. only one subject had actually changed
his choice of career. Kevin said he had always planned to attend university,
but chose a completely different career at a local community college so that he
could be close to the mother and child. Kevin described how the pregnancy
affected his career plans:
A bit, yeah because before I got out to, before I got Oul of
school, before I found out Alice was pregnant, I was on my way
to university, sort of, right. I was gonna go to university, but
because of the pregnancy and stuff, 1 didn't want to go away
first year. I was goona get them to come down and I didn't
want to go away to university first year, so. What I did. I just
said I'll go to community college up here and I took the best
course they offered there. So I look that coursc. But sort of, it
did sort of because I'd probably be going to second year
university this year instead of second year college, right. So I
think it did a bit.
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The remaining five subjects were certain that their career choice had
not been altered by their becoming a father. Melvin had completed a college
program that he said he would have done anyway.
The other four teen fathers had not yet begun their post·secondary
training but had, to varying degrees some educational plans. Both Sam and
Jim had not altered their plans to complete specified college programs. Sam
wished to begin a commercial art program and showed interest in a computer
progTaffi. Bill's plans to complete a university physical education program
remained unchanged. AI the lime of interviewing Bob was uncertain of a
specific program that interest him, although he was sure it would be a college
program.
Allhough Jim had not changed the specific career he wanted, he did
alter his career plans by postJXlning his program for a year. As Jim explained
having a child has made it necessary for him to stay home wi!h the mother and
child for a year, instead of beginning college:
I'm going to take one year off 10 be with my son because she'll,
my girlfriend still gonoa be in school and it's going to be his
first year in school. So, I wanl to be wilh them Ihat first year,
just 10, you know. I might need a year off anyway, just to get
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everything stnlight because I'm not positively sure whatt want
to do yet.
The rest of the teen fathers interviewed had begun or were planning to begin
their post-secondary education immediately after high school graduation.
Again, this finding conflicts with the literature, for teen falhers have been
found to be more likely to be unemployed. Two-thirds of the teen fathers in
the Klinman (1985) study who had dropped out of high school were also
unemployed. Those who had found employment tended 10 get poor jobs with
low pay. This was especially the case for the African American and American
Indian teen fathers (Card and Wise, 1978; Elster and Lamb, 1982; Klinman et
al., 1985; Rivara et al.. 1986; Marsiglia. 1988; Christman, 19903). These
findings suggest teen fathers generally do not continue with post-secondary
education.
The ability of these leen fathers to continue with their education has yet
to be seen. However, the relative ease of which the fathers have completed
their courses up 10 this point in time, may be explained by the examining of
their living situation. None of Ihe leen fathers in this study resided with the
child. Some of the teen fathers were not involved with the child on a regular
basis and those that were involved had received fremendous support from their
families, especially their parents.
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RelatiOnship Wllb Iun Mother
Although all the teenage falhers interviewed stated a desire to have
future relationships with their children, the mothers were not necessarily
included. As a matter of fact, two of lhe fathers were certain they did not
want romantic relationships with the mothers. Two fathers indicated a definite
certainty of marriage to the mothers in the future and the other two falbers
were tentative about their future involvement with the molhers.
Both Sam and Melvin reported that the many conflicts they had ,"..ith
the mothers made them wary of any future involvement. From the fathers'
point of view, the mothers were seen as links to their children and for that
reason alone it was a necessity to have contact with tht:rn.
The tentative fathers, Bob and Jim, stated that the possibilities were
numerous and thai marriage was one of them. Bob staled that after
graduation, he might leave the community, find work and then return to get
the mother and child to take with him.
Jim was also uncertain of his future relationship with the mother, but
did include her in his future plans. He explained how he and the molher
would go away to continue with their education; "If, we might have to take the
baby with us and just have him put in a day care centre of something. Of
course he'll go to school in there anyway, so."
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BoUt Bill and Kevin were more certain and committed to future
relationships with the mothers. Allhe time of the interviews they were
considered marriage once they had completed their educational training.
Although Kevin stated the commitment he already has is the same as marriage,
he would wait to get married because of the high cost involved; "We're hoping
to get married some time down the road, when I gets out or school, anyways.
Try to finish school first cause it costs a 101, right. So, untilT finish school.
Hopefully, when I finish school."
Bill's future plans to remain with his child and the mother and act as a
family are evident in the following statements; "Oh yeah, it's too early to
make decisions like big decisions yel, marriage. We'd rather wait lill we gels
through university, gets good job and something like that. There's no plans or
nothing like that. I1'sjust, you know.
In each of these cases, the expected future relationships with the
mothers are quite unique. These teenage fath~rs did not state the belief that
they must have a relationship with the mothers in order to have a relationship
with their children.
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Relgtionship WUh ChUd
All of the subjects in this study stated a hope to be involved in their
children's lives on a permanent basis. Those already highly involved with
their children wished it would continue. Those more limited in involvement
hoped the future would bring more involvement. As well, they all reported a
commitment to be more financially supportive, in the future.
Melvin and Sam both expressed desires to have their visiting time
increased. Although they showed no interest in having full custody of their
children, visits for the week-end were welcomed. Melvin stated that his
daughter may better understand his situation when she is older. He said, "I
hopes to have one later with Susan, right. When she gets old enough to
understand, right. She don't understand nothing now, anyways."
Sam also stated week-ends would be a good time for him to see his
daughter. He described several activities he would like to do with her such as
camping and fishing.
The other four fllthers expected to remain fully involved in their
children's lives. They discuss their future in terms of families rather than
themselves as individuals. Bob expected to leave his community upon high
school graduation, but to return to the mother and child once he found work.
He then s..ated they would possibly leave with him. Jim described how he
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would stay home for a year afler high school g....clduation to support the
mothers and child. He was concerned that Ihis would be a difficult time for
them because both the mother and child would be allending school:
I'm going to take one year off to be with my son because she'll.
my girlfriend, still gonna be in school and ii's going to be his
first year in school. So, t want 10 be with them thai first year,
just to, you know.
Both Kevin ancl Bill explained that their motive to obtain a career was not
entirely for themselves but also for the benefit of their children. They said
that they would then be in a better position 10 financially support their
children, provide more opportunities for their children and be a good role
model for them. Bill explained hllw his education would benefit his son:
Well, I mean that is the best thing for the child too, you know.
When he gets older it's gonna help him out. Got a good job
paying money, he can do stuff that other children couldn't do
because their parents never got their education. There's nothing
else to do now. You need your education, so you got to do it.
Kevin also clearly stated his belief in the importance of education as a
way to support his family:
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...education is a big thing, faclor now. That's because it's good
to have an education.
Well, I gives her (mother) whatever I gets, right. We shares
OUT money. And try to finish school and get my course so I can
gel a good job. So, I can gel a good job. Well, that's most of
what 1 does (pause), helps her take care of the baby. do
whatever I can for her.
Without exception, the participllnts all expressed a desire to financially
support their children in the future, when they were working. Sam, however,
stated that he would like to have some guarantee that the money wes spent
exclusively for the child:
No. I'd like to make payments, but put it in a trust fund and
buy her clothes for that month or whatever else she needed. But
I don't want to give ilIa her (mother) cause she tum around and
buy something else out of it. I'd rather make sure it's going to
Sally. Buy her a bike, clothes or dolls (pause), get a car.
Jim not only expected to be financially responsi.ble for his son in the
future, but was already planning for his child's education. He described how
he was paying into an educational trust fund; ..... for regards for school, for
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university, we got that, basically that's all covered anyway cause we got
Children's Educational Trust Fund took out for him, right. We're paying that
every month, $63.00 we pay.
All of the teenage fathers interviewed shared a desire to have a
cootinuous relationship with their children in the future and to be financially
supportive.
Hopes for Child
The research participants being relatively new fathers had little time to
consider the future of their children. n"J did, however, have some
comments on their hopes for their children. 1beir statements were often
general but frequently included education and moral values.
Without exception all the teen fathers studies expressed their
understanding of the importance of education. They all hoped their children
would have a good education. Kevin, Melvin and Bob shared the opinion that
it was e;l{lrernely important for their chi!!!ren 10 "finish school" and 10 "get a
good education." Jim had indicated his hope for his child to have an education
by already paying into an educational trust fund for him. Bill and Sam had
both stated they hoped their children could be whatever they wanted to be.
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They did not want to direct their choices but did want them to have as many
options as possible, implying the necessity of education.
Having good moral values was also considered important for Melvin
and Jim. Melvin worried about his daughter being influenced by the maternal
grandparents be.:ause he wanted her to have "good moral values." Jim was
more elaborate in his description of the moral values he would like his son to
have:
I never really thought about, you know. I just like day by day.
But, you know I want him to be respected. I don't want him to
be known as a fellow that lies or is ignorant or anything like
thai. I wants him to, not perfect, I mean everybody got a flaw
or two. But I wants him to know when he does something
wrong. You know, I don't want it 10 become a habit like
swearing or something. For most kids today that's just a habit.
So, I'd like for him to be a lot like me. You know, I'm not
bad. Now there's things I wouldn't want him to do, but. Yeah,
you know grow up with a lot of respect for his elders and know
his family and know that whatever they day do, except for
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things that don't mak~ sense or is out of whack or something.
But, you know, know what's right and what's wrong.
Bill reported that having friends was very important. He said, ·You
need friends. So. I hope he gut a lot of friends cause you really need them."
Sam wanted his daughter to have good health and to make good
decisions in life. He stated, "I just hope she's healthy (pause), she has a good
head of her shoulders. That's the main thing.·
All these fathers have very reasonable hopes for their children, wishing
them a life of health, happiness and success.
ConcelJl.'i for Child
All the participants were questioned as to the concerns or worries they
had about their children's futures. The various responses included: drug use,
being unsuccessful, health problems, loss of contact with the father, and teen
pregnancy.
Bom Bill and Bob shared the concern of their children succumbing to
peer pressure and becoming involved in illegal drugs. As Bob said, he didn't
want his son to "get into no dope." Bill also said that he, "worries about how
he's going to react 10 things like drug~.... "
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Jim and Kevin were worried that their children may not lead productive
Jives. They both hoped lheir children would be successful. Jim's fear of his
son not living to his full potential is evident in the following statements:
I guess I jusl don't want him to be another statistic, like other
kids that just grow up. I want him 10 be something, like you
know something important and stuff like that. You know,
everybody is important. BUll just want him to be a little bit
extra, like you know.
Melvin stated a concern about the influence of the maternal
grandparents on his child. At the time of interviewing, the child lived with
these grandparents. He feared that wilh time they might tum his daughter
against him.
The children's health was a concern of Kevin and Sam. They hoped
their children would have generally good health. Bolh. these fathers were also
concerned about their daughters becoming teen mothers. They were fearful
that their children would repeat the same mistakes they had made in life. Sam
said that he, -hope she don't tum oullike me having a child at a young age. I
hope she has more sense. - Kevin also did not want his daughter to be
restricted by teen pregnancy as he had:
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(laugh) That the same thing might happen to her when she gets
older, that happened to Alice, so (pause), that's happened to me
and Alice, so. So, I hope it don't happen cause it interferes a
bit, quite a bit sometimes. So, I just hope she becomes
successful, anyways.
Plans for Preyenting Child's Teenlli..lr.~
Although only two of the participants in this study staled that leen
pregnancy was a concern they had for their children, they all had some
thoughts about how they would deal with the malter. All the subjccts rencctcd
on their own experience and the efforts their parents had made. While only
one of the teenage fathers stated he could do no more than what his parents
did, others believed they could improve on these preventative actions.
All teen fathers in this stully said they would sit down wilh their
children and talk to them a"bout being sexually active. They would share with
the children information they believed they had not received. Melvin stud he
would let his daughter make her own decisions about being sexually active.
He would, however, tell her about precautions she would need to rake if she
chose to become sexually active. He would make sure that she knew how to
use the cor. raceptives properly. Melvin was not sure if his daughter would
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feel comfortable aboullallcing \0 him aboullhis RIld believed that the mother
may be the better person to initiate this discussion,
Sam also slated that it might be helpful 10 his daughter if someone
showed her specifically how to use protection.
Bill also said he would talk to his son about sexual activity. He was
very vague in his explanation, but did say he wanted this discussion to take
place when his son was between 13 and 15 years of age.
Both Jim and Kevin reported little communication about sexuality in
their homes. 'They hoth hoped to have more open discussi,)ns on this topic
with their children. They wanted to explain to their children the devastating
effects teen pregnancy had on their lives. As a matter of facl, Jim stated that
because of his experience as a teen parent, he may be better able to prevent his
son from becoming one. He described how his own insight may be helpful 10
his son:
I mean, maybe I'll be able to deal with it a bit beller than
anyone that had not had this problem. Maybe, that'll be the
strong point then in his life and mine, too righi, cause you learn
through mistakes. I mean it was a mistake. I mean, I don't
regret it now any more than belore, but it was a mistake.
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Jim also reported thai he would be more strict with his son than his parents
were with him. For instance, he would sct more rules for him. Other things
that he would do differently include:
But you know. I wouldn't want my son to be out that early, you
know, that young. And. 1 mean, the sexual aspect too, needs to
be talked about. I remember one time, thai would never be
talked about in the house...
Bill was the only teen father who helieved his parents did everything
that could have been done. He would not change a thing and take the same
approach with his son:
Well, I suppose I can only do what Mom and Dad done for me.
Sit down and talk 10 me about it. You got to let your child go
out and have a good time and stuff like that, you know what I
mean. Like you can't keep him home, like try to keep him
away from all this. That's all you can do, sit down and talk to
him about birth control and stuff like that.
I don't think I'll say anything different. Like they told me
everything that was possible, right. There's nothing e1.o;e they
CDutd have said.
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All the subjects in this study reported that open communication about
sexual activity was important. Today's teenagers needed detailed information
about contrac-:ptives especially concerning proper usage. Only fulure study of
these teen fathers will determine how successful they were in carrying out
their plans and achieving their goals. According to patterns found in the
literature, all these subjects will not complete their education and find
employment. Nor will the entire group have regular visitation with their
children. The discrepancies between the teen fathers' present and future plans
of active involvement in their children's lives and the reality of the present and
possible future lack of involvement requires much examination. The factors
that affect the positive intentions of these teen fathers need to be addressed. It
is these factors that influence the leen fathers' involvement with their children,
that this research has attempted to illuminate. Only when leen fathers are
assisted in overcoming these obstacles will they be able to carry out their well
intended plans of involvement.
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CHAPTER IX
Summary and Recommendations
Summary and Results
Distinct to this study is the rural environment selling. Five of the six
teenage couples lived in rural communities. Most of the teenage fathers and
teenage mothers lived in the same community. with the furthest distance apan
being five to six kilometres. The responses of these teenagers' parents, peers
and community members may be influenced by their familiarity with C<lch
other.
TIme with child, Although all the leen fathers lived with their parents
or guardians and in close proximity to their children, their visitation time
varied. None of the leen fathers had sole custody of their children, but instead
half of the children lived with the mother and maternal grandparents or step-
grandparents. In two cases the child was shared between the two different
residences of the teen mother and the teen father. In one case the child
resided with the teen mother alone. Visitation patterns ranged from monthly
visits of two to three hours 10 daily visits of24 hours.
Only one of the six adolescent fathers was content with the length of
time he had with his child. The other teen fathers expressed a preference for
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more visitation time. The two teen fathers who only had weekly or monthly
visits were very disappointed with the arrangement and actively sought to gain
more visitation time.
~. Although there was much variety in the descriptions of
father-child interactions, all teen fathers reported play activity with their
children. Five teen falhers described how they performed basic child care
activities such as feeding, changing and dressing. All subjects said it was a
rather easy adjustment to child care even though only one leen father felt he
wr.r: as equally involved as the mother. All participants described the pleasure
they gOI from spending time with ::-.dr children. For five of them, this was
the highlight of the fatherhood experience.
Without exception the perceived role of the father was a traditional one
of financial provider and disciplinarian. They were ultimately less responsible
for the children than the mothers. The four teen fathers who saw their
children daily, reported themselves to be actively invol....ed with their children.
The teen fathers who so..w their children w~ekly or monthly reported desires to
be more in....olved but stated there were obstacles in their way. These obstacles
included an uncooperative teen mother who restricted their visitation and
inadequate finances 10 support the child. The four mote involved leen fathers
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showed a strong familiarity with their children, describing their children's
physical and personality traits with great detail. Most of the teen fathers had a
high profile in the community and had great pride in taking on the role of a
father. For the most part they got positive feedback from the community.
One less involved teen father explained that he did not know his daughter well
because he did not see her enough. Another teen father had dimeull)'
describing his son because he was so young and did not have a lot of
interaction. Both of these teen fathers had little contact with the child in the
COlitJ11unity. Regardless, of tile amount of involvement with the child, all of
the participants in this study reported feelings of love for their children and
demonstration' of affectionate behavior such as hugging and kissing their
children.
Dec;jsiQn~making. Although all of the teen fathers had knowledge
about contraceptives and where to get them, they were rarely used. With the
exception of two teen couples, there was flO discussion about scllual
intercourse or ('ontraceptive planning. Sometimes lime was not taken to use a
condom. Many times the teen couples did not have condoms. The
embarrassment of having to purchase condoms was given for the main reason
for their lack of use. Other than choosing a name for the child, the tccn
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fathers were not involved in any of the main decisions concerning the child.
Only one of the participants in this study was involved in the decision to keep
the child. After the child was born, half of the teen fathers reported having
no input in decisions concerning the child, Many times these same teen
fathers wert not informed even after the decisions were made. With one
exception, the leen fathers said the teen mothers had the final say concerning
the child. The teen fathers' involvement in the decisions concerning the child
were reported to be influenced by several factors, most prominently the
responses of the teen mothers and the maternal grandparents. The two less
involved teen fathers reported strained relationships with the teen mothers and
that the teen mothers often prevented them from seeing their children. For
one teen father this led to a breakdown in communication with the teen
mother. In both of these cases, the teen fathers unsuccessfully sought legal
help to practice their rights as the biological fathers and increase their
visitation time. The remaining four teen fathers had positive cooperative
relationships with the leen mothers and r~lt they had no difficulty seeing their
children.
Thc maternal grandparents were reported as a significant factor
affecting the involvement of the teen fathers in decisions concerning their
children. The two teen fathers who had difficulty seeing their children and
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problems with the teen mothers, also felt they were blamed for the pregnancy
by the maternal grandparents. Even the other teen fathers who received much
help from the maternal grandparents believed there was an imbalance in the
grandparents' involvement and (hat the maternal grandparents had more
control. For thn::e of these teen (alhen, the involvement of the maternal
grandparents was overbearing.
RecognltiQn of legal rjghts. Another obstacle to the tcen fathers'
involvement with their children was the lack of recognition of their legal rights
as biological fathers. Contact with weial and legal agencies lert these teen
fathers with much conru~ion regarding lheir rights as parents. In SOffie cases
educational financial support for the teen fathers W2S denied if his name was
not on a birth certificate or reduced if he wished 10 reside with the molher and
child. Another teen father was contacted by a sociai worker when the teen
mother attempted to have their child adopted, but was also informed thai lhc
child may possibly be adopted without his consent if the case went to court. A
visit to family court left another teen father unsatisfied and frustrated as a
counsellor would not intervene and require the teen mother to be more
cooperative in arranging visitation times. This lack of recognition received as
parents and the lack of involvement and control in the decisions concerning
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their children was reported to be the most difficult experience of fatherhood by
five of the teen fathers interviewed.
SOllrres Qr suoport. Sources of material and emotional support for
these teen falhers included friends, grandparents, the teen mothers and most
frequently their own parents. With the exception of one teen father who was
estranged from his parents and received social aid, all the teen fathers were
financially dependent on their parents. With their help they were able to
continue in ;;chao!. For the four most involved teen fathers, their parents
contributed most significantly, supporting the children. Even though two of
the teen fathers held part-time jobs, il was not enough income to support ~
child. For ont: teen father, the parents did not help support his child because
he was denied access 10 the child. He felt the teen mother and her family did
not want his contributions.
Although the teen fathers' parents initially reacted to the pregnancy
with shock and disappointment. they very quickly accepted the situation. Four
of the teen fathers explained that their parents were then quite understanding
because they 100 had been teen parents [ < or = 20 years of age at the time
of pregnancy], and could relate to the experience. The leen falhers' parents
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were reported to be the most significant sourre of support during the
fatherhood experience by five participants.
!be teen mothers themselves were ciled as sources of emotional
support for three of the teen falhen. These teen fathers described how their
relationships actually improved after the child was born. These couples tended
10 talk more and spend more time together.
Friends were also reported to be helpful for half of the participants.
For these teen falhers. the friends had a lot of contact with the children,
playing with them and bringing them gifts. The friends were there since the
onset of the pregnancy, to not give advice but to offer support.
Generally, school personnel ,,-"Cre not reported to be significanlsources
of support except for one teen father who participated in a teen parenting
support group. He stated the sharing of experiences among groups members
and the information received from the group facilitator was very helpful.
Another teen father who participated in pre-natal classes reported the
information received to be extremely helpful. Both of these teen fathers
benefited tremendously from being included in these parenting programs.
All teen fathers interviewed said they were not perceived as a
responsible parent by the general public. Orten people did not expcclthem to
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be as responsible for child care as the teen mother and were very surprised
when they were.
future plans and aspirations. Although the subjects in this study had
nol (ormed clear plans for their future, they did report some general
aspirations and concerns they had. Surprisingly, the career goals of most of
these teen falhers were unaffected by the pregnancy. Only one teen father
actually changed his choice of career. One teen father postponed his program
for a year. The rest of the subjects pursued or are pursuing the careers they
had originally planned. Half oi the leen fathers reported the pregnancy
affected their school performance, in that they had less time for studying.
Only one teen father said his grades actually dropped because of the
pregnancy.
There was notable variety in the teen (athers' expectations of future
involvement with the teen mothers. Two of the teen fathers did not expect to
have any involvement with the mOlhers except as a link to their children. Two
teen fathers were tentative about their future commitment 10 the mothers. The
other two teen fathers seriously expected to marry the teen mothers once they
completed their education. The teen fathers in this study held the belief that
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they, as the biological fathers, did not need to have a romantic relationship
with the teen mothers in order 10 have a relationship with their children.
Without exception all the leen fathers definitely wished for a fulUre
relationship with their children. They were committed 10 provide more
financial support in the future. Four of these fathers expected to remain fully
involved with their children, while the remaining two expected weekend visits.
The participants understood the relationship between gelling their educational
and providing for their children. They held the belief that furthering their
education would benefit their children in the long run by allowing them 10 be
in a better position to provide financial support, more opportunities, as well as
being a positive role model. Their hopes for their children were vague, but
reasonable and realistic ones for health, happiness and success. The leen
fathers hoped their children would obtain an education and have sound moral
values. Their concerns for the future of their children included difficulties
with health, involvement with drugs and anything else that might interfere with
their success. They alse. were concerned aboulloss of contact with their
children. Teen pregnancy was another concern they had for their children.
They expressed some ideas on preventative actions they might take such as
talking openly to their children about pregnancy and contraceptives and
providing detailed information about proper usage of contraceptives.
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In summary. the participants in this study very much deviate from the
stereotype of uncaring negligent teen fathers. In contrast, these adolesceOls
showed great concern for their children and involvement in their children's
lives. They have explained Ole many factors that have inhibited their
involvement as well as those that have enhanced it. Their very personal
reneclions have helped us develop a wider perspective and deeper
understanding of the leen fatherlHxxl experience.
~ Dnd Conclusions
Upon close examination of the circumstances and perceptions of the
leen fathers in this study, it is clear that their involvement with their children
is a very complex mailer and not merely a mailer of following their desires.
The dynamics of leen father involvement with child is complicated by
situational. attitudinal, and interpersonal factors that either enhance or inhibit
involvement. It is these faclors that need to be understood and addressed.
Dynamirs of teen father inyolyement. Teen father involvement with
his child may take many forms and occur at various levels. For instance, the
most involved father would be one with the highest level of commitment,
being married to the mother or having legal acknowledgement of paternity.
He would provide financially and emotionally for the mother and child. The
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father would also have continuous daily contact with the child with various
forms of interaction including: child care; play; affectionate behavior. None
of the teen fathers in this study demonstrated this level of involvement. There
were however, several teen fathers who informally acknowledged paternity by
publicly taking On the role of a parent and being involved in the community
with the child. They also had regular daily contact with the mother and child
and provided emotionally and financially (via their parents) for the mother and
child. They performed various duties such as child care, play activities and
displays of affection.
One teen father had a lesser degree of involvement even though he had
the same amount of time wilh the child. He had little community identity as a
parent for he did not take his child out much in the community. He had little
interaction with the child, not performing child care duties or playing often.
The two remaining teen fathers did nol provide any financial support
for the ehild, or emotional support for the mother. They had very infrequent
and irregular visits with the child. However, the time spent with the child was
of high quality, and took various forms. Their parental behavior included
play, child care and much affectionate behavior. These profiles of parental
involvement demonstrates the difficulty of measuring teen father involvement
with the child and indicates that the time spent with the child is not an accurate
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measure of father involvement. A much more detailed analysis of teen father
parental behavior is required.
Rple of paternal grandparents. Considering the support capacity of
teen fathers who are pursuing their education and are unemployed, it is not
surprising that most of them reside with their parents and are financially
dependent on them. Therefore, the leen fathers' financial contributions to his
children are very much dependent on his parents' willingness to contribute,
financially. The teen fathers' emotional support for lhe child and mother also
depends on his parents' willingness to share in child care duties and other
responsibilities, so that he may continue with his education. The teen father's
parents also playa significant part in setting expectations of teen father
involvement. Teen fathers' parents who expect their sons to take
responsibility as a parent and encourage and support their involvement. make
it much easier for teen fathers to become involved. This was the case for the
four more involved teen fathers studied. In the other two cases, the teen
fathers' parents were either absent or indifferent. The teen mothers'
expectations for her sons' involvement were especially important for they were
the parents the sons confided in.
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RdaUoD5blp with teen mother and her pareDts. One of the most
influential factors affecting the participation of tcen fathers in the lives of their
children is the relationship with the teen mothers and her parents. There
appears to be a continuous struggle for control by all parties, each fighting for
rights to make decisions in the planning for the child. The teen father is at a
disadvantage right from the beginning because of his lack: of parenting
knowledge and dire financial situation. Consequently, he is often not included
in Ute decisions concerning his child. The more experienced maternal
grandparents often are more involved in the decision-making. Many times
they reject the teen father as he is blamed for the pregnancy. The teen mother
who is not receiving financial support or direction with child care, further
alienates the teen father. This rejection leads to a decrease in teen father
involvement and in return denied access to the child by the tcen mother and
her parents. The rejection and uninvolvement take on cyclic nature, each
reinforcing the other.
This was the case for the two less involved teen fathers in this study.
From their perspective, they were denied access to the child because they did
not provide financial support and were not getting along with the Iccn mother.
Even the more involved teen fathers reported difficulties with the excess of
control the maternal grandparents had over their children. Fortunately,
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however, the teen mothers were cooperative and there was no problem with
access 10 their children.
ExpedatiQns for teen ratbers. The most underestimated aspect of teen
father involvement is their desire to be recognized as parents and allowed
some control {lver their children. The teen fathers interviewed showed great
disappointment with the negative expectations the public had for teen fathers
and the lack of recognition social and legal agencies gave 10 teen fathers.
These subjects believed they were not being treated equally as a parent.
People within the com:nunity did not question two teen fathers about their
lack of involvement with the child, but were surprised by the actions of lhe
more involved fathers. The message being sent 10 the leen father is that he is
not expected 10 take on parental responsibility. The lack of assistance received
from social and legal agencies left these lcen fathers disappointed and
confused. In two cases, teen fathers could find no way to increase their access
to their children. The system. itself puts total control in the hands of the teen
mother and offers no direction for the teen fathers to change the situation.
This leaves very few alternatives but to resign to the teen mothers' control.
Social services was also nol supportive of involved teen fathers who resided
with the mother and child. In most cases financial assistance was only
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provided for single parents. There appears to be little in tile way of support
for involved teen fathers. Society has made significant advances in addressing
the needs of single teen mothers, but now needs 10 address the rest of the
equation, the teen fathers.
Suggestions for improytment. It is clear from Ihis study that these
teen falhers care very much for their children and have good intentions of
involvement with their children. From their storics, we have gained insigbt
into the difficulties they have experienced. It is these difticultics that may
more accurately direct teen father programs and support groups. The
following needs and suggestions were indicated by the participants in this
study: public expectations of involvement of teen fathers; recognition of legal
rights of teen fathers by social and legal agencies; counselling for teen mothers
and leen fathers; legal intervention in cases of denied access to child; financial
educational support for teen fathers who reside with the mother and child;
inclusion in prenatal and parenting programs; and, support groups for leen
fathers.
Although five of the sb; subjects were from rural areas, these problems
are not ex.clusive to them. If anything, the teen father in the urban
environment had more access to parenting scrvice~ and programs. He had
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been he only teen father involved in a teen parenting support group.
However, he also had difficulty getting assistance with access 10 his child. He
received no support from family members, but instead from a couple of
friends. The major difference in locality was that the teen fathers in the
smaller communities tended 10 have a strong network of support from family
and friends. They knew most of the community members well and received
much support from them, rather than a more formal program. Because of the
small, non random sample used in this study it is difficult to make
comparisons between urban and rural teen falhers, or to generalize at all.
However, research of this nature, that provides detailed examination of
personal experiences is necessary to guide fulure programming and research.
Re<:Qrnmendolions
It is the consensus of researchers in this field of study that both
research and programs for tccnage fathers are sadly lacking. The suggestions
made here are intended mainly to direct programming for teenage fathers and
are based on information from this data base as well as current literature. The
recommendations fall into five overlapping groups: sex education; family life;
legal information; career development; and, delivery of programs.
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~. (I) In order to be sexually responsible, today"
teenagers not only need to be educated about sexuality, but also must have
developed value systems and high levels of self-esteem. They need factual
information concerning sexual development, reproduction and the
responsibilities associated with each.
(2) Special attention must be given to dispelling the myths of
pregnancy prevention. Participants in this study stated a need for detailed
information about contraceptive usc.
(3) Adolescents also require contraceptive counselling. They need to
be made aware of all of their alternatives and the possible outcomes of each so
they can make knowledgable decisions regarding sexual activity.
(4) Easier access to contraceptives is also important. Buying condoms
at local drJgstores was reported to be embarrassing by many {Ct:n fathers.
Inslalling condom machines in high schools would provide an easier access.
&m.i.lL..Jj,&. (1) It is necessary thalthe primary goal of leen father
programs is to employ "intervention strategies that reintegrate the teenage
father into the molher-child relationship" (Watson, Rowand Jones, 1989, p.
126). All six teen fathers interviewed stated a desire to be involved wilh their
children. They want Ute same recognition, rights and responsibility as a parent.
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(2) It is of utmost importance that teenage fathers be included in the
decisions concerning their children. One consistently reported obstacle 10 this
was the mother's parents. Some mediation between the teen fathers and the
mother's parents may be needed. Counselling sessions for these individuals
might include information about the imporlance of the father's involvement
with his child. and strategies to communicate more effectively and deal with
disagreements.
(3) It is suggested that the leen mother and teen father attend
counselling together and learn how to deal with the stress of parenthood and
how to work together, communicate effectively and consult on decisions. For
less involved fathers, both parents need to understand the importance of
cooperation especially when setting visitation times.
(4) Parenting skills training classes should be made available for both
It:en parents. Child care information would provide the competence and
confidence needed by many teen fathers. One participant from this study had
found his involvement in pre"natal classes very helpful. It is important 10
include the teen father and keep him informed during all stages of parenthood.
(5) Teen parent support groups would provide great emotional
assistance (EISler and Lamb, 1982). Members would be able to share and
It:am from their experiences. One teen father in this study had found this type
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of support very helpful. Another participant said just talking 10 another leen
father had helped. Emotional support could lake the form of organized
support groups, or casually linking one teen father to another, or providing
teen fathers contact with adult successful fathClTs who could be role models.
The main objective is for teenage fathers 10 have someone to lalk to that they
feel they can relate to their experience.
LegAl jnfoonBljQn. (1) Given the complexity of legal issues, common
rights and responsibilities related to parenting and given the growing
significance of these dimensions in the community, all social services and
other counselling agencies must make sure such information is available 10
teen falhers. The guidance counsellor must lake a specific role in advising
where to find these resources.
(2) There is a need for policies and programs that increase tcen father
responsibility. A legal link between Childbearing and childrcaring might
include the legal establishment or paternity as soon as the child is bom and a
financial support requirements that are flexible with some future orientation.
(3) Society must also take responsibility 10 improve the stereotype of
leen fathers and change ex.pectations. A public awareness program focusing
on the legal rights and responsibilities of teen fathers, is necessary.
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(4) Legal and social agencies can greatly improve the circumstances of
leen fathers if they give them the individual attention they have given to teen
mothers. Teen falhers require legal representation for paternity and child
support issues, and intervention with access issues. Social services personnel
could assess and monitor teen parent families and intervene when necessary.
Career development. (1) With the additional responsibilities of child
care, teen fathers have more time restrictions. They need assistance with time
management and a flexible and supportive school staff that can arrange
alternate programs and services such as night classes, grade equivalency
degree courses and peer tutoring at home.
(2) The unique circumstances of teen falhers requires the attention of
guidance counsellors, especially in the area of high school drop out prevention.
(3) It is necessary for the high schools, a place of daily attendance for
teen falhers. to be more equipped with support resource material such as the
text, Coping with School Age Fatherhood by Michael Pennetti (1987). The
author, once a teenage father himself describes how he overcame obstacles and
became a successful father, husband and employee.
Dellyery of programs. (I) Most teen father studies have been
conducterl in urban areas. This study is unique in being a rural study
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involving special family situations. All teenage parents in this study share a
history of living together in the same community or within close proximity.
Because of tlie relatedness of the families in these rural areas, development of
micro programs would be helpful. Community initiatives might involve the
coordination of counsellors drawing together resources for the families. Such
outreach services might include family counselling, support groups and parent
skills training programs.
(2) Due to the dispersed population of this province. reaching all tcen
fathers would require an organized long distance delivery program. A
tele<:onference counselling program which is now available for teen mothers in
this province (Camery Project), could be expanded to include teenage fathers
thereby giving them an equal opportunity to be socialized into the parenting
role.
(3) In line with happenings in the United Slates, consideration should
be given toward developing provincial wide programs to enable tccn fathers to
participate in support groups, receive individual counselling and parent !;ikills
training while continuing with their schooling. This type of organized effort is
needed for teenage fathers.
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Suggestions for J.)lture Research
With the limited amount of research in the area of teenage fatherhood,
there has been little information 10 direct intervention. The effectiveness of
any programming without a theoretical foundation is questionable. According
10 Watson, Rowand Jones (1989), "Programs are not effective because little is
known about the father's beliefs, values and behaviors.· He suggests a need
to "assess the knowlooge and responsibilities of fathers" (p. 126).
AOi important contribution of Ihis study is that teen fathers were free to
share any thoughts and feelings they had concerning their past and present
experiences of teenage fatherhood. This included highly personal perspectives
where their values, rationales for behavior and related childhood experiences
were all shared.
Based on the findings from this study and the review of the literature,
the following recommendations for future research are made.
PeIT.eptiQns ODd aWtudes of Ie!!" [others. (I) Longitudinal studies of
teenage father involvement with their children are necessary. This would
involve in-depth follow up interviews focusing on the following areas:
relationship with child; relationship with mother; perceptions of stress; coping
strategies; and, educational and career gains.
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(2) Future research should examine the general attitude towards teen
fathers, more specifically the messages the media is sending to the public.
These messages and the effects on the adolescent population need to be
analyzed.
Interpel"l'iODal relation5him. (I) There is a need for a closer
examination of the role the grandparenl~ play in the involvement of teen
fathers. The altitudes the maternal grandparents have towards the teen fathers,
and the expectations the paternal grandparents have for their son's par::nling
behavior, may have a significant impact on the teen fathers' involvement.
(2) The quality of the relationship between the teen mother and leen
father is known to strongly influence.the falher-child relationship. More
information is needed to Imderstand the specific difficulties they experience,
and perceptions and expectations they have for each other.
Causes or teen ratherhood. (I) Research into the situational factors
innuencing teen parenthood, is necessary. The incidence of teen parents with
mothers and fathers who were also teen parents requires further study.
Possibly a comparison could be done between teen parents whose children
became involved in a pregnancy and those teen parents whose children did nol.
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(2) To be able to take a proactive stance against teen pregnancy, more
studies involving teen father's accounts of childhood sexuality related
experiences are necessary. The amount and value of information received by
teen fathers during their youth needs to be assessed.
Polices Rod programs. (1) Study of the effectiveness of specific
adolescent father intervention strategies, is required (i.e., support groups,
family counselling, sex education and contraceptive counselling, vocational
counselling, legal counselling, and parenting skills training).
(2) Because of teen fathers' misconceptions Ollheir legal rights as
parents clarification of laws and policies is required. There is a need for a full
examination of the Canadian laws and policies pertaining to adolescent
fatherhood. An inventory and assessment of the present services and programs
available 10 leen fathers in Newfoundland would also be helpful.
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Teen Father Involvement Questionnaire
1. Name _
2, Date of Birth (age at time of your child's birth) __
3. Marital Status
4. Current Living Arrangements _
5. Educational Status
a) number of school years completed __
b) presently attending school (yes) __ (no) __
c) ifno, last grade completed _
d) average G. P. A. _
e) learning problems in school (yes) __ (no) __
describe _
f) behavior problems in school (yes) __ (no) __
describe _
g) plans to graduate (yes) __ (no) __
h) vocational plans _
6. Employment Status
a) presenlly employed (yes) _ (no) __
If yes, where How long _
If no, are you presently looking (or work __
b) employed in the past (yes) _ (no) __
If yes, where How long _
How many hou~ per week _
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7. Family History
a) parents' marital status _
b) Age Occupation Education Pregnancy prior to age 18
(yes or no)
Father _
Mother _
Stepfather
Stepmother _
Siblings _
(denOleMor F> _
8. Social History
a) religious preference (active) _. (inactive) __
b) relationship v.ith peers _
c) age began dating _
d) age of onset of ~eJ(ual activity __
e) usc of contraceptives (yes) _ (nu) _
f) other pregnancies (yes) __ (no) __
Ifyes,outcome _
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9. Relationship with mother of the child
a) length of time dating _
b) describe level of commitment in relationship _
10, Fatherhood experience
a) number of chiJd(ren) __
b) age(s) of child(ren) _
c) sex of child(ren) _
d} general heallh of chi/d(ren) _
e) relationship with child(ren) _
APPENDIX B
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Schedule or Interview Guideline Questions
Amount of time spent with child:
I. How often do you see your child?
2. When do you see your child?
3. How long are the visits?
4. How do you manage 10 find the time to spend with your child?
5. Is it difficult to find this time?
6. How do you fccl about giving this much time to your child?
7. How would you like to change the amount of time you spend with your
child?
Quality of lime spent with child:
1. What do you do when you and your child are together?
2. Do you play when you are together?
3. Do you enjoy the time you spent with your child?
4. Is your child happy to see you?
S. 00 you praise your child?
6. What do you see as your role as a father?
7. Do you feel capable of fulfilling this roJo:?
8. What are some of the difficulties you are experiencing in this role?
9. :00 you feel competent in the skills and knowledge of child rearing?
10, What are your strengths and weaknesses in this area'?
Feelings toward child:
I. How do you feel towards your child'?
2. What do you think about when y,ou look at your child?
3. How would you describe your child'?
4. What are your child's strengths and weaknesses?
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Expression of feelings toward child:
I. Do you talk much about your child?
2. Who do you usually talk to?
3. What do you tell others about your child?
4. Do you take your child to public places?
5. Do you carry a picture of your child with you?
6. What do you tell your child about your feelings towards him/her?
7. Do you show your child affection? If so, how?
8. What was your relationship with your father like?
Relationship of child and father's family and friends:
I, Who of your friends sec your child? And how often?
2. What do you, your child, and your friends do togf:lher?
3. What relatives see your child?
4. What do your relatives and YOUI' child do together?
5. How do they get along?
6. Is it important for your child to spend time with your family and
friends? And why?
7. How did your family and friends respond to the pregnancy?
Providing material support:
I. Do you feel you provide financially for your child and how?
2. Do you make regular payments of child suppon to the mother?
3. Do you pay for medical bills or health insurance?
4. Do you buy gifts for our child and when?
5. Has it been difficult to provide financially in Ihis way?
6. Would you like to see your financial support change and how?
7. Do you expect this to change in the future?
Providing emotional support to the mother:
I. How do you get along with the mother?
2. Did you support the mother during pregnancy'? Were you with her for
doctor's appointments or the delivery?
3. Are you concerned about the mother's influence on your child'?
4. How do you help the mother care for and raise the child?
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Involvement in decision-making, regarding child:
l. What decisions concerning your child. have you been involved with?
2. Describe your involvement.
3. Who else was involved?
4, Who do you talk with when makin~ decisions about your child'}
5. Were you involved with the decision to have and keep your child?
6. Tell me about that lime.
7. Do you feel yOll have input into these decisions and control concerning
your child's future?
Legal responsibility:
I. Are you recognized as the father on your child's birth record.
2. Have you adopted your child?
3. Has your child been given your first or last name?
4. Are you notified if something important happens 10 your child?
Interest in child's fulure:
1. Have you thought about your child's future?
2. What do you hope for your child?
3. What are you doing or planning to do to make sure the;. , goals are
met?
4. What in your child's future are you worried about most?
5. How do these expectations for your child affect your own goals?
Other
1. What has most strongly affected your involvement with your child?
2. What has been the most and least helpful in your adjustment to
fatherhood?
3. What other comments would you like to make concerning this
experience?
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Sample Consent Fonn
Teen Father Study
Inronned Consent Fonn for Research Subjects
I, the undersigned, understand that this research is being conducted by
a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at Memorial University of
Newfoundland, and that this study has been approved by the Faculty of
Education's Ethics Review Committee.
I understand that the purpose of this research is 10 gather information
about teen fathers thai affect their level of involvement with their partner and
child. The type of information gathered will include perceptions concerning
attitudes, relationships, availability of social support, education and careers,
psychological readiness and reaction 10 becomin~ a falher.
I understand that all interview sessions will be recorded and later
transcribed. I agree to have my interviews either audiotapcd or videotaped
and transcribed.
I understand that all information collected from me will be kept
confidential; an identification nUlf.)er wiJI be used and all identifying material
will be stored in a place accessible only to the interviewer and will be
destroyed when the study is completed. The information collected from me
will be used with similar information collected from five other tccn fathers and
will be reported without names or other identifying information.
I understand that there will be no risk to me resulting from my
acceptance or refuloi&I to participate in this study. My consent is voluntary and
I may choose to not answer any of the questions and withdraw from the
interview at any time. I understand that in appreciation for my contribution to
this study, I will receive a payment of $50.00 at the completion of the
interviews.
I agree to participate in the research study by being interviewed at a
later date, 10 be agreed upon by myself and the interviewer.
I (participant) hereby give my consent to
~~;~::n~n t~~ =i;t::n~sg:n~~:~~sv~~~:::~~~h:"at"'I-::m=,y-::w-::;t:;:-hd:;:rn-::w-::
from the study at any time. All information is strictly confidential and no
individual will be identified.
D... Participant's Signature
Contact # _
Witness's Signature
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Sample Consent Fonn
Teen Father Study
Informed Consent Fonn for Parents of Research Subjects
Dear Parent or Guardian:
I am a graduate student in the Facult)' of Education at Memorial
University of Newfoundland. I am conducting interviews witll teenage fathers.
to gain an understanding of their perceptions of fatherhood. I am requesting
your permission for your son to participate in this study.
Your son's participation will include answering questions related to his
involvement with his partner and child and will address topics such as:
relationships, social support, educational and career expectations,
pyschologicaI readiness and immediate reactions. The sessions will be either
audiOlaped or videotaped. This will take approximately three hours (threc-one
hour sessions) of your son's time. Your child will be asked to participate in
these interviews and will be told he can refrain from answering any of the
questions or withdraw from the interview at any time. At the completion of
the interviews your son will be paid $50.00 for his contributions.
All information gathered in this study is strictly confidential and
individuals will at no time be identified. Participation is voluntary and you
may withdraw your son from this study at any time. There is no risk to your
or your son resulting from your acceptance or refusal to have your child
participate in this study.
This study has been approved by the Faculty of Education's Ethics
Review Committee. If you agree to have your son participate in this study,
please sign below and return it to me by For your own
records, an additional copy of this form will be provided for you. If you have
any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at 466·7452.
Thank you for considering this request.
Yours sincerely,
1 (parent/guardian) hereby give permission for
my son to take part in a study on teenage fathers' perceptions undertaken by
::vo"lu=n::tary=an=d"tJta'-',:-:m:Cy::Cso=n=-an=dio: ~~:r~~h~~~ ;:~~~~~:~O~ti~;t;r~l:' All
information is strictly confidential and no individual will be identified.
Dale Parent's/Guardian's Signature
Witness's Signature
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Table 1: Age and Educational Characteristics of Teen Fathers
-
... ....
N__ ol
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C.P.A. an..niDr ........
""", ...... V_ .... . ...b.... ..........
"'"
e-.....
.....b'"
11 No N.
16 .. N. Va
"
.. N.
"
Va
"
N. V"
N. N.
All reports were self-defined.
All teen fathers interviewed were single.
• Completed a one year community college program.
•• Presently completed one year of community college and will be returning
for second year.
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"
v" N. v"
,
,.,,,
"
N. v" v"
M....'
"
N. v" v"
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Poth~r SO v" N. N.
M....' .. N• N. No"
,
F.lhc:r .. v" v" V.
M....' .. N• N. V"
,
,,,,", M
"
Yo. v" N.
M....' M
"
N. N. N.
... M = Married; S = Single; D = Divorced .
.... Motllcr was reported to be Maround" 20 years old when she had child.
Subject Nl was adopted. His biological parents were teen parents.
Subject 16 was raised by mother and stepfather. His mother was never
married to his biological father.
Consistent with the literature (Robbins & Lynn, 1973; Elstcr & Panzarine,
1980; Card, 1981; Hanso~.et aI., 1989; McCoy & Tyler, 1985; Rivara.
Sweeney &. Henderson. 1985). these teen fathers were more likely to have
parents that had been teen Parents themselves.
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Table 1. Slbllnp or Teen Fathers
Subject NUlllber or Ale of N\lmbtl' Woo Number Woo Numbft'
Sib'" Slbllap Bft.me Pllmll.l Cllmpktfd lllah Who Ire
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Table 1. Dating Patterns and Sexual Adiylty or Teen Fathers
,,~...
..._.
Lcst&thor Ai;f or Flnl tJlfCir T,pl'Or
..... 1'1aIeOaUDI Sexu.l CoQlrKf'IlllYn CQnlrac:rpI1YN
Motba'{ynn) Afllvit,
18 PilI·n ..
"
Condom'
"\.
II 10'··
\' Ya
In all cases no other pregnancies were reported.
.. Subjects reported irregular use of contraceptives .
... Subject reported pregnancy was planned although contraceptives were used.
••• Subject reported first incident of sexual intercourse was nol considered a
Ndale- because there was only the one meeting.
.... Subject reported no use of contraceptives and parlner became pregnant
withtirstsexualintercoursc.
••••• Subject reported mother misunderstood directions for using
contraceptive.
Consistent with the literature (Hanson et al., 1989), these leen fathers tended
to have a history of early dating experiences and a long-term relationship with:
the mother.
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(Script Sb)
lot.: Urn . .1 want to talk a little bit about your relationship with your mom
and dad growing up. What sorts of things did you do with your mom,
for instance'! What are some of the things that you do together?
Jim: We're...mom was always !.here when I got home from school and
things like that you know... ,Ah... with Mom alone, you know, not i\
101, righl. It would usually be all of us together, right.
Int.: Usually the family did things together.
Jim: Yeah...like we wouldn't usually... Jike if dad was working we would
have to wait 'til dad got home and we'd go... oo.
Jnt.: Okay ..There was no activities in particular that...
Jim: No
Int.: What about your dad?
Jim: Yeah we used to go in the woods a lot together and things like that,
you know. You know just walk around the shores.o,ga for a work
around the beach, right. Does that...Goes to the park together... lhat's
about it.
In1.: Did you e....er work together?
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Jim: Dh yeah work together in the woods. Thai's yeah and dad's like a
construction worker, or contractor....So like when he was building
houses and that kind of thing I used to be with him all the time, all the
lime that I could besides being in school, so...we worked together.
Int.: Did your mom work?
Jim: Well no.. ,She don't work now and like as I was growing up. She
never worked. She only started work last year or something. The year
before and like it was a night time job. She'd go there during the
night, right, 'til the next moming and then she'd be home in the
morning, right...So...That never took a long time away from the family
as such, right.
Int.: So she was home most of the time with you and your brother?
Jim: Yeah, well, my brother was gone away for 16 years, so. Well, not the
whole 16 years. He used to come home off and on, right.
Int.: On holiday and....
Jim: Uh, uh. Any every now and then he'd come home for the week·end,
things like that, right.
Inl.: So, do you see a difference b the mother's role and the father's role?
Jim: What do you mean a difference, like7
Int.: Do they have different responsibilities or do different things?
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Jim: Well, usually like let's say I was going to ask for something...1f it
meant a debate between one another, they would usually go in the room
or something and talk about it, so I would see them, you know. And
usually, it's dad. whatever dad says it's righl. whatever goes....So
that's you know as far as being responsible for me goes, Dad who's
responsible (or me and my brother, so.
Int.: So he has the final say?
Jim: Yeah.
Inl.: Has that influenced the way you would like to have your own family
run?
Jim: Well, not ·-ea1ly, I mean I'd like to have it the same way cause I mean,
I think it's good and ah, I don'llhink I'm a bad person, you know, so,
it worked for me, as such, so, Why wouldn't it work for my
son? ... yeah, I'd like for it to be thai way. Now there's a few things
I'd like different.
Int.: One thing you said that the girlfriend's family was different, in thai
they didn't show as much affection as yours. Do you show that much
affection to your child?
lim: Oh yeah.
Int.: So, that's something you want to bring into your family?
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Jim: Yeah. Like if he needs a lacing or something, I won't lake him and
lace him in front of a crowd of people or anything. I'll just take him
in the room, aside, just tell him what he done wrong...and just tell him
I got to do it, you know give him a lacing or whatever you know, not
beat him or anything. Just to show him.. J mean, I don't have 10 do it
anymore...cause he knows now. All I got to do is speak 10 him and
you know, thai'S it. I mean, now I don't have to touch him.
Inl.: So as far as showing affection, what do you do wilh your child?
Jim: Oh 1. •.1 was out today with him, with the water guns... me and him
squirting one another, so... you know, plays with him when he's
around, gives him attention, and that's basically what kids always want
is attention, I mean you know. The minute that they feel nobody is
watching them or and thal. ..tha~·s when they get a bit out of hand,
right....SO you lcnow, they want attention and this.
Int.: Do you hug him, Ids.s him?
Jim: Oh yes, every night, berore [ goes 10 bed, I hug and kiS$ unless he's
down 10 her house. So then it's, I jusl calls him and talks to him on
the phone...tells him I loves him and ... whatever.
Inl.: So you're very open with your reelings?
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Jim: Oh yeah...And like anytime, like I was down there then right, 1just
dropped him afr••.took him to her house. And I give him a hug and a
kiss before I go horne... things like thaI. you know.
Int.: Is your girlfriend the same wayL ..Where her family was a bit
different. ..is she as affectionate with your son1
Jim: Yeah, I think she knows our family is a bit different than hers. And I
think she likes the way we are. So I think she...and she sees what I
does with him, so, you know. She docs the same thing, so, right.
Int.: You did say that there was some disagreements on how to raise the
child. What arc some examples of that?
Jim: Okay. We got a trust fund for him see. And, I man, usually
he....What I said I wanted to do was give all the family allowance,
right, into the trust fund, you know, which was a hundred and
something. I'm not sur~. exactly. And she...she didn't want to.
Because she figured she'd want some for him, you know, or whatever
he needed then, we could get for him anyway. And we just disagreed,
I man, we ended up settling it, giving $63.00 a month, so. And I
didn't like the idea, but, so.
Int.: Whal was that, about half7
Jim: Well, yeah ...a little bit better than half. Yeah a little tiny bil, so.
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Int.: What el~?
Jim: Ah ...okay. What kind of, like what•. you know, like.. Jet's say a high
chair or something ... like she wanted a good high chair or the most
expensive high chair. tiut I mean, you know, he don't, he never used
the high chair that long so, I me.1n, if 1can get one from one of my
friends or sonlcthing, I think it would be a lot betler 10 get one from
one of my fri.,lnds than instead of going buying one that you'll only end
up lying around somewhere or giving away to someone else anyway.
So, we disagreed on that and many things like thai, you know. Like she
wanted 10 buy new stuff. And then It if I could get a loan of it or
something, that'd just, you know. Unless it was something he could
use for, you know, a nUlllbli" of years. Like toys or something.•. you
can easily keep them, you know, a lifetime, kind of thing. If you give
him a toy, you don't really want another kid to end up wi',h it later
down the road, so...just things like that...a gate like a gate swing so he
don't fall over the stairs or things like thai or go somewhere you don't
want. She'd always want new gate, you know, no such thing as getling
a used gate off someone else that didn't use it, right, so ...We got into
a few arguments over that, but it worked oul.
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Int.: So, 'some of the arguments were about money and where you spend the
money and how much you spend?
Jim: Yeah, mostly about money..of course that's what most evuything else
was about, 50.
Int.: Does she receive any support from social services or anything7
Jim: No for from... no, she'd have to be living on her own for her to get
something. Where she's living with her parents, it's kind of up to her
parents and me to support the child. My parents don't even have to do
anything, you know, to a point. Morally, well they would, but...
Int.: So legally, they don't have to?
Jim: No, leg2.lly my parents don't have to .. you know, because that's just
the way it is. I'm supposed 10 pay in so much monthly ... like it I
was... if we was to take it to court or something, you know, I would
have to pay her so much a month. And like whatever else like her
parents would have to look out to her, where she, right.
Int.: So legally, you would be the one responsible, financially?
Jim: Yeah.
Int.: I was a little confused at our last meeting about which environment you
think is better for your child. Do you feel it's your family's
environment or hers?
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Jim: Well, I mean, it's not a matler of which is better or not, it's just, you
know. It's a matter of opinion that is cause I guess to her, her
environment is belief and to me, mine is and it isn't. Cause I like my
house environment the environml:nt in my house is belief than hers 10
me. And it is better. And I'm not just saying it. because I'd like for
ilim to live with me. But it is better because nobody drinks or smokes
in my bouse, or swears.
My family is a Christian family and they go 10 church every Sunday
and like, you know. And her parents are cursing and swearing and
drinking, smoking, you know... so. And, I mean, the only thing about
where I live is the kids that's up Ihere...are you know, they're a
bit...lhink they're a lot older than they real!y are and they're out 'till
It, 12 o'clock at night. ..little kids, 8 or 9 years old. So I wouldn't
want Brad (child) to be like that. So, down her house, in that respect
the kids down there are, got a little bit of a stronger hand on them you
know what I man. Like they're not out 'till after 6, like most of them.
And they're all his age, so, ..50 it's better in that respect, but I'd much
ralher he'd be at my house.
Int.: And how did you find your friends, the children growing up? ..Were
you out with them and mixing with the neighbour's children?
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Jim: No, I'm not a social person. Like I mean, you know socially I don't.
Like we goes away to a camp, right. There's this Christian camp, you
know. Like my parents ask me and I don't really want to go because I
know what happens when I go....We go away and I ends up staying
with my parents. I don't want 10 go out with the younger people, my
age, right. Cause I'm just not like a social person.
Int.: Were you like that all along though, growing up?
Jim: Yeah, pretty well all my life, you know... .I used to go out and go
around with the people I knew, like you know. And I wouldn't spend
a lot of time out, then. But when I was younger, like 12 or 13, 14
years old, I used to spend a lot of time with people probably a bit older
than me, you know, so.
Int.: But you don't do it as much now as you did when you were 131
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Jim: Well since the baby, you know, you can't... technically I do have more
freedom than Nancy. That's the parent, right. .. the other parent. And
technically I do have more freedom, cause I mean she chose to keep
the baby. I mean I wanted it. I wanted him not it but she chose
it. ...So technically she chose all the responsibility of the child, so I can
go out more often than she can, but I don't think it's fair. So, J don't
usually go out without taking her with me. Sometimes like now, I'm
going to go up to __ (town), shopping for myself. So, I'm
gonna go myself. I'm not gonna... right...cause I do have to do things
on my own, right. It's just the kind of person I am. I don't want her
\\ith me all the time... might sound cruel or something but, you know.
Int.: How does she feel about that, the fact that you've got more freedom?
Jim: Well, she wants 10 spend every second of her lime with m~ because she
knows I goes places when she's not around. So ... you know. But she
can't spend every second with me, right. I mean, what happens later,
on, down the road if I. ..when I gets out of school. I got a full time
job. I'm going to be gone all day and she's going to be home or else
she's going to be gone all day and I'm going to be home, so. But she's
not going at that, I don't think so.
Int.: Is she planning on going back to school or...?
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Jim: Oh yeah.
Int.: She's going 10 school in September?
Jim: Yup...yeah, I don't think she'd Jeav("· school for anything ..1 don't
think. That's almost just as important 10 her as the child. She knows
as well as I know that everyone needs an education, so, thai's it.
1m.: Does she have a career in mind, yet?
Jim: Well, I suppose not as much. She wants to be a nurse, I guess or some
kind of a nurse or a doctor or something. She likes helping people I
guess. I don't know. We don't usually talk about that much.
Int.: That's a ways down the road?
Jim: Yeah and I mean, usually we have other problems 10 talk about rather
than things like that, so. But we did talk about it among ourselves
every now and then, not much, but sometimes.
Int.: What's mostly the topic?
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Jim: The child, you know. What's good for the child is usually.... And
sometimes we get into little arguments over, you know, where t spend
the money cause she thinks she owns my money, as such, you know.
So like, you know, if I want to go buy myself something she probably
get a bit mad or something....We has a little argument about that
(laugh). But that's nothing. That's why I'm going over shopping now,
by myself (laugh).
Int.: So, you don't have to explain it?
Jim: No, that's right. Once I buy it, that's it, throwaway the tags.
Int.: You can't take it back?
Jim: Yeah.
Int.: Is it important to you, for your family and friends to spend time with
your child? Do you see that as important?
Jim: I think it's important to spend a lot of time around kids, his age,
because he CQuld grown up like me... cause technically, like I'm not a
social person right. Like, you know, parties and things like that,
dances, I don't like that, you know. It's not my cake, as such. So I
just, you know, but I would like for him 10 be a social person. You
know, get out and talk to people, you know.
Int.: You think you'd be happier if you had a circle of friends'i
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Jim: Yeah, I mean I got no one that I talks 10. Nobody, not even Nancy, I
tells anything to, you know. I'd like for him to have someone he can
trust, right1
Int.: What about family? Is it important for him to have contact with his
family'?
Jim: Qh yeah. Yeah.,.you know, it's nice and all but it's not that important.
you know, he'd get 10 see them eventually. But it's not something that
you know that you put on a schedule. Like you know I I got to go see
Aunt someone this today and next day go see another Aunt. I mean it's
not that important, you know. It's all a part of growing up. He got to
get to know his family as well as anyone, right.
Int.: You were talking aboullegaJ responsibility. You said you were
legally, could be, are legally responsible for your child. Is your name
on the child's birth certificate'?
Jim: An..•no, I don't think so.
lnt.: Is anybody listed as the father or is iljust not listed7
Jim: No, I don't think it's listed.
Int.: Okay.. .is there a reason for that?
Jim: Ahwell....
Inl.: Did you decide not to put it there of did you just not bother?
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Jim: The decision was never give to me. I was never asked about it, so. I
don't know.
Int.: You don't know if it is or not, do you?
Jim: No, I don't know...worth checking out, though (laugh).
Int.: And has the child been given any of your names?
Jim: Dh yeah. he got my name __' His name is __ right. And his
name is ' right. And I chose both, well
I chose __ cause I gal a little cousin. And I mean, he's like almost
as important to me as my son, almost. I mean, I don't spend as much
time with him as 1 do with my son. BUI, you know, he's really
important to me. I takes him with me, every now and then, when I
goes somewhere or somelhing...so... welJ that's due to the fact, his
parents is split up and I thought the world of him. And he haven't had
the best kind of life, so.. .1 just tries to help him out a bit, you know.
And they gave him my name, so r didn't want it. Jim (father) is not a
guy's name, you know. I don't like my name. I would change it,
but...It's not that important.
Int.: So you'd rather it was your son's second name?
Jim: Rather than his first name, yes.
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Int.: Ah. you said there were a lot of changes when you became a father, in
as far as time, and not being able to spend as much time with friends.
Also, a change in your relationship with yOUT girlfriend?
Jim: Well, with respect to the friends, I mean, in a lot of cases, like when
you're...before the child came along, my friends would call me up and
say are you going out here and are you going out there. But after the
child came, they.. J guess they just thought if they called me up I
wouldn't be able to go....8uI I mean, they did call me up a couple of
times and I did have to say that I couldn't. BUI, you know they
usually, most of them would give up calling and ask me to go
out. ..cause they figured, like you know.•.where I wouldn't be able to
go or something. So, it's not a whole lot the baby took away from me
but....Like the baby don't really lake a lot of lime away from me you
know, cause usually the baby is gone to bed 6:3C in the day anyway,
so, I mean, not very many people goes out earlier than that anyway,
around with their buddies, unless they go swimming or something like
that. Even then we can go 9:30 or 10:00 o'clock in the night. Not
really a whole 101 of time taken away, I guess, but it's the stress of it,
you know. You think of it. VOIl know your child is home, somebody
is looking out to it. You know, you don't really. You know, I'd much
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rather be home witil him than out somewhere wondering about what
he's at, now, right.
Int.: You're not as comfonable in that way of doing things? How is your
relationship with your girlfriend?
Jim: Well, things are morc tense, I mean, you know. Like before the baby
came along, we were perfect. Like, well not perfect. We still had
arguments and things that normally happen. But you know, the
arguments have become more intense after the baby, you know. There
is a lot of SlresS. You know, you just get fed up with certain things, I
mean. Something, you know like waking up every morning 6:30, 7:00
to a baby. I mean. And having 10 go to 6:30. 7:00 sometimes even 9,
10, 11:00 at night with him. It's not really comfortable after. There's
a sudden change. I mean, it just don't gradually happen. I mean, the
day that he is born, from then on.. .1 mean you just gelta change. You
know, it's not a gradual change or anything, you know. Unless you
begin 10 prepare yourself as you're growing up. I mean, you know.
It's not many people has a chance to do that, so. It's just something
that happens overnight, you know. Now the pregnancy takes 9 months,
but in those 9 months you don't do a Jot or preparing, I mean. You
worry about the parent but you're not worried, you know about things
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that's going to happen, later on. Some families with lots of money,
maybe, might do up a room for their child and stuff like that. Usually
people like us, me, not us, me, we don't really lhiug about those
things, So it brings out a lot of stuff you know stress .. J don't think
about it. You know all together, it'sjusl stress. And that makes the
conversation between one another I you know, more intense and you
know. Whatever the problems, is doubted by another problem that
probably went on that day, you know.
Int.: So now, you have to talk about issues, where before .. the baby wasn't
there yet, you didn't really have to make decisions.
Jim: Yeah, that's right. NoW, the decisions got to be made. So you're lUnd
('If tied down, type of thing.
Int.: How did you prepare for thl:" baby?
Jim: Well....We never really did. I mean you know, within a couple days
before she had the baby, you know, we went and bought new clothes
for him and things like that for him. But, you know, got the crib and
all thaI. But it wouldn't iike a couple of months we did it. It was just,
you know within the four or five days, right. Because up until then, I
wasn't allowed to see her. Her father wouldn't let me see he, right.
Up until, you know, I suppose it was two and one-half or three weeks
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ber(lft; she wa.$•••before she had the baby. But you know it was only
within the last four or five days that we really knew that, you know,
there was a baby coming and like we got to get ready for it. So we
just went and got !he crib and all that Sluff or 2 cribs, right. We had to
g:et double of each because it would have been kind of a pain to bring it
back and forth ...like where we used to bring the baby, you know, so.
And usually she would go and buy the new stuff, you know. She
couldn't get a loan cf it off her friends or anything (laugh), you know,
like her aunts or her uncles. And I would usually. just you know, gel a
loan of a stroller, well no not a stroller... no we both agreed to buy a
stroller cause we knew lhat was something he was gonna need for a
few years. And, ah, so we got the crib. And I got a crib off my aunt
and that, so.
Int.: So thai 1leJpt:d OUI a little bit or else it would have cost double, as
much.
Jim: Yeah.
Int,: What would you say...what do you hope for your child...down the
road?
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Jim: I never really thought about it you know. I just like day by day. But,
you know, I want him to be respected. I don't want him to be known
as...3 fellow lhatlies or is ignorant or anything like that. I wants him
to be.., not perfect. I mean, everybody got a flaw or two. But I wants
him to know when he does something wrong and that he done
something wrong. You know, I don't want it to become a habit. Like
swearing or something. For most kids today, that's a habit. I mean,
it's not something that just happens. occasionally and you know you've
done something wrong. It usually become a habit so. But I don't want
things like that to become a habit. Like I mean I understand that jf you
get mad or if you hurt yourself, you might curse or something. I
mean, I even does that and I don't swear regularly. Like that's not in
my vocabulary or regular conversation. But you k.now, if I hurt myself
or something I might curse a couple, you know. But after that, I just
gl) on. So, I'd like for him to be a lot like me. You know, I'm not
had. Now there's things 1 wouldn't want him to do, but.... Yeah, you
know grow up with a lot of respect for his cIders and know his family
and know that whatever they say go, except for things that don't make
sense or is out of whack or something. But, you know, know what's
right and what's wrong.
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Int: So you want him to grow up much like you have and learn what you
have. What do you fear? What do you worry about concerning your
son?
Jim: .. ,1 don't know. I guess I just don't want him to be another statistic,
like other kids that just grow up. I want him to be something like you
know, something important and stuff like that. You know everybody is
important, but t just want him to be a little bit extra like you know. I
don't know.. ,I guess thaI will come in lime, I mean, you know..J
don't know right now.. .I mean whatever he... Like right now, J don't
even know what he's interested in. Well no, that's a lie. He loves
backhoes and heavy equipment. I mean you know, wherever there's a
backhoe to, that's it, we got 10 SlOp. That's it, we got to be there 'lit
we fights and scratches with him lu leave. And he's, you know...he's
a lot like me. Thai's the way I was, you know... heavy equipment. I'd
pick everything, anything apart. I mean I'd pick it 'til it dropped. J
scrapped our television and VCR, one lime. BUI that was it. ••J fixed it
though.
Int.: Do you worry that he might be involved in a pregnancy whcn he is
young?
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Jim: That's something through my tJl:perience I mean .•.•T~naget$ are going
to do whether.•. you Icnow••. whether parents... .I think that if my
parents would have, you know, told me, explained to me, .... You know
if you're ,onna do it, use birth control and things like !.hat. I think it's
mOR: effective. Because teenagers don't want to be told to do
something, right. 1 mean. I hates when my parents tells me that you
got to have this done and you got to have Ihis done. You know, I
mean when I wake up in the morning and my mom and dad has
something for me to do, I would like for them to ~ay. That got to be
done today and this. You know, I'd like to have this done or whatever
and do it around your own time. you know. Whatever they wanted me
to do that day, just to tell me what to do and I'd go about it my own
way, my own speed, you know. Like if I knew like that if I had
SOmething to do in the evening and if I knew I had to do something a
little bit faster than :lormal...then I'd do it a little bit faster than nannal
just to get the appointment or whatever, right. So, you know.
Jnt.: So, it wouldn't have been helpful for them to say don't have sex1
Jim: Yeah, that's right.
Jnt.: What could they have said that might have helped out in your situation1
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Jim: I think if they, you know, like, if they would have said, you know.•.Jf
you're lonna do ii, I mean you know, be careful. Use a condom or
some method of birth control. I mean thal••.. And in a lot of cases
tcena&crs wouldn't do it at all because it was no longer a challenge 10
them...because I mean, it become a challenge if the parents lell them
not to do it, you know.
Int.: And is that what happened in your case, that you didn'l use birth
control?
Jim; Well, I mean, you know, I knew about it and that. It was just while it
happened, it was just spur of the moment tlling. I mean, I never had
no intentions of having sex with her or anything. hjus!, you know. J
guess we were in a position where we shouldn't of been and it just
happened. I mean you know. we were home with nobody home. you
know.
Int.: Did you think it could happen to you thai...'
Jim: No. I always thought naw that could never happen to me, you know.
But as it has, it can happen to anybody, you know.
Inl.: Had yOll talked about conlraceptives with her? Was there any
planning?
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Jim: Yeah. after lhe baby...cause I mean...we only done it once, and that
was it. That was all it took for me. There was like... like we never
done it you know over and over.••j1l51 once. And then six months
down the road, I finds out lhat she's pregnant. And you know, when l
done it,' got up and I was you know, what did 1 do this for, you
know, this type of thing. Ar d six. seven months down the road this is
what, right. So, after thaI, we got a little bit close and we said. just in
case something like that happe'ls again, you know, so we used birth
control. But 1 mean we only did it a cOllple of time after, you know.
You know, we don't•.. il'S not a habit type thing. Usually we're too
tired anyway, (laugh) you know. So, we don't do that Sluff no more.
It's not an issue or anything like lhat. J mean, if it happens, it happens
and if it don't, it don't,
Int.: So, she's using some form of protection?
Jim: 011 yeah, she's using she's on the pill, right. ••. Allhough we don't do
it only once in a while it might happen ... .In a way, you know, I
thinks about it, sometimes I shouldn't do h,l don't know.
Int.: Do you feel guilty, is thai it?
Jim: Well, not really guilty, jusl.. .•
Int.: Worried that she might get pregnant?
Jim: ',';ell, yeah sometimes, you know. I mean, I don't... like I don't
usually stay home with her alone. I usually stay out of a place like
that, you know. But, I mean, I don't know. I guess it's just your
manly instincts or something, I don't know.
Int.: I noticed on the questionnaire that you said you were sexually active at
the age of 10 yet you didn't have a girlfriend 'til age 11. That's a bit
different.
Jim: Yeah, well before, before you know, I never went out with the girl, I
saw, I guess.
Int.: Okay ... so il was... you wouldn't consider the person your girlfriend?
Jim: That's right...a girlfriend is someone, you know, on my scale I been
with for over, you know, a couple of months or somelhing Like
longer than a couple of months ...So I didn't consider it. I was only
with her for a week or so.
Int.: So, she didn't qualify as your girlfriend?
Jim: No, that's right... lhat's right (laugh).
Int.: Anything else you'd like to add, before we finish up?
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Jim: When you said ..a few minutes ago you said about feeling responsible.
Did you mean responsible for the pregnaney or responsible a5 in for lhe
birth control? You know, I should have been the one 10 lake birth
control or something. You said to me..••you said ...do you feel
responsible...and I answered.. .I think I went ..J don't remember.
Int.: Was it about the issue of sex that you have now? Was thai it?
Jim: Yeah.
Jnl.: And r said to you, do you feel ... 1asked you if your ("It guilty. First
you said nc... then I asked you if you were afraid if she'd become
pregnant again. WaJ it around there?
Jim: And you said something, did I feel responsible?
Int.: Okay, yeah, thai'S a good question. I don't think I meant it that
way.•..
Jim: No, you never asked it.
Int.: ..•but that's a good question (laugh).
Jim: Yeah, I know...that's...well responsible for the pregnancy, yes. I feel
that if, you know, I had of outright said na.•. that you know, maybe.
Well ~ guess the pregnancy maybe could have happened because there
could have been many different times that the same thing would have
happened....So, I mean, I don't know. I don't know if I could just
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keep saying no or if I would, you know, give in like I did in the
beginning. So, I do feel responsible. I mean, you know, it is a lot of
my fault. I mean, I allowed it to happen, so. And it was at my house.
Int.: Do you feel you are both equally responsible in one way or another'?
Jim: Well I feel, you know, like. If she'd had said no, I wouldn't have
done anything, you know. I'd adjust, you know, Alright, fine with
me, thai type of thing, I wouldn't say you know suck up 10 her or
anything... say to her I loves ya.... You know, I wouldn't do that to her,
I mean no is no and that'sjlls! that simple. So I, you know. But I
mean neither one of us said no 50....50 I guess it's both of our, you
know. We both had some say in it so. You know, I don't...I do feel
guilty because if I'd had said "no,· r mean. I guess she probably feels
the same way. If she'd a said "no,· then it wouldn't have happened.
But that's besides, you know. We both probably feel guilty. But one
is no more guilty than the other one... I mean both parties...unless it
was a Til.pc or something, I mean, right so, But it definitely wasn't
that.
Int.: And how are you going 10 deal wilh this issue with your son when he
gets older?
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Jim: Ab...1 don't know. 1 wonders. Every now and then I thinks about
that. You know, and I dreads for him to go to school berare we're
married or an}thing•..before he has the right name, you know. But
that's it....You know I ain't ready to be married, yet for a few years,
so...1 don't know.
lot.: ¥ou have some thinking 10 do about that, do you .. like bring the issue
up, when to bring the issue up... how old will he be or... ?
Jim: Ah, I don't know.. .it probably won't ever be an issue. Well, of course
it will, yes••. cause I even asked about myself asked my parents. You
usually don't come out and say. It's usually an issue if the kid asks,
you know.
Int.: Okay, you're talking about your being a teen father, right, or not being
married and this issue?
Jim: Yeah.
Int.,: Okay, what I was lalking aboul, what I was thinking about was, ab,
how will you deal with trying to prevent him from becoming a leen
father himself?
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Jim: Well, I'll just. you know. I'll almost be like a chaperon ... ,Like I
won't lei him...! don't know how to say this without, you know...1
mean, I'm not going to stop him from dating girls or nothing like thaI.
But you know, there will be certain rules that he will have to follow.
Like, you know. But, I mean, even those rules... .if he chooses to do
it.. .f mean he's going to do it. I mean, I'd have to be with him 100
percent of the time in order 10 SlOP him. And, I mean, I ain't gonoa to
that. ..cause if he's grown up he's grown up. It'sjust that simple.
So...it'll be most... rnaTe than I did ...just his. U'II be how, you
know... if I tells him, you know, if you want to do it. I mean 10 be safe
about it, I mean. That's the way I sees it, you know.
Inl.: So, do you think you would emphasize how to be safe and that yOll
need 10 be safe and how easily it can happen?
Jim: Yeah ... lhat's righi, but J mean, jf he's smart he'll know Ihat he can't
do il and gel away with it, you know. Like maybe there has been
people that done it and got away with it. But I mean, I want to teach
him that like, you now... look what happened to me, I mean, you know.
It happeneJ to me, so, and my life was very limited. So, you know.
I'll just tell him that you know. I mean if you want . .if you expects to
be anything in Hfc...you cant' do it while you're young. I mean, you
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know, it's going to be something hard to deal with. I'll only know
what I'll really do, when it happens...because there could be any
number of obstacles I might have to cross to get to know what I really
got to do, right. I mean things change, everyone changes. Ten,
twenty, thirty years ago, we wouldn't be here having Ihis conversation
now. I mean, we would be considered you now, oul in outer space.
Cause sex was never even an issue in my father's house. I mean that
was, you know, that was all left up to you, Like whatever yOll do
that's you know, don't talk to me about it type think, right. So..
Int.: Do you think it will be a more open issue when he gets of age?
Jim: Yeah, that's right so. I'll only know how 10 deal wilh it in the time 10
deal with it so....Cause you know things could change, you know,
rapidly. I mean, maybe you know .... Dadjokes about it and this sort of
thing. Like I should of got you a chastity belt or somcthing...hide key,
you know. So, I mean, that's a little bit barbaric you know. That's
only back years and years ago so {laugh).... You know, things change,
SO.. J don't know. It's gonna be a good question.
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Inl.: Cause you'll have to think about what your parents did for you and
how tl1ey showed you the right way and, you know, and did their best
at tbt time. And I guess maybe think about what you could do, one
step belter...after it happens, right'?
Jim: Yeah, that's right. I mean. maybe I'll be able to deal with it a bit
belter Ihan anyone that had not had this problem. Maybe that'd be a
strong point then in his life and mine 100, right. Cause you learn
through mistakes. I mean it was a mistake.. .I mean, I don't regret it
now any more than before...but it was a mistake.
Inl.: It would have been easier if you were older and more settled in your
career and everything'?
Jim: Yeah. that's right.
Inl.: Did either of your parents or your girlfriend's parents ...Were either of
them young when they had children?
Jim: Yeah, my parents were, you know, you know ..not really young... 16
or 17 years old. So, yes. But back then, I mean, your career was
usually picked when you were 8, 9, 10 years old anyway. Cause my
dad. He worked ever since he was 9 years old. So, I mean, he never,
he finished grade II, I believe... no I think he got his grade 12, Mom
got grade 9. My dad was offered many opportunities for jobs, you
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know, that would have paid off now. He was offered to go to
__ (company) up in __(province) that construction
company. But he turned it down, I mean, right now he'd be on his
pension, now. So. He turned that down due to the fact that Mom was
pregnant, at the time. So, you know, in his !ife, I guess it made things
a lot difficult, very difficult. You know. It would have been much
easier if Mom wouldn't have been pregnant, at the time, right. And
there was other things, too, like....But I mean they were young but I
mean it didn't make that much difference back then.
Int.: It was more common back then?
Jim: WelJ, yeah.. .il was... yau know... il was a common thing for you to
know a teenage mother and father. YOll know, a lot of them worked
anyway. You know they weren't in school so it never affected their
schooling. I mean, back then nobody cared if they went to school or
not, so.
Int.: What about your girlfriend's parents'?
Jim: Well no they were more rich and up to do, you know. They were,
you know up to.. .1 mean that type of thing. If you do end up getting
pregnant and coming home here.. .! mean you're out. That's, you
know, they were more....Like her parents had more rules and you
2SO
know. They were more higher up in the economy level 100, you know.
So they were put through the school. Both of them got their grade 12
and that. high and so, you know•.• .Ifthey came home pregnant then
you know it would have been....
Int.: They didn't maybe have as much understanding of the situation as
someone that's been there.
Jim: That's right.
Int.: Anything else?
Jim: No that's it Oaugh), I'm just about pooped.
Int.: Alright, I'll let you go home and get a rest.
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(Script2C)
Int.: Today, I'U be son of jumping around to diffcret11 questions that 1 didn't
get a chance to ask: so far, okay? Um•.. your feelings towards your
child..•you said lhat yOli always wanted 10 have a relationship with
your child. And even if you and your girlfriend don't continue your
relationship, you still want to see your child.
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: How I" you feel about your child?
Bob: What do you mean?
Int.: What son of feelings do you have for him?
Bob: I don't know.
Int.: Do you. love him?
Bob: Yeah.
lnt.: Do you love him as a son?
Bob: Yeah.
lnt.: How would you describe your child?
Bob: Ah...J don't know.
Int.: What does he look like? We'll start with thai.
Bob: ....(pause)
[nt.: Is he a small baby••.a big baby?
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Bob: No, he', not small. He's not really small.
Int.: About average?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: And what colour hair and eyes does he have?
Bob: Blue eyes and dirty blond hair.
lot.: Who does he look like, do you think? ...Does he look like your side of
the family?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: He looks a lot like your people?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: Does he look a lot like you?
Bob: Yeah. That's what everyone says, anyways.
Int.: And what does he act like .. is he pleasant?
Bob: Yeah, most of the time.
Int.: Most of the time, so he doesn', cry very often.
Bob: No.
Int.: Does he like to play and does he like to have attention?
Bob: Yeah.
lnt.: What does he like 10 play with?
Bob: (pause)
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Int.: What sort of things does he like?
Bob: Sluff like....
lnt.: Urn'}
Bob: Things like rattles.
Int.: He likes rattles, lhings that make noise. Yeah, um...who do you talk
to about your child? First of all do you talk much about your child?
Bob: Yeah, every now and then.
Int.: Yeah, and who is that usually to?
Bob: I don't know... to my mother and (ather, grandmother, and everyone
and then I talk 10 my friends.
Int.: And your girlfriend, you talk to her?
Bob: Yeah.
lnt.: What sort of things do you talk about?
Bob: I don't know...everylhing.
Int.: Everything'?
Bob: Yeah,
In\.: What sort of things do you tell your friends about your child?
Bob: Well, L.ings I do and that.
Int.: What you do together?
Bob: No, what he does?
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Int.: What he <kJes'1
Bob: Yeah.
lot.: Things that he's learning, and that sort of thing?
Bob: Yeah.
Jnt.: Do you...you said before, thai you don't lake him out that often this
summer, because the weather hasn't been very nice. Where have you
gone? What sort of places have you taken him?
Bob: I don't know...down around the harbour and that, thai'S all.
Int.: And is that outside or is that visiting?
Bob: Outside. yeah.
Int.: So on nice days, you do take him out around?
Bob: Yeah.
Inl.: Have you taken him to stores or?
Bob: y!m...yeah. the girlfriend's mother and falher lakes him almost
everywhere they goes.
Int.: Okay. Do you take him anytime with your friends .. .Ifyou go
somewhere with your friends?
Bob: No.
Int.: But, your friends have seen him? They do down sometimes with you?
Bob: Yeah.
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Int.: So, you said that you feed your child and play with him? Do you show
him affection? Do you hug him and kiss him?
Bob: Yeah.
lnt.: So, yOUT parents and your grandmother see him quite often. What
about other relatives".aunts and uncles?
Boh: yeah ....They see him...well not much, but they sees him... they see
Int.: And how willihey see him?
Bob: I don't know... rnos! of them come down to Carol's house.
Int.: Okay...and do they help out with gifts and...?
Bob: Yeah, every now and then.
Int.: And you have two younger sisters.
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: How often do they get to see their nephew?
Bob: When they comes up with him, ..when he comes up.
lot.: So they don't go down to your girlfriend's that often.
Bob: No, not by lheirselves.
Int.: What do they think of him?
Bob: They're always playing with him and thaI.
Int.: So they're notjea1ous or anything like that, are they?
Bob: No.
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Jnt.: UM is it important to you thai your family spend time with your
child1 you think that's important?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: Why is thai important?
Bob: I don't know .. .I don't know ..it'sjusl important.
Int.: You want him to know his relatives'?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: When your girlfriend became pregnant were you involved in making
the decision to keep the child?
Bob: Yeab.
lnt.: Did you decide together or did she have her mind already made up?
Bob: No...she made up her mind.
Int.: And how did you feel about that decision?
Bob: Alright.
lot.: Is that the decision you would have made on your own?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: Un ...other decisions since then ...Are you involved in all the decisions
that are made concerning your child?
Bob: Sometimes.
Int.: Sometimes.
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Bob: Yeah.
Int.: nmes that you're not, what happens there? ..who makes the decisions?
Bob: She does.
Int.: What about your parents and her parents? Are they involved in the
decisions?
Bob: Yeah...No...most of the time.
Int.: Not most of the time?
Bob: Most of the time.
Int.: Most of the lime, they are..• uh .. uh ...Who has more control? Is it
your parents or her parents?
Bob: Her paR!nts.
Int.: Her parents and how do you feel about that?
Bob: It's alright it's not big deal •••
Int.: Do you think most of the time, it's helpful?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: Do you feel you have enough control about what happens 10 your
child?
Bob: Yeah.
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Int.: So let's say that your child wasn't feeling well and had to be taken
to.•your child wasn't feeling well, had a fever, was hOI, would you be
called?
Bob: Yeah.
Jnt.: And would you be one of the people that decided on what to do with
him, whether he go see a doctor or... ?
Bob: Yeah ...that happened the other day. He had a fever and that ..they
brought him up to the hospitaL
Int.: Where were you when he had thf'! f~ver7
Bob: I was painting the house.•.they took him up to the hospital.
Int.: Did they call you or... ?
Bob: No, I was io .. .1 was in the house al the Iime... they were going to bring
him in.
Int.: So did you know before they went that they were going to the hospital
withhim'l
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: So they phoned you up and let you know?
Bob: No, I was there.
rot.: Oh, you were at the house. Uh..uh...1s it important to you that you
have some input? Is it important that they ask you what you think1
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Bob: Yeah.
Int.: You also said earlier that you feel that you and your girlfriend may
even be getting along better since you've had your child?
Bob: Yeah.
Inl.: Um... How do you mean beller?
Bob: I don't know...we talk about things and that.
Int.: So you communicate a little beUer.
Bob: Yeah, we spend more time together.
Int.: Spend more time logether....And concerning raising your child...de
you...do you agree mainly on how to raise your child?
Bob: Yeah. most of the time.
Inl.: Yeah. What happens if two of you have different opinions?
Bob: Well•• J don't i.:>:!ow....
Inl.: Will you usually give in to her or will she usually go with you, or....
Bob: I usually gives in 10 her.
Inl.: Yeah., ..Most of the time you make the decisions together do you, do
you feel?
Bob: Yeah.
lnt.: Are there any things she wants to do with him that you ,caJly...are
there any things that you disagree on?
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Bob: No, not really.
Int.: So the time he goes to bed and naps and this sort of thing•.. usually who
has the say?
Bob: I don't know•.• weIl...when he goes to sleep we let's him go to sleep.
He's only 8 months. He needs a lot of sleep. I know that.
Inl.: Okay, say ne falls asleep and you have him in your arms....Doe.s it
matter where he sleeps? Do you want 10 see him in his crib, do you
wanllc see him ...?
Bob: Puts him in his crib, yeah.
rnt.: And then when he wakes up, does he cry?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: And you both a.••.What do you do when he cries?
Bob: Takes him up.
Inl.: So, there's no problem with thai?
Bob: No.
Int.: Urn...Who do you consult with? Who do you ask for help concerning
raising your child?
Bob: (pause)
Int.: Let's say there's something that you're not sure it's quite normal or it's
right?
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Bob: I don't lcnow.••. Ask her mother and father or my mother and father.
Int.: So you go to your parents for help.
Bob: Yeah.
Inl.: And you usually take their advice, that they give?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: I know that your child is fairly young .. have you thought about... the
future?
Bob: No, not yet.
Int.: Not reaIly...you're taking it one day al a time sorl of...What do you
hope for him? What are some things you hope he has or he does or...?
Bob: I guess a good education.
Int.: Education. You think is important?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: Anything else .. you'd like to see happen to him?
Bob: Yeah, get out of this place.
Int.: You don't like this place?
Bob: No.
Int.: What's wrong with this place?
Bob: There ain't nothing Lo do.
Int.: There's not much 10 do?
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Bob: No.
lot.: No work?
Bob: No, nothing.
Int.: No entertainment?
Bob: No.
Int.: So, you don't plan to settle here, do you'?
Bob: I'm getting oul of here as soon as I gets out of school.
Int,; Where are you going?
Bob: I don't know, yet.
Int.: A large centre or a city or something?
Bob: Most of my friends is leaving now, next month.
Inl.: Yeah, where are they going?
Bob: (mainland).
Int.: So you think they might be going that way?
Bob: Yeah, 1 suppose.
Int.: So you'd like 10 see him working and active, when he grows up?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: What sort of things do you hope will not happen to him? What do you
worry about?
Bob: ...Well I don't know.
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Int.: Are there any things you really hope he doesn't do or doesn't happen to
him?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: What?
Bob: Don't get into no dope.
Int.: Don't get involved with drugs, yeah...Anything else?
Bob: No not really.
Int.: That's the main ttaing, get his education, sort of stay straight, gel work
and make a living for himselti
Bob: Yeah.
Inl.: Uh..Uh...And .,whatdo you think you can do to make sure this
happens?
Bob: I don't know.
Int.: You said you don'L.de you want 10 raise him here? ..you don't want
10.••7
Bob: No.
Int.: No...Do you think here, that's there's no work and there's little to do,
that that leads into drug use and that sort of thing?
Bob: Probably.
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Int.: Yeah•..Um ..you said that your parents have been the most helpful in
your adjusting to becoming a father. What has been !he least
helpful? ..What has just been a pain? What's caused you a lot of
problems in this?
Bob: Nothing. not much.
Int.: There is nothing that you think ifit wasn't there, it would make things
a lot easier?
Bob: I don't know. I can't think of nothing.
Int.: What's been most difficult?
Bob: I don', knoW•. .i1 was hard to adjust first when he was born.
Int.: So you think it's gotten a bit easier now, compared to when he 'A:as
first born?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: What was hard about it, when he was first born?
Bob: I don't know•.•wouldn't used to it. I wasn't ready ....
Int.: Pardon.
Bob: I wasn't ready for it.
Int.: Yeah.
Bob: Jgot used to it and used to il.
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Int.: What was hard about it tim? W8J iljust lbe idea of you're a father
and you lel all this responsibility or was it.. .time and sacrifices you
had to make? Did you have to make any sacrifices?
Bob: No, not really.
Int.: .What's changed the most. ..since you've been a father'?
Bob: I don't know..•no! much.
Int.: Now that he's born, ... would you change anything with him? Are you
IIappy now he's here?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: So, the hardest part is over, you think.
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: Okay, anything else you want to add, Bob?
Bob: No.
Int.: Do you think it's any easier or harder to be a leen falner here,
compared to a city7...•Do you think it would be any easier for someone
in St. John's. for instance'!
Bob: No.
Int.: You don'llhink that...whatabout rai5ing children .,00 you think ii'S
any easier in a city, than here?
Bob: No I'd say it's easier here.
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Int.: Easier here, but you don '1 want to stay here?
Bob: No.
Int.: Because ii's boring?
Bob: Yeah.
Int.: So, is it easier when they are younger? Did you like this place when
you were younger?
Bob: Yeah, alright.
Int.: Would you have rather grown up in the city?
Bob: In some, I don't know.. .in some ways I would, but..
Int.: Uh..Uh...As, so will yOll graduate next year?
Bob: Yeah, I should.
Inl.: You should... yau had some problems in .school, mainly with ....
Bob: Math.••• failed math last year, I failed biology this year.
Inl.: What math was that. ,the general?
Bob: The academic.
Int.: So did you lake it over?
Bob: No.
Inl.: So did you do general math instead?
Bob: No that's what I'm Ialcing now.
Int.: You'll do your general math this year. Did you like school?
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Bob: Alright...nothing 10 do.
Int.: So, it was only last year that you had prob1ems wilh math, wasn't it ..?
Bob, Yeah.
Int.: You didn't have problems in the earlier grades?
Bob: No••. used to get all 8's and A's bullast year..•.
Int.: Do you think the {act that your girlfriend became pregnant and
everything, last year, had anything to do wilh it?
Bob: No.
Int.: No... you didn't miss any time from school or anything'
Bob: No.
Int.: Wasn't it difficult to study with that on your mind?
Bob: No, never thought about it.
Int.: So once you found out your girlfriend was going to have a baby, you
didn't think about it, very often?
Bob: Yeah...bul I tried not to, I mean.
Jot.: Okay. anylhing else?
Bob: No.
Int.: Wen, I'd like to thank yOll for speAding some time with me. I know
ii's not easy to talk about. It's sort of a sensitive subject. And I do
appreciate it and I hope... r hope everything I repon is very accurate,
close to what you've said. Okay, thanks.




